A Secret weapon

A secret weapon in World War-II – crossing the English Channel!

By Prof. Paul S. Cutter
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Whither a pale-blue aircraft
vis a vis
the pale blue planet:
Who shall inherit
the Earth?
The elite,
or
the
Weak & Meek
of the Bible?!
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PREFACE
For many years I have wanted to tell this story of man's plight and flight on this planet Earth, the
only home we the Hominids have ever had. But I didn't have anybody worthwhile to tell it to
(because everyone is so smart around me, they know it all…), so years, decades have passed,
some of it tumultuous, difficult, at time unbearable (yet worthwhile, I assure you), but I have
th
survived the age, the terrible 20 century, it seems even physically unscathed, though the
biosystems are going – agility, hearing, seeing and even remembrance, still there is a desire to at
least tell this one more story to my granddaughter, who will read it, every word of it, I know it, I
know my intellectually vertical 11-year old Itana (named after the Greek god – Itanos). Moreover,
I have learned to tell my stories graphically, with pictures and graphs and tables and even in
mathematical mumble-jumble.
The story starts with an ingenious pale-blue bird, invented by man to make war—as all good
things, it is said, come from conflict (Eric Hoffer's nasty idea), hence despite my overt criticism of
the builders, users and abusers of such machines, I thought it very apropos before I have another
car accident, which might be final (on July 27, 2007, a driver fell asleep behind the wheel,
crossed over into our lane on the mountain highway to Cetinje and hit the rear wheel of the heavy
Range Rover and rolled us over), to tell the tale of rocket flight, how the V-1 flying bomb became
a V-2 rocket, which gave rise to ICBMs (the nuclear missiles), and they concurrently birthed the
space vehicles—flying machines which took us to the Moon, surface of planets such as Venus,
Mars, and Titan, with tiny probes now gallivanting throughout the Galaxy, carrying messages from
us men and women and children to faraway clusters of stars. These stars are suns, like our own
sun, and may well possess planetary systems populated by people very much like us earthlings.
In fact, I'm convinced, if we are here then there is a reason for it, a purpose, otherwise we would
not exist, and to that end this illustrated story of flight, mayhem, even genocide for slave labor
was used to build these exotic machines—and, we even faced war in the Cold War competition of
the high-tech military systems, the upmanship game of military and social science between East
and West, the same war civilized man has fought from the times of Alexander the Great, the
Occidental genius at war with the Orient personified in the personage of Darius II, whose nation
(Iran, the Persia of old) is still at war with the West – the United States.
If history repeats itself and lessons taught are not learned, then let me tell this tale of the
machines that brought us to the edge of traditional conflict – persistent warfare, conflict &
resolution – if we only knew how to use this technology instead of conflict to conquer space and
build that shiny equitable Cosmic Society of the future, by becoming the space-faring civilization,
which might be the very reason for our being alive and well on this side of Eden. . .
Evidently, everything changes and still remains the same, as this old adage confirms.
Where are we, who are we, are we alone in the Cosmos, or just the lost Children of yesteryear
looking for our cosmic brethren? I will not answer these questions, it's beyond to scope of this
graphic story of initial rocketry—rather, I trust by recapitulating certain high-tech events we might
throw a different light on the past, learn from it, and go on to better things in life, in our aspiring
day and age of incredible wonders which are in store for this Hominid race of Man if we can just
stay the course.
Prof. Paul S. Cutter
Europe
August 27, 2007
PS. Remember, one picture is worth a thousand words vis a vis the manned German V-1 Flying Bomb, i.e. the
first Cruise Missile, though herewith the piloted version, hence also the first manned rocket aircraft…
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V-1, en route to London, maiden flight 1942; the first cruise missile!
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V-2, August 1943, Peenemünde, the first spaceship!
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Fig. 1-2. R-7 SEMERKA: This was the satellite-launching Sergei Korolev version of
intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM), which was originally designed to carry nuclear
warheads; this one had 5 pods, where the military boosters were mostly single units. The
rocket made history on October 4th, 1957, when it propelled Sputnik 1, the world's first
artificial satellite, into Earth orbit. On November 3, another R-7 sent Sputnik 2 with the
dog Laika into space. On April 12, 1961, the R-7 again made history when it carried
cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin into orbit aboard Vostok 1. The Vostok carrier was a modified
R-7 with an additional stage to propel the Vostok spacecraft to orbital velocity. . . I have
said it all along, especially during my tenure of the Kishlak bunker operation in Central
Siberia, that it was all a matter of thrust power, engine power, and when we solved that
problem with Dr. von Braun's Saturn-V booster it was all over for the Russians, i.e. we
had reserved for them the back seat in manned space travel to this very date…
To date, more than 1,000 Semerkas of various types have been launched, making it
the most successful space launch system ever created. Even though its technology is now
almost 50 years old, the R-7's reliability and low cost have saved it from retirement.
France's Ariane Company has even considered using R-7s to launch satellites from its
facility in Kourou, French Guyana.

Sputnik-1
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Fig. 3.Man on the Moon… On July 20, 1969, Commander Neil Armstrong became the first man to set
foot on another planet, historic words, "One small step for man, one giant leap for mankind."

Fig. 4. The astronaut, Gene Cernnan, returning from the moon mailed this photo to the author and stamp "stamped" on the moon;
it was resent to me from California via DC courier to the bunker in Siberia.
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Fig. 5. Astronaut Buzz Aldrin's bootprint. It was part of an experiment to test the properties of the lunar regolith. This famous image
taken during Apollo 11 shows the fine and powdery texture of lunar soil.

Fig. 6. This image shows the Earth and the Moon at their correct relative sizes and distance.
The Earth is roughly 7900 miles in diameter and the Moon has a diameter of about 2200 miles. The distance between the Earth and the
Moon is a quarter-million miles or about 30 Earth diameters.
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Fig. 7-9. A view of the Lunar
Module "Eagle" on the Moon.
Our astronaut Aldrin is opening
the stowage area and preparing
to unload the scientific experiments package. Beyond the
right leg is the solar wind
experiment, and beyond that the
lunar surface TV camera.
(Source: NASA).
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Mars

Fig. 10. Giovanni Schiparelli (1835-1910), the Italian astronomer, thought he saw seasonally changing canals on Mars—so alien life
on Mars was a major theme of science at the turn of the 20th century including our own Percival Lowell's observational prowess-run
amiss. Percival Lowell (March 13, 1855–November 12, 1916) was a businessman, author, mathematician, and astronomer who also
fueled speculation that there were canals on Mars, founded the Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff, Arizona, and formed the beginning of
the effort that led to the discovery of Pluto 14 years after his death (in1930 Clyde Tombaugh was searching for a ninth planet as part
of a project at Lowell Observatory and discovered the 9th planet - Pluto).. Of course, specially trained astronomers (not philanthropist,
then academics second) would have provided a different picture, however his money and devotion to inner space was productive to
astronomical science in the United States.

Fig. 11. Photograph of a Martian sunset taken by Spirit at Gusev crater, May 19, 2005, while the first American two Viking probes
landed on Mars in June and July of 1976, with soil laboratories task and general photography of
Martian surface. Recent Mars orbiters have found water on the plant,
in fact – waterfalls gushing down from crater walls…
Moreover, Ray Bradbury, the American SciFi writer predicted in his story, The Martian Chronicles (1950), how we Earthlings were
first Martians, which may not be that far fetched, indeed, early on in the development of the Solar System astronomers relate how the
red planet was very likely in the Habitable (temperate) Zone and as green then as Earth is today, this pale-blue planet teeming with
life.
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Fig, 12. Geological survey orbiters have located water gushing out from a crater wall on Mars,
a tell-tale story that there is life in the Solar System if there's water…

Fig. 13. Phobos and Deimos, the moons of Mars were named by Jonathon Smith in Gulliver's Travels, in 1726,
sight unseen? How was it possible without optical instrumentation to know the size and orbital?
height? Impossible, but from the fund of knowledge – man's "destiny recalled" – stored
genetic knowledge in the Hominid gene, the genofund… the entire panorama of
cosmic creation is stored in our memory banks, in micro nano
technology coding!
DESTINY RECALLED – first 'recognized' instance for a "readout" of the genetic code of "recall" by a Hominid!
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First attempt at "contact" with our brethren in the wide OPEN SPACES of the Cosmos!

M-13
Fig. 14. The Hercules Globular Cluster
One of the brightest and largest globulars visible to northern hemisphere observers,
which can be seen by the naked eye on a clear night,
comprising by some estimates
over 4 million
suns,
some of which stars we now know posses planetary systems akin
to our very own solar family.
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Drake's CRYPTUM

This is the message with color added to highlight its separate parts. The actual binary
transmission carried no color information—this breakdown will help to better
understand the message… It's important to note, that the message was
recently prophilactized and resent to the M-13 Cluster in Hercules.
There's a further explanation and graphics below . . .

Fig. 15 (composite). The Drake message describes this panorama which can be viewed exactly like this from Earth every 20 years,
even for possible high-tech brethren out in the depths of space, if anyone is out there? February 20, 2002: Jupiter, Saturn, Mars, Venus
and Mercury lined up just above the western horizon as dusk turned to night every each night and stayed that way for the next few
weeks; their positions changed slightly as they move along their orbits around the sun.. They appear lined up because their orbital
paths have put them all on the same side of the sun, and it's a sight to see... That formation occurs only once every 20 years or so. But
because the lineup often occurs during daylight hours on Earth, the spectacle was last visible in 1940. And it will not be visible again
until 2040.
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Fig. 16. The first attempt at CETI; it consisted of a message beamed toward the star cluster M13 (the Great Cluster in
Hercules) on November 16, 1974, by the Arecibo radio telescope. The signal, transmitted at 2380 megahertz with duration
of 169 seconds, delivered an effective power of 3 trillion watts, the strongest man-made signal ever sent.
A technique first suggested by Frank Drake (see Drake's cryptogram) was used to encode the message which consisted
of a string of 1679 binary digits, or bits. An intelligent being striving to decipher the message, it is hoped, would eventually
recognize that 1679 is a multiple of two prime numbers, 23 and 73 (see mathematics, as a universal language). Arranging
the bits into 73 rows of 23 characters each and representing a zero by a blank space and a one by a solid space enables
a meaningful picture to emerge. The top part of the message establishes that the number system to be used is binary.
Under this appear the atomic numbers for the main biological elements, carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and phosphorrus, and the make-up of DNA. The rest of the message deals with the appearance, size, and number of human
beings, our location within the solar system, and a description of the transmitting telescope. Following the announcement
that the transmission had been made, a debate began (which continues to this day) on the wisdom of attempting CETI
(see CETI, opposition to).
On its 25,000-year-long journey, it is likely that the Arecibo Message will be seriously degraded by its interaction with
cosmic dust in the interstellar medium. Moreover, the loss of even a few bits of information would render the signal
undecipherable. To address this problem, a much larger message has recently been broadcast which contains data
duplicated in such a way that the loss of some parts of the transmission need not result in a total loss of meaning.
Encounter 2001 Message. The 1974 Arecibo Message has been prophylactized and repeated, hence that interstellar
radio message might survive the 25,000-year-long journey to the M-13 Custer in the constellation Hercules and another
25,000 years to reply if anyone hears it and deciphers it?! It was a long shot and so far no verifiable reply, it's been 33
years by now—if it was received and replied to it will take another 17 years to reach our planet, both Drake and Sagan
have passed away, and probably all the others of the team involved in the exciting project.
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M-13 Globular Cluster

The Great Globular Cluster in
Hercules (also known as the Hercules
Globular Cluster, Messier Object 13,
Messier 13, M13, or NGC 6205) is a
globular cluster in the Hercules constellah
m
tion at right ascension 16 41.7 and
declination +36° 28'. It was discovered by
Edmond Halley in 1714, and catalogued
by Charles Messier on June 1, 1764. With
an apparent magnitude of 5.8, it is barely
visible with the naked eye on a very clear
night. Its real diameter is about 145 lightyears, and is composed of several
hundred thousand stars, the brightest of
which is the variable star V11 with an
apparent magnitude of 11.95. M13 is
25,100 light-years away from Earth.
Fig. 17.

Planetary systems in M-13
There are seven stars in Hercules are known to be orbited by extra solar planets. They were
discovered in 1996, 2005, 2006, and the last four is 2007.
•

14 Her has one confirmed and one unconfirmed planet. The planet 14 Her b was the
longest period (4.9 years) and widest orbit (2.8 AU) at the time of discovery.

•

HD 149026 has a transiting hot Jupiter planet and is one of the most prominent and
studied.

•

HD 164922 has the first long period Saturian
planet discovered. The mass is 0.36 MJ and semi-major axis of 2.11 AU.

•

HD 147506 has the most massive transiting planet HAT-P-2b at the time of discovery.
The mass was 8.17 MJ.

•

HD 155358 has two planets around the lowest metallcity planet-harboring star (21%
Sun).

•

GSC 03089-00929 has a short transiting planet TrES-3. The period was 31 hours and
undergoing orbital decay.

•

HD 154345 has the planet HD 154345 b, a longest period (10900 days) and widest orbit
(9.21 AU) of any planets other than imaging planets.
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Fig. 18. The M-13 Globular Cluster is clearly marked in blue inside the green trapezoid.
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Fig. 19. Again, the M-13 Globular Cluster is the outer right framing line of the trapezoid (see the actual photo
below). It's important to get a handle on this first organized effort by man from this humanoid planet
Earth, astronomer Drake, at the Arecibo radio observatory, to reach out beyond our outer
limits to contact other civilizations in the vastness of the Cosmos. It was the
concentration of bright stars in the massive cluster
which turned the astronomical
community to M-13.
At the time no one had any idea whatsoever that there existed other planetary systems around suns such as our own;
now we know that the cluster contains at least seven solar systems, which makes this
first event in the history of civilization all the more
i m p or t a n t.
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Fig. 20. The Hercules Constellation. If the reader follows the slightly curved line, beginning with the
"blue" strain the lower right corner of this photographic plate, close next is a big white star, straight
above another one and just below the smaller third white star is a tiny perhaps brown-green dot,
that's the M-13 Cluster,
addressed by the late Francis Drake radio cryptogram, OK.
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Fig. 21. The recently discovered Gliese 581 c planet as generated by an artist (above). It's the first extrasolar planet believed to
possibly have a surface temperature similar to that of Earth. Assuming the planet's mass is close to the lower limit determined by
radial velocity measurements (the true mass is unknown, which makes it difficult for scientists to make concrete conclusions), it
would be the smallest extrasolar planet known around a main sequence star to date. The discovery is a "super-earth" extrasolar planet
orbiting the red dwarf star Gliese 581. It appears to be the first terrestrial extrasolar planet discovered in the hypothetical habitable
zone surrounding its star, where surface temperatures might maintain liquid water and therefore be suitable for life as known on Earth.
The planet is astronomically close, at 20.4 light years (193 trillion km or 119 trillion miles) from Earth in the direction of the
constellation of Libra. Its star is identified as Gliese 581 by its number in the Gliese Catalogue of Nearby Stars; with respect to Earth it
is the 87th closest star
system.
Fig. 22. In the habitable zone only Earth in
the middle of the
diagonal golden strip
qualifies for life forms
in our solar system. A
habit-able zone (HZ) is
an imaginary spherical
shell surrounding a star
throughout which the
surface temperatures of
any planets present
might be conducive to
the origin and development of life as we
know it. Also referred
to as the ecosphere.
The single most crucial
factor to the evolution
of terrestrial life has
been the ready availability of liquid water.
Not only does water serve as the solvent for biochemical reactions but it also furnishes the hydrogen upon which living matter
depends. Water will remain liquid under a pressure of 1 bar (terrestrial sea-level pressure) between 0°C and 100°C. Even on Earth,
however, geographical, seasonal, and diurnal variations can cause the temperature to fall well below freezing (as low as -70°C in
Antarctica), yet life can survive under these conditions. At the other end of the scale, although most terrestrial organisms cannot
endure temperatures consistently above 45°C, hyperthermophiles have been found thriving around hydrothermal vents at 113°C.
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Fig. 23. The Habitable Zone (HZ) of the
Gliese 581 system is the second circle
– "c".

Fig. 24. Artistic representation of a panoramic view of Gliese 581 d, showing two speculative moons—it's at the near edge of the
habitable zone, hence very unlikely to posses life forms. However, due to a theorized greenhouse effect, research now suggests that
atmospheric conditions on the planet create temperatures at which water can exist, and therefore the planet may be capable of
supporting life. It is important to note that these conditions are based on models of the planet, and have not been directly observed.
Fig. 25. It has been mathematically calculated by
scientists that 30 billion habitable planets fall in
the HZ belt in our Galaxy from an estimated
mean of 300 billion stars or suns populating the
Milky Way spiral which is our home. Perhaps
most of our Hominid brethren could very well
live on the hard-surface planetary moons, i.e. the
secondary satellites now being considered as
primary congenital environments suitable for
biological life because often the mother planet is
a gaseous giant such as our Jupiter, Saturn, and
Neptune planets with large sold core moons. The
only prerequisite is the habitable zone of the
mother planet closeness to its star or sun. For
example, the Neptune moon Triton is the coldest
hard-surface planetary body in our solar system.
In other words, the moon must be close enough to
the sun heat source, posses water, and an atomsphere capable of supporting life.
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PIONEER 10, 11 as ET Calling Card

Fig. 26. Pioneer 10 satellite, followed by Pioneer 11, were launched in 1972, and carried
the same message for our cosmic brethren…
But, "where are they?," as the physicist Enrico Fermi asked decades ago?
Yet, we know they're there, we're not alone!
It's only a mater of time & money…
Pioneer 10 has left far behind the Solar System and will continue to coast silently as a ghost ship into interstellar space,
traveling at over 100,000 mph, heading generally for the red star Aldebaran, which forms the eye of the constellation
Taurus (The Bull). Aldebaran is about 68 light-years away. It will take Pioneer 10 more than two million years to reach it.
Launched on 5 April 1973, Pioneer 11 followed its sister ship to Jupiter (1974), made the first direct observations of Saturn (1979) and
studied energetic particles in the outer heliosphere. The Pioneer 11 Mission ended on 30 September 1995, when the last transmission
from the spacecraft was received. Its electrical power source exhausted, the spacecraft could no longer operate any of its scientific
instruments, nor point its antenna toward Earth. The spacecraft is headed toward the constellation of Aquila (The Eagle), northwest of
the constellation of Sagittarius. Pioneer 11 may pass near one of the stars in the constellation in about 4 million years.
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High-tech prowess supreme!

Fig. 27. The Pioneer 10 instruments layout . . . Homo, the tool maker, now high-tech instrument maker!
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Fig. 28. This plague was imbedded on the side of Pioneer-I and II (197…) carrying a ciphered message and a voice record for the
recipient. The Pioneer probes are heading in opposite directions: Pioneer 10 for the plant Aldebaran in the constellation Taurus, at the
calculated speed now 30,000 mph though increasing with time, it will take two million years to reach the star and its possible
planetary system inhabitants. Pioneer 11 is directed. Pioneer plaque is, in fact, made of gold-anodized aluminum The Pioneer plaques
are a pair of gold-anodized aluminum plaques which were placed on board the Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 11 spacecraft, featuring a
pictorial message from humanity, in case either Pioneer 10 or 11 are intercepted by extraterrestrial beings. The plaques show the nude
figures of a human male and female along with several symbols that are designed to provide information about the origin of the
spacecraft. The Pioneer spacecraft were the first human-built objects to leave the solar system. The plaque is attached to the antenna
support struts in a position that shields it from erosion by stellar dust.

Simbology of the Plaque
"The Pioneer F spacecraft, destined to be the first human made object to escape from the solar system into
interstellar space, carries this pictorial plaque. It is designed to show scientifically educated inhabitants of
some other star system, who might intercept it millions of years from now, when Pioneer was launched, from
where, and by what kind of beings. (With the hope that they would not invade Earth.) The design is etched
into a 6 inch by 9 inch gold-anodized aluminum plate, attached to the spacecraft's antenna support struts in
a position to help shield it from erosion by interstellar dust. The radiating lines at left represents the positions
of 14 pulsars, a cosmic source of radio energy, arranged to indicate our sun as the home star of our civilization. The "1-" symbols at the ends of the lines are binary numbers that represent the frequencies of these
pulsars at the time of launch of Pioneer F relative of that to the hydrogen atom shown at the upper left with a
"1" unity symbol. The hydrogen atom is thus used as a "universal clock," and the regular decrease in the
frequencies of the pulsars will enable another civilization to determine the time that has elapsed since
Pioneer F was launched. The hydrogen is also used as a "universal yardstick" for sizing the human figures
and outline of the spacecraft shown on the right. The hydrogen wavelength, about 8 inches, multiplied by the
binary number representing "8" shown next to the woman gives her height, 64 inches. The figures represent
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the type of creature that created Pioneer. The man's hand is raised in a gesture of good will. Across the
bottom are the planets, ranging outward from the Sun, with the spacecraft trajectory arching away from
Earth, passing Mars, and swinging by Jupiter." Source: http://grin.hq.nasa.gov/ABSTRACTS/GPN-2000001623.html.

The space-faring civilization's maiden robotic flight…

Fig. 29. Pioneer 10 on a flyby over Jupiter, the 5th planet in our solar system. The astronomer Carl Sagan was a leader in the U.S.
space program since its inception and worked as an adviser to NASA since the 1950s. One of his many duties during his tenure at the
space agency included briefing the Apollo astronauts before their flights to the Moon. Sagan contributed to most of the robotic
spacecraft missions that explored the solar system, placing experiments on many of the expeditions. He conceived the idea of adding
an unalterable and universal message on spacecraft destined to leave the solar system that could be understood by any extraterrestrial
intelligence that might find it. Sagan assembled the first physical message that was sent into space: a gold-anodized plaque, attached to
the space probe Pioneer 10, launched in 1972. Pioneer 11, also containing the plaque, was launched the following year. He continued
to refine his designs and the most elaborate such message he helped to develop and assemble was the Voyager Golden Record that
was sent out with the Voyager space probes in 1977.
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The Pioneer Plaque
The Pioneer plaques are a pair of gold-anodized aluminum plaques which were placed on board
the Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 11 spacecraft, featuring a pictorial message from humanity, in case
either Pioneer 10 or 11 are intercepted by extraterrestrial beings. The plaques show the nude
figures of a human male and female along with several symbols that are designed to provide
information about the origin of the spacecraft.
The Pioneer spacecraft were the first human-built objects to leave the solar system. The plaque is
attached to the antenna support struts in a position that shields it from erosion by stellar dust.
The Voyager Golden Record, a much more complex and detailed message using (then) state-ofthe-art media, was attached to the Voyager spacecraft launched in 1977.
The original idea, that the Pioneer spacecraft should carry a message from mankind, was first
mentioned by Eric Burgess when he visited the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California
during the Mariner 9 mission. Together with Richard Hoagland, he approached Dr. Carl Sagan,
who had lectured about communication with extraterrestrial intelligences at a conference in
Crimea.
Dr. Sagan was enthusiastic about the idea of sending a message with the Pioneer spacecraft.
NASA agreed to the plan and gave him three weeks to prepare a message. Together with Dr.
Frank Drake he designed the plaque, and the artwork was prepared by Sagan's then wife Linda
Salzman Sagan.
The first plaque was launched with Pioneer 10 on March 2, 1972, and the second followed with
Pioneer 11 on April 5, 1973. Both spacecraft left the solar system in the 1980s.

Physical properties
The actual plaque

•
•
•
•
•
•

Material: 6061 T6 gold-anodized aluminum
Width: 229 mm (9 inches)
Height: 152 mm (6 inches)
Thickness: 1.27 mm (0.05 inches)
Mean depth of engraving: 0.381 mm (0.015 inches)
Weight: approx. 0.120 kilograms

Fig. 30. The Drake Plaque

Symbolism
Hyperfine transition of neutral hydrogen
At the top left of the plate is a schematic representation of the hyperfine transition of
hydrogen, which is the most abundant element in the universe. Below this symbol is a small
vertical line to represent the binary digit 1. This spin-flip transition of a hydrogen atom
from electron state spin up to electron state spin down can specify a unit of length
(wavelength, 21 cm) as well as a unit of time (frequency, 1420 MHz). Both units are used
as measurements in the other symbols. Note that since the plaque is 229 mm wide, the
actual unit of length could have been depicted, although it wasn't.
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Fig. 31. A full black & white view of the Drake Plaque, cryptogram.

Figures of a man and a woman
Fig. 32. On the right side of the plaque, a man and a woman are shown in front of the
spacecraft. Between the brackets that indicate the height of the woman, the binary
representation of the number 8 can be seen. In units of the wavelength of the hyperfine
transition of hydrogen this means 8 × 21 cm = 168 cm.

The right hand of the man is raised as a sign of good will.
Although it is unlikely that this gesture will be understood, it
offers a way to show the opposable thumb and that the limbs can
be moved.
Originally Sagan drew the humans holding hands, but soon
realized that an extraterrestrial might perceive the figure as a single creature rather than two
people. The figures appear to be Caucasian and Occidental, but Linda's generic depiction of
mankind was intended to be as racially free as possible.
One can see that the woman's genitals are not really depicted; only the mons veneris is shown. It
has been claimed that Sagan, having little time to complete the plaque, suspected that NASA
would have rejected a more intricate drawing and therefore made a compromise just to be safe…,
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indeed, 'cause we know from his racial origin he was always very careful. On the other hand,
some say, how spouse Linda, soon to be estranged wife was apt to promote female sexual
prowess, and had indeed drawn the sliver in the apex of the vagina, to prove the female override
in the process of hominid creation. However, according to Mark Wolverton's more detailed
account, the original design included a "short line indicating the woman's vulva." It was erased as
condition for approval by John Naugle, former head of NASA's Office of Space Science and the
agency's former chief scientist.
But Sagan himself wrote that "The decision to omit the slit in the lady's crotch in this diagram was
made partly because conventional representation in Greek statuary omits it. He also commented
that: "The idea of government censorship of the Pioneer 10 plaque is now so well documented
and firmly entrenched that no statement from the designers of the plaque to the contrary can play
any role in influencing the prevailing opinion. But we can at least try."

Relative position of the Sun to the center of the Galaxy and 14 pulsars

Relative position of the Sun to the center of the Galaxy and 14 pulsars with their periods
denoted
Fig. 33.

The radial pattern on the left of the plaque shows 15 lines emanating from the same origin. 14 of
the lines have corresponding long binary numbers, which stand for the periods of pulsars, using
the hydrogen spin-flip transition frequency as the unit. Since these periods will change over time,
the epoch of the launch can be calculated from these values.
The lengths of the lines show the relative distances of the pulsars to the Sun. A tick mark at the
end of each line gives the Z coordinate perpendicular to the galactic plane.
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If the plaque is found, only some of the pulsars may be visible from the location of its discovery.
Showing the location with as many as 14 pulsars provides redundancy so that the location of the
origin can be triangulated even if only some of the pulsars are recognized.
The data for one of the pulsars is misleading. When the plaque was designed, the frequency of
pulsar "1240" (now known as J1243-6423) was known to only three significant decimal digits:
0.388 seconds. The map lists the period of this pulsar in binary to much greater precision:
100000110110010110001001111000. Rounding this off at about 10 significant bits
(100000110100000000000000000000) would have provided a hint of this uncertainty. This pulsar
is represented by the long line pointing down and to the right.
The fifteenth pulsar line on the plaque extends to the far right, behind the human figures. This line
indicates the sun's relative distance to the center of the galaxy.

The Silhouette of the Spacecraft

Silhouette of the Pioneer spacecraft relative to the size of the humans. Behind the figures
of the human beings, the silhouette of the Pioneer spacecraft can be seen. It is displayed in the
same scale so that the size of the human beings can be deduced from measuring the spacecraft.
Fig. 34.

TheSolarSystem…

Fig. 35. The Solar System description and location.

At the bottom of the plaque you have noticed the schematic diagram of the solar system (above).
A small picture of the spacecraft is shown, and the trajectory shows its way past Jupiter and out
of the solar system. Both Pioneers 10 and 11 have identical plaques, but after launch Pioneer 11
was redirected onwards to Saturn thus making its plaque somewhat out of date. Saturn's rings
could give a further hint to identifying the solar system. Rings around the planets Jupiter, Uranus,
and Neptune were unknown when the plaque was designed. Pluto was considered to be a planet
when the plaque was designed; in 2006 the IAU reclassified Pluto as a dwarf planet.
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The binary numbers next to the planets show the relative distance to the sun. The unit is 1/10 of
Mercury's orbit.

The VOYAGER Program

Fig. 36-37.Cover of the Voyager
Golden Record is a phonograph
record included in the two Voyager
spacecraft launched in 1977, the
most complete diplomatic note to
the ETs out there to date. It contains sounds and images selected to
portray the diversity of life and
culture on Earth. It is intended for
any intelligent extra-terrestrial life
form, or far future humans, that may
find it. The Voyager spacecraft will
take about two million years to
come near another star, 'near'
meaning in this case within around
1.7 light-years' distance; hence, if
other beings do not come in the
direc-tion of the spacecraft to meet
them, it will take at least that long
for the Golden Record to be found.
As the probes are extremely small
compared to the vastness of interstellar space, it is extraordinarily
unlikely that they will ever be
intercepted. If they are ever found
by an alien species, it will be in the
far –off future, and thus the record
is best seen as a time capsule or a
symbolic statement rather than a
serious attempt to communicate
with aliens.
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Fig. 38. Voyager Golden Record, the first message ever to
our brethren in the Cosmos…

Fig. 39. The message deciphered: This is an explanation of the Voyager record cover diagram as provided by NASA, if
the specie out there is our very own kind, though I have considered for some time free-wheeling
robots on duty in seep space may
be first entities to greet
our probes.
Moreover, much more advanced high-tech civilizations surely travel at warp or wormhole speeds; therefore we might have
visitors much sooner than we expect if "global warming" does not scorch our pale blue dot by that time.
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Fig. 40. The Voyager-1 probe, close-up—it deserved a Nobel Peace Prize but for the fact that the Germanic Nobelists
overrode the intrinsic need to award the genuine creative act in order to have gain on other fronts – the Peace Prize
being a 'political instrument' of the Children of Goth, where dominance overrides all considerations of reason!
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Fig. 41. Current location and trajectories of Pioneer and Voyager spacecraft: Map showing location and trajectories of the Pioneer 10,
Pioneer 11, Voyager 1 and Voyager 2 spacecraft, as of April 4, 2007.
Pioneer 10 has left far behind the Solar System and will continue to coast silently as a ghost ship into interstellar space, traveling at
over 100,000 mph, heading generally for the red star Aldebaran, which forms the eye of the constellation Taurus (The Bull).
Aldebaran is about 68 light-years away. It will take Pioneer 10 more than two million years to reach it.
Launched on 5 April 1973, Pioneer 11 followed its sister ship to Jupiter (1974), made the first direct observations of Saturn (1979) and
studied energetic particles in the outer heliosphere. The Pioneer 11 Mission ended on 30 September 1995, when the last transmission
from the spacecraft was received. Its electrical power source exhausted, the spacecraft could no longer operate any of its scientific
instruments, nor point its antenna toward Earth. The spacecraft is headed toward the constellation of Aquila (The Eagle), northwest of
the constellation of Sagittarius. Pioneer 11 may pass near one of the stars in the constellation in about 4 million years.

Fig. 42. Pioneer-10 in deep space…
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This pale-blue planet – Earth!

Fig. 43. A composite picture of Earth at night generated to represent the actual illumination spots on the planet, as seen
from distant space, therefore human civilization is detectable from space if anyone is out there to take notice.
Wayward space fearers passing by even accidentally would notice it, but all the
cacophony, to be sure "rock music" as well as coded
messages by the Intelligence community
would surely be
picked up!
Or
Would they?
We think so, they're out there otherwise we would not be here… for, there must be a purpose to our existence otherwise
We Would Not Be!
Even inanimate, the material space physics
would not create a "pulsing, beating biological WORLD without
a damn good reason, if even to exploit the humanoid as Sci-Fi films love to treat
the topic!
Cause & Effect,
Action vis a vis Reaction!
The subtlety of matter is such out there and
here on the Earth—it must be preprogrammed, minutely, beyond our current
scientific capability to detect it let alone to decipher such nano virtuosic reality
who knows what kind of Intelligence lurking out there, beyond our reach and
scientific know-how!
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Fig. 44. A flyby ET inspecting the 260 kg spacecraft would notice two humanoids sketched on a plaque lashed to the
payload cover of the tiny space probe, finding truly incredible surprises in waiting (described elsewhere). The visitor could
be a robot—regardless, animate or inanimate intelligence would find a well designed package, a sort of a greeting card
from the human kind, saying: "Here we are, what we are and where we are!"
By then, perhaps one to two millions years would have passed, if still intact, the Pioneer inter-stellar ambassador from the
pale blue dot – the planet Earth - was biologically teeming with life at time the probe left the solar system bidding goodbye
the tiny speck of pale blue light we call home.
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Our home, just a pale blue dot . . .

Fig. 45-46. The "Pale Blue Dot" is by Carl Sagan, the famous
late astronomer, who said the following on May 11, 1996,
how he felt about the photo, what it demonstrated as seen
from 6 billion kilometers away, Earth is a dot obscured in a
beam of scattered sunlight (pinpointed by artificial blue circle,
below).

The pale blue dot emphasized.
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The Pale Blue Dot by the late astronomer Carl Sagan:
Studying the photographic plates from Voyager I, taken on May 11, 1996, realizing that one faint pale
blue dot was the third planet from the Sun, he reportedly blurted out all of this text:

“We succeeded in taking that picture [from deep space, by the Voyager space probe],
and if you look at it,
you see a dot.
That’s here.
That’s home.
That’s us.
On it
everyone you love,
everyone you know,
everyone you ever heard of,
every human being who ever was, lived out their lives.
The aggregate of our joy and suffering,
thousands of confident religions, ideologies, and economic doctrines,
every hunter and forager,
every hero and coward,
every creator and destroyer of civilization,
every king and peasant,
every young couple in love,
every mother and father, hopeful child,
inventor and explorer,
every teacher of morals,
every corrupt politician,
every “superstar,”
every “supreme leader,”
every saint and sinner in the history of our species lived there —
on a mote of dust suspended in a sunbeam.
The Earth is a very small stage in a vast cosmic arena.
Think of the rivers of blood
spilled by all those generals and emperors,
so that, in glory and triumph,
they could become the momentary masters of a fraction of a dot.
Think of the endless cruelties
visited by the inhabitants of one corner of this pixel
on the scarcely distinguishable inhabitants of some other corner,
how frequent their misunderstandings,
how eager they are to kill one another,
how fervent their hatreds.
Our posturings,
our imagined self-importance,
the delusion that we have some privileged position in the Universe,
are challenged by this point of pale light.
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Our planet is a lonely speck in the great enveloping cosmic dark.
In our obscurity, in all this vastness,
there is no hint that help will come from elsewhere to save us from ourselves.
The Earth is the only world known so far to harbor life.
There is nowhere else,
at least in the near future,
to which our species could migrate. Visit, yes. Settle, not yet.
Like it or not, for the moment the Earth is where we make our stand.
It has been said that astronomy is a humbling and character building experience.
There is perhaps no better demonstration of the folly of human conceits
than this distant image of our tiny world.
To me,
it underscores our responsibility to deal more kindly with one another,
and to preserve and cherish the pale blue dot, the only home we’ve ever known”.
- Good show, Carl!

Fig. 47. Sagan's concluding comments on the Pioneer and Voyager probes: "The job is
by no means done," he said. "We will look for the boundary between the solar system
and the interstellar medium and then we'll voyage on forever in the dark between the
stars." Carl made this world much shinier with his academic work in the space program
and popularization of astronomy, astrophysics, and natural science; he died on
December 20, 1996 from bone marrow disease (preleukemia syndrome) at the age 62.

The pale blue dot is the Point of Reference, which I
have written about and formulated the formula . . ., though
the subject is out in space in the cosmic plain viewing the awesome creation, be it
illusory, for the hominid MIND maybe playing a trick on Reality itself, something
which astronomer Sagan never considered…

Let there be light!
- Genesis
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PUNCTUATED EQUALLIBIRA
The V1/V-2 Giant Leap for Man
The American futurist, Alvin Toffler, writes in one of his books – the Third Wave – how it took
civilization over 4,000 years to bridge the gap between donkey transport--the wooden "samar"
(saddle, therefrom such cities as Samara in Syria and Russia), which one hopped or tied baskets
on it to, to carry the daily burdens of man--and Henry Ford's Model T. The wheel was there, we
knew how to use it in ancient warfare chariots, oxen carts and the like, but we were unable to
develop a relative perpetumobile until the Watson engine was invented and petroleum used for
energy to power the machine. [Surprisingly vis a vis the creative act why for tens of thousands of
years the compatibility between man and the machine was not discovered?] From this engine
which was used to pump water out of British mines via the steam engines to the diesel engine it
took another 200 years. It follows then that we jumped behind the wheel of a car or a stick of the
th
airplane about the same time, the beginning of the 20 century, something dictated by evolution
in the animal kingdom, i.e. the sudden leap of adaptation (hence, the above sub-title).
Thereafter, it took just over three short decades to develop a far-reaching system of transport to
move men & materiel be it in warfare, with the development of the pulse jet engine, immediately
followed by the rocket motor, which catapulted us almost overnight into orbital flight and cosmic
space.

Fig. 48. And God said: let there be light, and there was "red light" out of the darkness, brimstone, and fire,
to leap man and the machine into high-speed transportation drives
gaining foothold in space, the wide
"open spaces" of an
imminent
Space-faring Hominid Civilization!
It's our Destiny…

The rotor blades taking in air, mixing it with alcohol, kerosene, and similar high-octane fossil fuels
for jet aircraft, and now liquid fuel as well for rocket engines used in space travel. Of course, solid
propellant fuels are still used in rocket engines, while liquid fuels are much more efficient until we
develop dry energy hyper-linear power drive systems for long distance space travel at much
higher speeds, perhaps as fast as two-thirds the speed of light, which is a prerequisite development before we leap again into faster than light or warp drives.
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The Groundbreaking Engine
Perhaps the most famous--if not infamous--pulsejet engine of all time—the huge unit designed by
Dr. Paul Schmidt and built by the Argus company in Germany for their V-1 flying bomb.
This engine was a masterpiece of simplicity and heralded as the pivotal instrument of change at
the dawn of our modern high-tech civilization, birth of the cruise missile or unmanned aerial
vehicle systems (RPV, UVS), and thereby the rocket engine.
Little was known about this engine until the end of WW-II, when the allied forces were able to
examine a number of complete and partly constructed V-1s recovered from formerly occupied
territories along Europe's western coastline and, of course, the resulting V-2 missile, the superb
achievement of any warfare in the history of mankind. Indeed, it was never melted into plowshares, instead the "wunder" weapon changed warfare forever, with the threat of guided nuclear
missile deliveries anywhere around the planet and, for that matter, the depths of space are not
immune to such prospects…

Fig. 49. V-1.

Now then, in 1934 the German engineer, Dr. Paul Schmidt, suggested that his pulsejet engine
(which the Argus company developed) could be used to power an "aerial torpedo". Robert Lusser
designed and developed this idea at Fieseler aircraft facility using the Argus "A-014" pulsejet. In
1941 Fieseler were given the go-ahead for the development and production of this simple and
cheap to make pilotless aeroplane, then called the Fi 103 V1. The aircraft was fitted with a simple
guidance system using a gyroscope for direction/attitude and a distance recorder driven by a
small propeller on the nose. At a preset distance the fuel was cut off, the aircraft would then fall to
the ground and explode. It was deployed against the German arch-enemy, the United Kingdom,
terrorizing the hell out of the London population from, particularly 1943-44, the V-2 rocket almost
to the War in 1945. The problem with all this was that a pulsejet needs an appreciable speed to
work, so conspicuous steam powered launch ramps had to be made, which were very vulnerable
to air attacks. To solve this difficulty the Heinkel He 111bomber was modified (H 22) to launch the
Fi 103 from the air in what is now called "stand off". Other developments were the
"Rauschenberg" Piloted Fi 103 (the German kamikaze) and the American copy of 1944/45 the
Republic JB-2 "Thunderbug" or "Loon", which is illustrated in this text. In fact, almost everything in
the postwar high-tech Cold War period, 1945-1993, came from Nazi Germany, inherited by both
the conquering Americans and Russians, particularly the former.
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OPERATIONAL ASPECTS OF THE PULSE-JET ENGINE
The Unique Valving System

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the Argus is its valving system. Unlike small pulsejets that
often use a simple flower-like petal valve; the Argus used an array of spacers and small, rectangular spring steel valves that were riveted to a holding strip. The valve strips and spacers were
then assembled into an array as shown in this diagram. This construction method allowed the
valve grid to be manufactured using relatively cheap castings and by comparatively unskilled
laborers -- important factors in a war-time environment. Despite its fairly simple design, the valve
grid is surprisingly efficient since it provides a much straighter path for the incoming air than does
a petal-valve setup. Fuel was sprayed directly
into the engine through a 3 x 3 array of nine
nozzles right behind the valve grid. Yes, the
Argus was a direct-injection pulsejet. The fuel
supply was pressurized by the same tank of
compressed air that was also used to drive the
gyros and operate the control surfaces of the
V-1 airframe. The body of the engine was built
from rolled and welded mild steel plate in the
beginning soon changed to hardened alloy
combinations as the V-1 went into real
production of some 30,000 units after 1942,
with at least 10,000 successfully fired at
London and other Western targets as the
Allies landed in Normandy, the V-1 and V-2
positions moving back into fatherland.
Fig. 50. The Argus valving system.

By the way, an external system was used to inject air behind the upper-most row of fuel nozzles
for starting. Some information suggests that in the bitter cold experienced during winter months,
acetylene gas was also used to facilitate starting. Unfortunately, like most pulsejets of the era, the
Argus suffered from poor fuel economy, short valve-life and relatively poor (compared to a
turbojet) performance. Much effort was spent trying to address these problems and some of the
results of that work was accomplished in the U.S., e.g. extending the valve life, using more
efficient valving, and using pulsejets as tip-jets on helicopters. The Ford Motor Company in
Detroit was contracted to build a number of Argus clones at the end of WW-II but apparently with
little success. Although the Argus only saw limited service as an operational engine after its
introduction in mid-1944, its effect as the power source of the much-feared flying bomb was, and
always will be, of immense significance in the field of jet propulsion, and therefrom rocket
propulsion.

Fig. 51. Pulse jet schematic. First part
of the cycle: air intake (1), mixed with
fuel (2). Second part: the valve (3) is
closed and the ignited fuel-air mix (4)
propels the craft.
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The combustion cycle comprises six phases: ignition, combustion, exhaust, induction, compression, and (in some engines) fuel injection. Starting at ignition within the combustion chamber, a
high pressure is raised by the combustion of the fuel/air mixture. The pressurized gas from
combustion cannot exit forward through the one way intake valve and so exits only to the rear
through the exhaust tube. It is the inertial reaction of this gas flow that causes the engine to
provide thrust, this force being used to propel an airframe or a rotor blade. The inertia of the
traveling exhaust gas causes a low pressure in the combustion chamber. This pressure is less
than the inlet pressure (upstream of the one-way valve), and so the induction phase of the cycle
begins. In the most simple of pulsejet engines this intake is through a venturi which causes fuel to
be drawn from a fuel supply. In more complex engines the fuel may be injected directly into the
combustion chamber (today's turbo-diesel autos). When the induction phase is complete a
reflected high pressure wave from the tailpipe compresses the charge, which is ignited by
residual heat from the previous cycle.
Fig. 52. Boeing AGM-86A is
based on the original design of
the Fi 103, initially Dr.
Schmidt's design, however the
final version, including the
ramp launch was borrowed
from Korolev's 1939 216
model.

There are two basic
types of pulsejets.The
first is known as a
valved or traditional
pulsejet and it has a set of one-way valves through which the incoming air passes. When the
air/fuel is ignited, these valves slam shut which means that the hot gases can only leave through
the engine's tailpipe, thus creating forward thrust. The cycle frequency is primarily dependent on
the length of the engine. For a small model-type engine the frequency may be typically around
250 pulses per second — whereas for a larger engine such as the one used on the German V-1
flying bomb, the frequency was closer to 45 pulses per second. The second type of pulsejet is
known as the valveless pulsejet. This name is really a misnomer. These engines have no
mechanical valves, but they do have aerodynamic valves, which, for the most part, restrict the
flow of gases to a single direction just as their mechanical counterparts. Indeed they have no
mechanically moving parts at all and in that respect they are similar to a ramjet.
With these engines, the intake and exhaust pipes usually face the same direction. This necessitates bending the engine into a "U" shape (the Lockwood-Hiller design is made this way) or
placing a 180 degree bend in the intake tube. When the air/fuel mixture inside the engine ignites,
hot gases will rush out both the intake tube and the exhaust tube, since the aerodynamic valves
"leak". If both tubes weren't facing in the same direction, less thrust would be generated because
the reactions from the intake and exhaust gas flows would partially cancel each other. This idea
was the brainchild of a French propulsion research group named SNECMA.
Needless to underscore, again, the advantage of the aerodynamically valved pulsejet is
simplicity. Since there are no moving parts to wear out, they are easier to maintain and simpler to
construct. However, they are more difficult to optimize.
Pulsejets survive today in target drone aircraft, flying model aircraft, fog generators and home
heating equipment. Some experimenters continue to work on improved designs. The engines are
difficult to integrate into manned aircraft design due to high fuel consumption, noise, and
vibration. The Pulse detonation engine (PDE) marks a new approach towards non-continuous jet
engines and promises higher fuel efficiency compared even to turbofan jet engines. Pratt &
Whitney and General Electric now have active PDE research programs.
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Finally, the principal military use of the pulsejet engine was in the V-1 flying bomb, the engine's
characteristic droning noise earning it the nicknames "buzz bomb", or "doodlebug". The V-1 was
a real German cruise missile used in World War II, most famously in the bombing of London in
1944. Pulsejet engines, being cheap and easy to construct, were the obvious choice for the V-1's
designers given the Germans' materials shortages and over-stretched industry at that stage of
the war. Modern cruise missiles do not generally use pulsejet engines but true rocket or gas
turbine engines. Yet, it was the V-1 engine, its thrust power, which gave rise to the V-2 engine
and success of this missile (below), which has changed the world.

Fig. 53. Another secret weapon breaks the sound barrier at Peenemunde in 1943, and begins devastating downtown
London 1944-45 as the Allies landed in Normandy, June 6, 1944.

But we must take notice that the Russians had a
considerable lead in rocketry in the 1920s and 30s,
long before the Germans managed to develop the
V-1/V-2 rockets. Therefore, the last of the German
scientists, who were POWs in Soviet Russia (unlike
the American heroes of Dr. Van Braun's vintage),
returned to Germany in 1953. Indeed, Sergei
Korolev, the Russian counterpart, developed the
cruise missile in 1932.
Fig. 54. The 1932 mini-model cruise missile, a pre-runner with
a booster engine on the rack below; the idea of a ramp had
already been born, developed into full-size ramp in 1939, which
was obviously borrowed at Peenemunde to test the flying bomb
by the German allies-cum enemy in 1941, just two years later in
the sneak attack on Russia (Operation BARBAROSSA).
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Fig . 55. Sergei Korolev tested his first winged missile (No. 216) on May 9, 1936, a precursor to the German Fi

103 V-1.

Fig. 56. The same, Korolev's rocket-propelled cruise missile in 1939 tests, where the craft was laid on a sled and rail then fired with
the help of a booster very similar to those used by the Germans on their V-1.
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Fig. 57. Korolev, designer of the Cruise Missile-212, conducted the first test flight on January 29, 1939.
Fig. 58. The first successful

utilization of rockets in warfare
occurred in the Ushgansk Battle in
the Second Russian War with Iran,
August 29, 1827. On January 16,
1712, Peter the Great, the tsar of
Russia, founded a school in St.
Petersburg, the Mozyaisky
Military Space Academy,
according to current Russian
historiography. I know the
building but I never actually found
such a dated documents as "space"
engineering, only artillery
'rocketry' reference to the school.
Regardless, Russians have a
handle on the "creative act," let
'em have it if that's what it was
suppose to be, though I doubt the
good Tsar thought much about
orbits and life on other planets…
In fact, he was in every possible
way a typical "assimilator' and
regurgitator of everything and
anything Western European, only interested in solidifying his imperial power by relying on Western knowledge,
science and technology and, of course, having an exquisite taste for German women, therefrom the parade of German
born tsarinas or empresses on the Russian court to the very last tsar, the executed (by Lenin's orders), Tsar Nicholas II
Romanoff… Peter himself looked like Thor, the mythical Viking king-of-kings, over 2 meters tall, though the Scandinavian Rurik, once in charge of the Moscow princedom in the 8-9th century, or so the 'story-told' mostly by Germanic
historians, is probably a useful myth to promote their own Oriental breed. Proto-Slavs have no genetic relationship to
the Gothic-Mongolian race of Germanic people settling the northwest European Crescent in 9 AD, two millennia ago,
arriving after the birth of Christ, while the Slavs settled in Europe tens of millennia ago occupying both eastern and
western Europe, in fact, in our own era, after the birth of Christ, while the Slavs settled in Europe tens of millennia ago
displaced by the Oriental German in their homeland of Semirechie, the Severn Rivers Region of South-Eastern
Kazakhstan (former tsarist-soviet Central Asia), settling the central European plateau some 30 millennia ago, perhaps
even earlier, even 40 millennia ago. . . Needless to underscore, often in the West we tend to underestimate or belittle
the tsarist-communist Russian civilization's contribution in almost every sphere human endeavor, because of the
competitive verve ingrained in our Germanic elite, imbued with the obvious dominance drive to take over the planetary
meridians a la Napoleon and Hitler, hence the inescapable competitive, atavistic behavior of this sub-breed race of man.
…
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THE AWESOME VV-2, WORLD'S FIRST ROCKET SHIP

The most beautiful vehicle of any kind ever made by man!
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Fig. 59-60. V-2; 61. The V-1 (German: Vergeltungswaffe 1) was the first
guided missile used in war and the forerunner of today's cruise missile.
The V-1 was developed at Peenemünde by the German Luftwaffe during
the Second World War. Between June 1944 and March 29, 1945, it was
fired at targets in southeastern England and Belgium, London and
Antwerp. V-1s were launched from "ski-jump" launch sites along the
French (Pas-de-Calais) and Dutch coasts until the sites were overrun by
Allied forces. The underground V-1 storage depots at Saint-Leud'Esserent, Nucourt and Rilly La Montange, as well as the launch sites,
were bombed during Operation Crossbow.

THE V-1/V-2 PROMENADE, into the pages of History.
Vergeltungswaffe: V-1 flying bomb, V-2 rocket, and V-3 cannon,
Hitler's pathologic retaliation, reprisal, or vengeance weapons
launched in 1943 after serious setbacks on the Russian front!

Fig. 62. An actual Spitfire fighter using
its wingtip to 'topple' a V-1 in flight.
Fig. 63. The above carnage is a typical
scene in the immediate aftermath of a V2 rocket attack on the main intersection
in Antwerp, Belgium, November 27,
1944. Like the V-1, the V-2 was immune
to electronic countermeasures. Unlike the
V-1, the V-2's speed and trajectory made
it invulnerable to anti-aircraft guns and
fighters, as it dropped from an altitude of
100–110 km (60–70 miles) at up to four
times the speed of sound. A plan was
proposed whereby the missile would be
detected by radar, its terminal trajectory
calculated, and the area along that
trajectory saturated by large-caliber anti-aircraft guns. The plan was dropped after operations research indicated that the likely number
of malfunctioning artillery shells falling to the ground would do more damage than the V-2 itself. The only defense against the V-2
campaign was to destroy the launch infrastructure—expensive in terms of bomber resources and casualties—or to cause the Germans
to "aim" at the wrong place through disinformation. The British were able to convince the Germans to direct V-1s and V-2s aimed at
London to less populated areas east of the city. This was done by sending false impact reports via the German espionage network in
Britain, which was controlled by the British (the Double Cross System). There is a record of one V-2, fortuitously observed at launch
from a passing American B-24 Liberator, which then shot it down with machinegun fire. And, the instance of the British "Spitfire"
wing-tipping the V-1 (above).
Fig. 64. Left, Wernher Von Braun with the German
officer corps during a successful launch test of the
V-2 at Peenemunde. However, I question this frame
of Von Braun, even though there's another civilian to
the left, because in the public domain such photos
could have been touched up, though the Germancum American rocket ace had to have known the
ugly truth--and surely had visited the production
facilities at Nordhausen, if for no other reason then
vis a vis V-2 deliveries and show-off to the Nazi
corps (but those photographs had to be removed--i.e.
that Mittelbau-Dora was a graveyard and a slavelabor camp, and about whole-sale genocide in the
Nordhausen military-industrial complex region of
the Wehrmacht; but, then, it was the high-tech
performance not genocide and out-right murder by
the newest Anglo-Saxon hero that counted as overriding currency in the superpower upmanship of the
Cold War! Nor can this writer believe that this
barbarian German scientist did not share the
information of mass murder with his Yankee
brethren or Overlords after the US Army troops
discovered the ovens and death yards in the area.
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V-1

Fig. 65. V-1 in a typical highspeed terrifying, screeching
nose dive to target, made possible
by this incredible rocket engine
below: as famous as the one that
graced the "Model – T" Ford
automobile in Detroit,
Michigan, at the Ford
Motor Company,
manufactured by
Henry Ford,
back in 1908.

Fig. 66-67. The V-1 on the ramp (see above) getting ready for launch, below installing a new engine.
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Fig. 68. A colorful V-1 cut-out with its impulse jet engine piggybacking the long fuselage.

Fig. 69. The amazing production capacity, capability and investment into the rocket program by the Wehrmacht in the second phase
of World War II leads us to believe, that in 1943, when this push into the area of "secret weapons" became the 'saving grace' of the
Third Reich, it was pinged and pinned on these V-1/V-2 engines, the flying rocket bombs, despite their bad accuracy performance
(which was far and few in-between) when the supersonic missile hit the target, it was these storerooms, filled with the unique engine,
that prolonged the waU another two years after the fall of Stalingrad (Volgograd). This was the engine of all times that would make the
difference in the 20th century conflict & resolution in the fortunes of the Cold War as the two opposing superpower
camps vied for control of planetary meridians.
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Fig. 70. The Heinkel 111 aircraft carried the V-1 under its
bombay cleverly borrowed by
the USAF in the postwar
period, in fact, the X-15
rocket plane piloted by Chuck
Jaeger, which broke the first
sound barrier by an aircraft
(the German V-2 did it during
first tests at Peenemunde in
August 1943, see below), was
carried aloft by U.S. bombers. Variations were legion, including versions with large barrage-balloon deflectors, several kinds of
missiles (including a V-1 tucked under the left wing-root), while a few were completed as saboteur transports. In her own words,
Hanna Reitsch, the famous lady test pilot, writes in her memoirs: "For our tests the bomb was attached under the left wing of a
Heinkel 111 bomber and we were dropped at high altitudes. The Americans copied us years after with their X15 Rocket Plane, even
tracking me to Africa and asking for technical advice. The bomb was complex to fly and had just so much time available in the air.
We used an early on-board computer, another German invention, plotting the power of the pulse jet engine, weight of explosive cargo,
wind factor and remaining fuel. The V-I handled like a piano. It wasn’t designed to be landed, but to fall as a bomb. Only my training
as a glider pilot kept me alive. We landed at a military test base north of Berlin on Germany’s longest runway at over 100 miles an
hour just a few feet off the ground on a tiny metal skid. Later when the Americans invaded Germany we fled our launch pads at
Peenemünde and began dropping V-Is from bombers, just as I had tested them."

Fig. 11. The Fiesler Fi 103/FZG-76
was known as the flying bomb, the
Buzz bomb, or the “Doodlebug” by
the British public. some 10,000 of
these pulse jet-powered weapons
were launched, but only 2,419 are
known to have reached the London area. 4,261 were downed by fighters, anti-aircraft guns, and barrage balloons. Fast
fighters like the Gloster Meteor and Hawker Tempest would attempt to flip over the V1 if they couldn't shoot it down.
Antwerp, Belgium was also hit by these bombs. 30,000 were manufactured in slave labor camps, 5,500 people were
killed during the raids between June 1944 and March 1945.
Fig. 72. The V1 engine could be heard
for 10 miles (16 kilometers) and
stopped when the device dropped its
nose to the ground. Also, British
double agents gave false reports
indicating the V1s were overshooting
their targets, and the Germans compensated by shortening their range, which led thousands to fall short of their target.
Moreover, this piloted "suicide" version complementing the Japanese kamikaze putsch in the Pacific never saw its day
in the German war against the allies, perhaps the German race was not as fatalistic after all…the racial hate was
lacking, the war in the West had been at least had been a conflict against its brethren, the Anglo-Saxons Yankee and
Limey brothers in-arms poised to take over and dominate the world, the dominance faced now ever so precipitously by
the worldly meridians.

Fig. 73. V-1 heading for London across the La Manche – the English Channel, the cover rendition by artist, repeated for emphasis…
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V-2

Fig. 74. The V-2 (A-4) poised to strike at the enemy during the second phase of the losing war against the Allies.

Fig. 75. Albert Speer, the Minister of Armaments, told Adolph Hitler about the Wasserfall anti-aircraft rocket, on 14h October, 1942.
Hitler was excited by the news as he was convinced that he now had a weapon that would win the war. However it was the V-2 rocket
which was budgeted, but the war was lost regardless… This test parade is at the Kapustin Yar Cosmodrome in the Trans-Caucasus –
1947, captured V-2s lining up for testing.
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Fig. 76. The V-2 design & technical data labeled for the more technically minded reader.

Fig. 77. Gyroscope from a V-2 rocket. Heavy concussion British-made bombs were dropped on Peenemunde by the
Allies; and, Fig. 18, the "Tallboy" concrete piercing bomb was developed to shatter the thick "bomb-proof" concrete of the V-weapon
bases all over Germany proper and its occupied territories such as France, theV3 cannon at Mimoyecques.

Fig. 78-81. The underground assembly facility at Peenemunde of V-I, then a successful test in 1943 of the V-2, next a map
indicating the launch sites and supply depots of both the V-1 and V-2, of course, Antwerp, Lille and Paris, particularly
London, were under siege by thousands of missiles fired in the last two crucial years of WW-II. Of course, the V-1
was launched from a series of different fixed or mobile sleds, as well as from the aircraft; it was the very first
cruise missile used in warfare applications.
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V-3

Fig. 82-85. V-3 Technical Information: Multichamber super-long-range gun

Caliber: 150mm
Length: 150m
Range: 280km
Muzzle velocity: 1,524m/sec
Range: 81.25km
Fuel capacity: 567 liters
Speed: 560km/h
Ceiling: 1,066m-1,219m
A German super-cannon designed by Saar Roechling during World War II; also known as the Hochdruckpumpe (HDP), "Fleissiges Lieschen", and "Tausend Fussler". The 140-meter V-3 was capable of sending a
140-kg shell over a 165 km range. Construction began of a bunker for the cannons in September 1943 at
Mimoyecques, France. However, the site was damaged by Allied bombing before it could be put into
operation and was finally occupied by the British at the end of August 1944. Two short-length (45-m long) V3s were built at Antwerp and Luxembourg in support of the Ardennes offensive in December 1944. These
were found to be unreliable and only a few shots were fired, without known effect.

a. Conventional long range guns shelled Dover (Snargate St, left) from the coast of Nord PasdeCalais.
b. Cross-channel gun - Dover was constantly shelled across the 20 mile Straits.
c. V3 rockets: towards the end of the war, these longer-range projectiles could be fired from a super-long gun barrel on
the French coast to reach London.
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The V3, the third vengeance weapon, consisted of barrages of small rocket projectiles fired from an
underground cannon and capable of reaching London from the north French coast at a speed of 1500
meters a second.
Waves of 300 rockets an hour could have been fired, but the V3 was also abandoned unfinished as Allied
troops captured it after D-Day. Both the V2 and V3 bases were subjected to heavy bombing raids with the
"Tallboy" - a bomb specially developed to pierce the thick concrete of the V-weapon bases (pictured above).
The fort comprised a 600m. long railway tunnel that went straight through the mountain. Off this a number of
crosscuts and inclined shafts were sunk to accommodate the 130m long gun barrels. There were 5 inclined
shafts in all. Each shaft had 5 cannon aimed at London. The shafts emerged through a reinforced concrete
slab at the top of the hill. Each cannon had charges placed along the length of the barrel which fired just as
the shell passed imparting more energy and speed to the shell.
Fig. 86. The tunnel complex at Mimoyecques is one of two
that were to be constructed. The second complex was stopped
and efforts concentrated on the furthest advanced battery
following bombing. Each battery of 25 guns was designed to
send 300 shells per hour at London. It is thought that the
system was not fully developed and that the shells became
with the project despite these reservations in order to draw
Allied bombers away from other strategic targets while the
technology was refined. Mimoyecques was discovered and
bombed in late 1943 as well as in July 1944. In an air raid the
slave workers were sent to the bottom levels. On the second
major air raid one bomb managed to penetrate one of the
shafts and set up excessive ground movements causing an
aquifer to be breached and flood the lower levels. The
workers were drowned and remain there to this day. There is
a memorial to them on the tour. Mimoyecques never
succeeded in firing shells at London. The Allies finally
overran the base late 1944. Then the base was blown up by
Army Engineers soon after the German surrender in May
1945. At Mimoyecques there is an example of the Barnes Wallis "Tallboy" bomb as well as one the shells from the guns. There is also
a memorial to Joseph Kennedy, brother to the US President, who was killed in an air raid over the complex.
Fig. 87. 80cmK (E) Railroad Cannon "Dora"
(Heavy Gustav). Not as mobile as it appeared,
the Gustav Gun was a logistical nightmare. For
starters, it required a 500-man crew. For sheer
firepower, it's hard to imagine anything outgunning the planet-killing Death Star from the
"Star Wars" fame movies. Not for lack of
trying, though… Ever since the first catapults
and cannons took aim, the search has been on
for guns that can shoot farther, faster, and
deliver more deadly results, including
catapulting deadly biological & chemical
satellites into orbit (Saddam Hussein's dream).

Specifications:
Over All Length : 42.97m
Width : 7m
Height : 11.6m
Weight : 1,350t
Caliber : 800mm
Barrel Length : 32.48m
Barrel Weight : 400t
Max EL Angle of Fire : +53 Degrees
Bullet Weight :
7.1t (Armor-capped projectile)
4.8t (High-explosive projectile)
1.8 - 2.0t (Propellant)
Bullet Speed :
720m/sec (Armor-capped projectile)
820m/sec (High-explosive projectile)
Range : 28 - 47 Km
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Big bad guns, surely, by design, must illustrate to mankind the aggressive and destructive nature of
man, i.e. prove, what it takes to:

HAVE GUN WILL TRAVEL!

Fig. 88-89. HARP 16 inch gun. By 1961 Bull had expanded his concept
and obtained a $10 million joint contract from the US and Canadian
Defense Departments for a High Altitude Research Program (HARP). This
was to prove the feasibility of using large guns for launch of scientific and
military payloads on sub-orbital and orbital trajectories. For long range
shots a range was established at Barbados, where the payloads could be
sent eastward over the Atlantic. A surplus 125 tons US Navy 16 inch gun
was used as the launcher. The standard 20 m barrel was extended to 36 m,
and converted to a smooth-bore. In 1962 - 1967 Bull launched over 200
atmospheric probes to altitudes of up to 180 km.

Artillery dominated military ballistics from the earliest use of gunpowder in guns and rockets. In time of Peter
the Great, the Russian Tsar, rockets were fired at Iran, in their border disputes. However, centuries later it
was natural that Jules Verne could only realistically consider cannon for a moon launch in his prescient 1865
novel, From the Earth to the Moon. Until the first V-2 test flights, it was guns that set the altitude and speed
records for artificial objects - notably the Paris Gun of World War I. Even after the rocket established its
primacy as a method of accessing space, Gerald Bull of the Canadian Armament and Research
Development Establishment began a life-long struggle to use guns for cheap access to space.
In the 1950's Bull pioneered the use of gun-fired models as an economical approach to study supersonic
aerodynamics. The model was fitted with a wooden shell, or sabot, that matched the diameter of the gun
barrel. After leaving the barrel the sabot would fall away and the model would continue, with high-speed
cameras recording its behavior in flight.
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By this time relations between Canada and the United States were strained because of the Vietnam war.
Canada terminated the project. Bull managed to retain title to the assets of HARP, and became a consultant
to artillery manufacturers and users. This included work with South Africa, supported by the American CIA.
This landed him in jail in 1980 for illegal arms dealing.
After release from prison he moved to Europe and continued to help the world's combatants to modify their
artillery to out-range their opponents. This eventually led to a contract with Iraq to build the 'Project Babylon'
supergun, designed for launch of payloads into orbit or warheads over extreme ranges. Israel did not
consider this a threatening weapon, but Bull's work to assist the Iraqi's in a multistage missile using clusters
of Scud rockets was another matter. After refusing to break contact with the Iraqis despite repeated
warnings, Bull was assassinated in March 1990. The gun was never completed and was disassembled by
the United Nations after Iraq's defeat in the Gulf War.
Another approach to gun-launch came out of my neighborhood back in the San Francisco Bay Area - the
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory SHARP Light Gas Gun, practically in this author's backyard back at the
University of California in Berkeley. This was funded as part of the Strategic Defense Initiative by the
Reagan administration as a possible anti-missile defense weapon. Efforts by its project leader to develop it
into a space launcher or commercialize it never materialized! Such layback solutions were already primitive
solutions even the makers convinced poor ol' Saddam Hussein to the contrary.
The ability of a supergun to launch low cost satellites is usually the sole attribute discussed when gunlaunched satellites are compared to those orbited by conventional launchers. However the supergun's real
potential is not only low cost, but also the ability to launch a vast numbers of satellites each year in all kinds
of weather. Interest in superguns as weapons of war and as space launchers continues in China and Iraq.
Fig. 90. Short range ballistic missile. Year: 1918. Family:
Gun-launched. Country: Germany. Manufacturer's
Designation: Kaiser Wilhelm Geschuetz.
The Paris Gun of World War I could hurl a 120 kg shell
with 7 kg of explosive to a range of 131 km and an
altitude of 40 km. 1918 March - Launch Vehicle: Paris
Gun. Paris Gun begins bombardment of Paris Nation:
Germany. Apogee: 40 km (24 mi). The rail-mounted
weapon could hurl a 120 kg shell with 7 kg of explosive to
a range of 131 km. During the 170 second trajectory the
shell reached a maximum altitude at the edge of space - 40
km. This was the highest altitude attained by a man-made
object until the first successful V-2 flight. From March
through August of 1918, three of the guns shot 351 shells
at Paris from the woods of Crepy, killing 256 and
wounding 620. As a military weapon the gun was a failure
- the payload was minuscule, the barrel needed
replacement after 65 shots, and the accuracy was only
good enough for city-sized targets. But as a psychological
tool it was remembered when the V-1, V-2, and V-3
weapons were being developed two decades later.
The Paris Gun of World War I (called by the Germans the Kaiser Wilhelm Gun and often incorrectly termed Lange Max or
Big Bertha, two completely different guns) was the direct ancestor of the V-3. The rail-mounted weapon was 34 meters
long and weighed 125 tons. Its 180 kg powder charge could hurl a 120 kg shell with 7 kg of explosive to a range of 131
km. During the 170 second trajectory the shell reached a maximum altitude at the edge of space - 40 km. This was the
highest altitude attained by a man-made object until the first successful V-2 flight test on October 3, 1942. From March
through August of 1918, three of the guns shot 351 shells at Paris from the woods of Crepy, killing 256 and wounding 620.
As a military weapon the gun was a failure - the payload was minuscule, the barrel needed replacement after 65 shots,
and the accuracy was only good enough for city-sized targets. But as a psychological tool it was remembered when the V1, V-2, and V-3 weapons were being developed two decades later.
Seven 21-cm guns were made; using bored-out 38-cm naval guns fitted with special 40 m long inserted barrels. For most
of the war there were only two mountings. After 65 shots the barrels were removed and re-bored to 24-cm caliber. At the
end of the war one spare mounting was captured by American troops near Chateau-Thierry, but no gun was ever found.
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Launches: 351. Launch data is: complete. to: 65 km altitude suborbital trajectory. Total Mass: 120 kg (260 lb). Core
Diameter: 0.21 m (0.68 ft). Standard warhead mass: 120 kg (260 lb). Maximum range: 131 km (81 mi).

Fig. 91. The full four-stage version of the
Rheinbote; this was the forerunner to the
Cold War 4-stager ICBMs.

Rheinbote (Rhine Messenger)
was a German short range
ballistic rocket developed during
World War II. It was intended to
replace, or at least supplant,
large-bore artillery by providing
fire support at long ranges in an
easily transportable form.
One of the problems for the
German military, and indeed any
mobile military force, is the weight
of the artillery and, more importantly, its ammunition. In traditional combat two forces would meet on the
battlefield and then wait while the artillery was brought forward to settle the battle, notably if one side was in
prepared defenses.
Of course this hurry-up-and-wait was exactly what the Blitzkrieg was attempting to avoid, by moving so
quickly the enemy forces would not have any time to organize a defense. However this meant that the
infantry would be facing forces that were dug in and provided with artillery support, with no such support of
their own. In the opening stages of World War II the Luftwaffe was so overwhelming that they were able to
address this by providing "flying artillery" in the form of the Junkers Ju 87, Stuka dive bomber, but this was
an expensive solution to the problem, especially once the RAF & USAF faced-of with the Luftwaffe…
A better solution would be very long-range artillery, organized into the army or corps level instead of the
battalion. Units facing dug-in troops would call in artillery from far to the rear, and the artillery would only
have to be moved after the troops had moved fairly long distances. This would also mean that a single
supply line and organizational group would be able to provide fire support to the entire army, greatly
reducing the logistics required. However this is difficult to achieve, as normal artillery grows in weight
dramatically as the range is increased. Artillery capable of supporting an army over a front of, say, 150 km,
would be considerably heavier and slower moving than a number of smaller guns. The longest range
systems until that point had been the World War I Paris Guns (above), which had a range of just over 100km
but were so huge as to be completely immobile.
The solution was the rocket. Rockets can be made to fire to any appreciable range, but their weight scales
roughly linearly instead of exponentially with range (at least for shorter range systems). On the downside,
rocket artillery was notoriously inaccurate, a problem accentuated with increased range. Although a rocket
might have the range to replace a large gun, it was not clear that it would be able to hit targets at that range.
Rheinbote was built in order to test that question.
Developed in 1943 by the Rheinmetall-Borsig company, the first test flights were carried out that year.
Several changes were made to the system, but the basic design remained the same: a long and skinny
rocket stabilized with fins at the extreme rear. The Rheinbote carried a 40 kg warhead to an effective range
of 160 km. The final version consisted of a four-stage rocket fueled by diglycol propellant, and reached over
220 km in testing. For shorter ranges some of the stages could be removed. It was launched from a simple
rail on a mobile trailer. Over 220 were constructed and fired against Antwerp between November 1944 and
the end of the war.
The concept of long-range artillery rockets on the battlefield would remain undeveloped after the war. Even
Rheinbote was not used in its intended role, but instead as a smaller version of the V-2 missile in the
strategic role (for which its 40 kg warhead was essentially useless) due to its poor accuracy. It was not until
the introduction of lower-cost guidance systems that rocket artillery was able to provide the accuracy needed
at longer ranges, and since the 1970s such systems have become a part of many armed forces.
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IV. Peenemünde is a village in the northeast of the German island of Usedom. It stands near the
mouth(s) of the Peene River, on the
easternmost part of the German Baltic
coast. . . Just below (red dot) is
Peenemunde on the overall map of
Germany; with the war over it passed
zone.

Fig. 92-97.Perhaps this map is much clear and readable, hence understandable as well as the sidebar rocket vehicle cut-out.
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Fig. 98. The feared long-range
V2 rockets poised to strike.
Since 1943, two heavilyprotected launch-pads had been
under construction near StOmer: the 'blockhouse' at
Eperlecques and La Coupole. An
elaborate supply network was in
place, using concentration camp
prisoners to assemble the
mechanisms for this, the most
sophisticated weapon of World
War 2, in Germany, and then
take them by rail to France. The
V2 rocket carried 2,000 lbs of
explosive, and took only 4
seconds to reach its target at up
to 3,500 mph. It was feared
because it came down from the
stratosphere without warning unlike the "doodlebug" V1's, it
could not be spotted, nor shot
down in flight.
Fig. 99. The DORA camp manufacturing facility at Nordhausen where
deportees from all over Europe assembled the complex V2 mechanisms. Waves of 300 rockets an hour could have been fired, but the V3
was also abandoned unfinished as Allied troops captured it after D-Day.
Both the V2 and V3 bases were subjected to heavy bombing raids with
the "Tallboy" - a bomb specially developed to pierce the thick concrete
of the V-weapon bases. Photo (right) from a Russian postwar film.

Fig. 100. Map of Peenemünde, Usedom-Wolin area. Delineating the border between the two countries before
the 1939 Ribentrop-Molotov agreement or the Hitler-Stalin division of Germany.
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Peenemünde

Perhaps no one noticed it before or commented in print--that the Peenemünde peninsula headwaters form a man's head with a mouth chomping at the bit,
chewing on the continental mainland, while the abdomen has been ravished by an
explosion, i.e. the Lancaster aircraft inundating—in fact—the famous island of
Space Age – Peenemünde, a rivulet below cutting it off from the mainland…
Fig. 101.
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Fig. 101-103. Peenemünde from orbital space, which is only appropriate for the first spaceport, and an aerial photo
(below) of the central launch site, the actual real-time V-2 launch pad, taken by Allied surveillance aircraft during WW-II.
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V. The Mittelbau-Dora "Gulag" near Nordhausen . . .

Fig. 104. One of the rail entries in a Mittelbau-Dora maize of tunnel, near Nordhausen, central Germany.

Fig. 105. Initially the production process occurred at Peenemünde. From January 1944 to April 1945 about 6,000 V-2 rockets were
built at Mittelbau-Dora, near Nordhausen in Central Germany (above). 20,000 forced labor workers died there, more than were killed
by the missiles launched to Western Europe, estimated at 10,000 victims, some 30,000 were injured… And the estimates vary, since
no reliable records were recovered, from these figures above to actually 60,000 dead victims, etc.

Fig. 106. The American concussion bombs took their toll of the Mittelbau-Dora tunnels, also our troops beat the Russians to the spot,
took what they wanted then blew it up with explosives, therefore such chaos, because the Nordhausen was roped into East Germany as
the pie was divided between the allies in 1945, though the Kremlin got its share of both men and materiel but not as much as we and
the British did in our search and destroy, or search and acquire efforts vis a vis military equipment of and intellectual brain power…
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Fig. 107.

Mittelwerk maps. The incredible maze of tunnels characterizing the V-2 facility and, moreover, the number of prisoner workers at Dora was about 7,000 in October, 1943 and rose to over
12,000 in January, 1944. By February, 1945 there more than 19,000 inmates were reported in the
camp. As other Mittelbau construction projects accelerated, the prisoner population of Dora
subcamps swelled as well, going from some 15,000 in September, 1944 to over 20,000 in March,
1945.
Reporting from the chillingly detailed records kept by the SS, Andre Sellier gives us more precise
numbers of detainees and worker deaths. Between the end of August, 1943, and the beginning of
April, 1944, he says, 17,535 detainees arrived at Dora.
Since the reported level of prisoner manpower at the beginning of April was only 11,653—5,882
persons had disappeared over these seven months. Of these, 2,882 are known to have died on
the job and been incinerated in the ovens at Buchenwald (the SS did not construct a separate
crematorium at Dora until later), and some 3,000 had left Dora on transports to other camps.
Such “transported” workers were usually too sick to attend the roll calls for work detail and were
dying a slow death. The transport was usually equivalent to a death sentence.
Sadly, we may never know the full extent of this tragedy vis a vis the slave labor used in the
rocket program, because those who were perhaps in the know – the Paperclip team which came
to the United States – was so coveted to promote the missile program for our American elite that
this scientific contribution was worth much more than the needless loss of human life, the real
truth of wholesale murder of which they were very much an integral part of the Nazi war effort…
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Dora was an underground
factory with an area of approximately 300.000 square metres
and consisted of two parallel
running main tunnels 2 kilometres in length. The main
tunnels were connected by side
tunnels. One main tunnel contained the assembly line; in the
side tunnels components were
assembled and supplied to the
assembly line in the main
tunnel. The second main tunnel
was used for supplying parts
etc. The tunnel compound was
partly used to build the Junkers
aircraft engines [Nordwerke],
and assembling V1s. The code
name of the V2 factory was
Mittelbau.
Fig. 108. The Dora Complex, German
language version.

The same strict quality control
was used concerning the labour
of the prisoners. As since the
summer more and more rockets
were returned with a fault, the
punishment by the SS became
more and more severe. If one
was caught or only suspected of sabotage, he was hung in front of all the men in the camp, as a
deterrent. In the beginning this happened to about 10 men every month, but the number
increased. So in March 1945 more than 180 prisoners were hung, mainly Russians; 30 of them
on an iron beam in the main tunnel. Many unsuccessful launches in The Hague and nearby were
probably caused by sabotaged rockets that had slipped through the quality control.
It was not only the hard physical labour of constructing the tunnels and the infrastructure which
caused so many victims: the assembly of the rockets was also hard work. The factory operated
24 hours a day, mainly in two shifts. The average working week of the prisoners was 70 hours.
The majority of the prisoners employed for the production of the rockets were of East-European
origin. Technically highly qualified prisoners from Western Europe, such as professors and
engineers, were used to assemble the electronic parts. They were treated better than the others.
Around Buchenwald there were several satellite camps, providing accommodation to prisoners
involved in the various production phases of the rockets. For example, the testing of the rocket
engines took place in a nearby slate quarry. The prisoners were housed nearby in barracks called
Konzentrationslager Aussenkommando Laura. They had to cope with the same inhuman working
regime. Here too, many prisoners died of maltreatment, murder, accidents, illnesses, starvation,
cold and exhaustion.
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Fig. 109Dead workers lie in uneven rows on floors of barracks, found by American 3rd Armored Div., FUSA when it captured the
German slave labor camp at Nordhausen; April 11, 1945. Of 60,000 inmates from 21 nations, 12,000 were officially listed as dead by
the Nazis. The total death toll is estimated at around 20,000, and includes deaths from air raids throughout the war and the evacuation
"death marches" in 1945.
[Source: Library of Congress]

Fig. 110-111. The GI's found this scene Mittelbau - Dora Complex at Nordhausen, and ordered the local civilian population to bury
the dead V-2 factory works (see below.
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PER ASPERA AD ASTRA…

Dora-Mittelbau gas chambers . V-2 missile
production by the concentration camp internees… mostly German Jews and Slavs from
Eastern Europe.

Some 60,000 prisoners worked in the
maze of tunnels producing the V-2
rocket and, at least as many died from
overwork, hunger, and disease, which
were rampant at this military facility
near Nordhausen, then promptly burnt in
these very ovens discovered by
American troops in April 1945, and
documented for posterity… Their
corpses have paved the highway to the
stars, it seems, and if so, then at least
we can say it was not for nothing; future
generations of our space faring
civilization of the Hominid will remember . . .
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Dora 6 crematorium

dora 5 crematorium

dora 6 workshop/production

Dora 4 V-1 production

dora 1 entry tunnel

Dora 1
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Fig. 112. These
Nordhausen
civilians were
ordered by the
USArmy to dig the
trenches (above)
and burry the dead
Mittelwerk V-2
factory slave labor
workers who had
died at the facility
from hunger and
disease… THIS is
genocidal act by
Maj-Gen Durenburger, the director
of the Rocket
Forces and, of
course, of his R&D
(research &
development)
Director of the
entire missile
program, our very own Dr. Wernher von Braun, the man who pall mall became our American rocket forces superman,
decorated citizen, and superstar, it there ever was one… Dr. von Braun never-Ever broke clear with his past, never
apologized, not once until perhaps he met his Maker in 1977.

Fig. 113. From the wartime captured cage of V-2 engines, below from a postwar Russian film of Mittlewerk, Nortdhausen.
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Mittelwerk, Nortdhausen is one of the most disgraceful chapters in the history of mankind: this
joyous vehicle of modern-day man – the rocket ship, which will launch us into the Cosmos one
day as a worthy space-faring civilization - was developed in the Nazi Gulag, by wholesale slave
labor in genocide of Eastern European Slavs and German Jews. . . [Notice the Smithsonian
Institution seal and "barb wire" (above) both American currency bequeathed to contemporary
society by the Germanic sub-race of man, the stolen Nazi high-tech and the horrendous
American Penal Landscape barbwire invented in America, symbols of murder and repression,
where this very day over 20 million Americans suffer behind barb wire fences in the penal
institutions of American "democrassy"… If the reader finds this statement as an unacceptable
fact, look it up in the annual Statistical Abstract issued by the American Government Printing
th
Office in Washington DC, every January 20 . It's more or less irrelevant why the citizenry is there
or the kidnapped foreigner, on the one hand be it for reasons of economic crime, homicide, rape,
drugs, recidivism or what-have-you it's still racism against the mostly weak and meek of this
world visited by the American cold-blooded elite. Just think of it: over one 5-year period over 100
million Americans (and foreigners) are jailed in the "Land of the Free and the Home of the Brave!"
Is this undeniable social fact or ruling elite deviance characterizing the American "etatism" (or
state fascism) bravery or downright genocide, therefrom this author's cliché – The American
Penal Landscape! (1986).]

Labor for V-2 production had become a pressing problem in 1943. In April Arthur Rudolph, chief
engineer of the Peenemünde factory, learned of the availability of concentration camp prisoners,
enthusiastically endorsed their use, and helped win approval for their transfer. The first prisoners
began working in June. Hitler's concern for V-2 development after July 1943 created the interest
of Heinrich Himmler, the commander of the SS, who conspired to take control of the rocket program and research activities at Peenemünde as a means to expand his power base. The most
important V-2 production sites were the central plants, called Mittelwerk, in the southern Harz
Mountains near Nordhausen, where an abandoned gypsum mine provided an underground
cavern large enough to house extensive facilities in secrecy. Slave labor from Dora carved out an
underground factory in the abandoned mine, which extended a mile into the hillside. At the end of
August 1943, the first skilled prisoners arrived from Buchenwald to form a new subcamp with the
undercover name of "Dora". Foreign workers under the supervision of skilled German technicians
assumed an increasing burden; at Metalwork, ninety percent of the 10,000 laborers were nonGermans. Officials estimate that from 1943 until 1945, 60,000 prisoners worked in these factories. Of these, 20,000 had died from various causes including starvation, fatigue, and execution.
Attacks on the production plants in Germany from December 1943 through August 1944 had
marginal impacts on weapon production.
Months of combat couldn’t steel World War II American GI’s for the sights they witnessed when
they liberated the Nazi death camp at Nordhausen, Germany, on April 11, 1945. Atrocities
perpetrated at V-2 production facilities at Nordhausen and the nearby concentration camp at Dora
stimulated controversy that plagued the rocket pioneers who left Germany after the war. Arthur
Rudolph, who had been a V-2 project engineer, left the United States in 1984 following the
Department of Justice's discovery of his role in the persecution of prisoners at the Nordhausen
factory.
Wernher von Braun was brought to the United States after the war; he went to work on rocket
development for the US at a plant in Fort Bliss, Texas. In a 1948 interview there, a German
journalist managed to extract von Braun’s understanding of why V-2 production was delayed until
it was too late to make a difference in the war.
According to von Braun, while in Switzerland in December 1943, a German industrialist boasted
of Germany’s forthcoming secret weapons, giving enough details so that the Allies were able to
bomb the facilities at Peenemunde, delaying development and production of the V-2. Even in
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1948 von Braun did not understand what had really happened, or just played the role, because
for a Nazi Party profiled scientist he had to be in the know. Surely, the labor force implementing
the V-2 program was of utmost importance not only for his "beloved" baby, the vertical rise "space
rocket," as his teammates referred to the vehicle (since 1932, when he the R&D project begun its
work in earnest, and he was on the initial team), but for other military projects just as the Junker
engines, etc.
Yes, Dr. Wernher von Braun, our American rocket ace, no doubt about it was well aware of every
improvement, development and production phase of the V-2, as well as of all the other missile in
that program, as well as of the state of affairs of other related military systems, because by his
own admittance as an SS officer in charge he was responsible for every aspect of the missile
program.
The German industrialist, whose name was Eduard Schulte, was actually a dedicated anti-Nazi
who gave information to the Allies to help shorten the war. Eduard Schulte, the man who first
warned the world about the systematic killing of the Jews, fled to Switzerland on December 2,
1943 after being warned by Eduard Waetjen, an associate of Gisevius, that the Gestapo has
ordered his arrest. Schulte’s wartime activities and his intelligence about V-2 production were
brought to light in the 1986 book Breaking the Silence, by Walter Laqueur and Richard Breitman.

Fig. 114-116. American G-Is entering one of the tunnels at Mittelwerk in Nordhausen; right, a captured V-1 on its launch trailer,
properly marked – J-B2.
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Fig. 117. The V-1 manufacturing facility.

Fig. 118. Two Jumo 004 engines powered the ME 262. This was the first jet fighter to fly in combat.

Fig. 119. This is the forerunner of the American dog-fighter in the Korean War of 1950-52, the F-84 Saber fighter, or the Russian
MiG-15.
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Fig. 120. The Lockheed F-104 was the first fighter to fly at twice the speed of sound, regularly achieved by the V-2 rocket.

Fig. 121. This is a support
composition of the typical
V-2 launch site including:
kerosene, oxygen, battery
cells fill-up, radar, guidance and chip card control
at the top of the vehicle, the
firing and detonation
system, because these
missiles could be exploded
above ground, something
which became important in
the forthcoming American
atomic bombs dropped on
Japan. The incredible
technical advances, be it in
control systems, radar,
guidance, rocket fuel and
logistics is beyond comprehension for that day and
age, and how quickly the
Wehrmacht forces had
advanced in almost every
field of military science
most of it simply copied
the postwar period, of
course, improved, but this
was the real McCoy, the
very first start in massive
high-tech that would
forever change the nature
of modern warfare.
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VI.

general commentary. . .

Fig. 122-123. Above, the Millerwagen. Werner Von Braun (second from right) and pals tour the Nazi rocket facility at Peenemünde.
Some 20,000 slave laborers, mostly Eastern and Southern European Slavs worked at various German rocket facilities during the war,
most dying under inhuman conditions of hard labor, lack of proper housing and poor diets; the Russians after the war shot a famous
film documenting the genocidal action by the German military and its scientific R&D teams including Dr. Von Braun, the American
rocket hero…

The people of Britain called the V1 missiles 'Doodlebugs'. The first was dropped at Swanscombe
in Kent on 13 June 1944 and the last one at Orpington in Kent on 27 March 1945. During that
time, 6,725 were launched at Britain. Of these, 2,340 hit London, causing 5,475 deaths, with
16,000 injured. Three lines of defense were put in place against the missiles: fighter planes over
the English coast, anti-aircraft batteries in Kent and barrage balloons around London. These were
successful in destroying 3,500 V1 missiles.
V2 rockets were first launched against England in September 1944. Over the next few months, nearly 1,400
struck London. They were less accurate than V1 missiles, but since they traveled over the speed of sound,
and so made no warning noise before impact, it was almost impossible to defend against them.

The Royal Air Force began bombing the launch sites in 1944. The threat from these weapons
ended in 1945 as the British army and their allies advanced across France, Belgium, and Holland
capturing the launch sites.
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Fig. 124-125. This was the first successful flight of the V-2 at Peenemünde in late August 1943. As the fortunes of war were slipping
on the Russian front, be it Moscow, Leningrad, Kursk, or Stalingrad, it was obvious to the Third Reich that only Wunderwaffen or
"revenge" weapons can save them, these are the first successful launchings of the future rocket age, the V-2 liftoff… [Bundesarchiv.] .
..

Fig. 126. From the coast of France, the V-2 Flying Bomb campaign… As the Russians kept pressuring on the Eastern Front the
reclaiming the territory gained in the blitzkrieg-BARBAROSSA Operation, the Wehrmacht rocket forces moved further West, in fact
to the coasts of Holland, Belgium and France in the V-1 attacks on London, the firestorm soon to gain real momentum with the
introduction of the long range V-2 missile.
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The
Reichenberg
Program…

Fig. 127-129. The Heinkel HE-111 22 bomber launches its deadly payload, the V-1 Flying Bomb. An artist's rendition, though actual
snapshots can be seen below.
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Fig. 130. This is the piloted version, in fact a two-seater, designed for entirely different purposes, a spotter plane used for
intelligence gathering not suicidal-kamikaze version.

Fig. 131. The V-1 Flying Bomb tucked under the right wing of Heinkel aircraft, ready for liftoff and another attack on London unless
otherwise met by patrol aircraft over the British Channel and, indeed, anti-aircraft batteries protecting the city in the countryside.
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Fig.132. The V-1 was indeed a mobile version, a 'landlubber'
towed about by road trailers and vehicles to the launch site,
usually a ramp such as this one (right). Below, the V-2
warhead is in the process of installation.

Fig. 133. British fighter-aircraft successfully combated the low flying and lumbering along V-1 along the coastal frontier just across
the channel, usually launched from ramps in France, Belgium, and Holland, or from the Heinkel 111 HE bombers, tucked away
under the left wing of aircraft, then opportunely released in a low flight en route to London. However, anti-aircraft
coastal batteries and fighter aircraft patrolling the Channel were very successful in combating the "screaming
menace" until the Allied armada and infantry forces landed in Normany on June 6, 1944, when these
attacks ceased, replaced by the much more dangerous V-2 missiles (below), fired from safety
of continental positions in the still occupied territories and even mainland Germany
launch sites.
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Fig. 134-135. German rocket forces troopers are installing a new engine in the V-2, moving the missile about on a mobile overhead
ramp using rubber truck tires and shock-absorbers mount.
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Fig. 136. V2 rocket on Miller trailer in transport mode [above] and in vertical position on the launching platform [vertically above].

Fig. 137. The fins of the V-2 were very sensitive and crucial to guidance, therefore protected whenever possible.

Fig. 138, Designed to attack high-precision targets, the Fi 103R would plunge into a dive towards the target, the pilot bailing out at the
last moment. The project was deemed impractical and abandoned.
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Fig. 139-42. The V-1 (composite).
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Fig. 143-144. V1 at the end of its flight, about to impact near Drury Lane, London, 1944.

All hell broke lose in August 1944 …

Fig. 145-147. The V-1 left and above, the Drury Lane (London) attacks by
the horrendously noisy "flying bomb," of the "doodle bug" as the British
population called it, had now been replaced by a much more vicious,
devastating and silent enemy, no -2, the V-2 missile, fired from the safety of
inland continental launch positions, while the coastal sites of V-1 ramps and
bomber aircraft, which piggy-backed the flying bomb to the nearby English
Channel positions had already been occupied by Allied forces, therefore the
new and much more powerful weapon use intensified – the V-2/A-4 with a
much heavier payload.
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The A-4 rocket, better known as the V-2, Vergeltungswaffen Zwei, or Vengeance Weapon 2, was
the first ballistic missile to be used in combat. Soaring over 50 miles high at supersonic speeds,
the V-2 would strike its target within 5 minutes of launching. Once in the air its deadly warhead
was unstoppable. The ancestor of all Cold War and modern day ballistic missiles, as well as the
rockets used for space exploration, the V-2 could not win the war for Germany—it was too
expensive, too complicated, too inaccurate, and its warhead was too small—but its unprecedented invulnerability and influence on Allied planning made the V-2 and the advancements it
represented the ultimate war prize, and British, American, and Soviet forces scrambled to seize
German rocket technology along with its scientists and engineers.
In August 1944, Londoners thought the war might be over by Christmas. But on September 8,
1944, in the London suburb of Chiswick, a thunderous double-boom was heard followed by a
huge plume of black smoke rising high into the air. Moments later another explosion rocked the
earth near Epping. There had been no warnings, no drone of aircraft above, just sudden
devastation. Operation Penguin, the V-2 offensive, had begun.
Fig. 148. Fire
fighting during
an air raid on
Manchester.
Fig. 149. The
survivors of a
flying bomb
attack on a
village during
World War II
were due to
partake in a
service on
Christmas Eve to remember those killed. Six people died when the
V-1 rocket landed on Chapel St. in Tottington, near Bury, Greater
Manchester, 60 years ago (right photo of the church).

Fig. 150-151. Allied retaliation: V-1 site (above) before and after bombing (below), off the coast of France.
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VII

GERMAN

PROPAGANDA

LEAFLETS DROPPED OVER LONDON, 1943-45. . .
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Fig. 152-153. At war's end, 10,611 V-1s, and 1054 V2s hit Britain killing 8,588 and wounding 46,838,
which was only a fraction of the casualties inflicted by
Germany’s conventional air attacks. The Germans
simply did not have enough V weapons and even if
they did they weren’t as accurate as they should have
been. Hitler was obsessed with pointing the V weapons
at London instead of at the massive armies that were
advancing on the Reich. It was a last ditch attempt by
Hitler to crush the British Spirit.

Fig. 154-155. Why the body of the V-1 looks broken-up, it's the camouflage painting of the missile fuselage and engine which gives
the false effect.
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Fig. 156-159. Notice, how the London Bridge and the nearby city is burning, with the Victory-1 right hand sign, how the Nazis are
winning the war. These pamphlets had their effect no doubt, however the destruction and accuracy were not there to make a difference
in the ongoing fortunes of war—the Allies landed in Normandy on June 6, 1944, and shortly thereafter the forward positions of the V1 were compromised, while the long-range barrages of the V-2 continued almost to the last day.
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what
the
Russians &
Americans
garnished
from
the
German v-2
rocket
program…

VIII.

Fig.160. Peenemunde V-2 mobile
train; the Russians borrowed this
system from the Germans in due
course very successfully, indeed,
for almost every single high-tech
military innovation later claimed by
us Americans or the Russians, it
germinated in Hitler's Ger-many.
On the other hand, the rail-mounted
ICBM systems made it easier for us
monitors to follow the RR tracks,
which was an automatic give-away
in the coni-ferous forests of Siberia.

Fig. 161. A4b, prototype of the A9.
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Fig. Fig. 162-163. American infantry loading a V-2 on West-bound train, headed for the States and, eventually, for the White Sands
Proving Grounds in New Mexico. Comparatively speaking the Russian physical rake-off of the missiles and aircraft was much much
smaller (less than 70 complete V-2s), but for the more virtuosic brain-drain of the Helmut Groettrup group over the Von Braun team,
which promptly landed at Ft. Bliss military reservation near St. Antonio, Texas.
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Fig . 164-65. Wurzburg risen giant guidance radar for the V-2 set up by the German Rocket Forces in the field to direct the flights of
the launched vehicles en route to target.
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Fig. 166. Nazi-RKT8 smart bomb.
Unlabeled and
undated photo but
released to the
American public in
1954. This concept
drawing is as striking
as today's NASA
space shuttle. It
appears to have four
booster motors
mounted on the
airframe, one more of
many examples of
German hardware
which influenced the
nature of the Cold
War as well as nearspace or orbital travel.
The idea of a bulk
fuel tank was
invented by the Nazi
war machine, copied
by us Americans in
the Space Shuttle
program, where heavy
payloads had to be
ferried into orbit.

GERMAN GLIDE WEAPONS: GLIDE TORPEDOES / HAGELKORN
Fig. 167. The Fritz-X Glide Bomb (CVG/PD)

The Germans experimented with glide weapons as
far back as the First World War, in the form of "glide
torpedoes" designed for the Imperial German Navy by
Siemens-Schukert Werke (SSW). These were very
ingenious weapons, featuring a "wire guidance"
system that allowed an operator to control their flight
through wires trailing behind them, and an airframe
that split open to release the torpedo. Both biplane
and monoplane glide torpedoes were developed, with
weights of up to a ton. While some test drops were
performed from Zeppelins and captive tests were
performed with bombers, these weapons were not
used in combat during the war bypassed in production by more classical and direly needed combatready equipment. Had the German High Command
postponed the 1938-45 "surge" against continental
Europe by perhaps 3-5 years (to borrow the term from
the Bush Jr. lexicon vis a vis his ongoing conquest of
Mesopotamia, though "thrust" is more my kind of military verbiage), to develop the Wasserfall
anti-aircraft missile and, surely, the fielding of the A-bomb in progress (using the V-2 to deliver the
nuclear warhead to American and Russian shores, or by the advanced Nazi submarine fleet,
which was testing the firing V-1 from a U-boat), it could have been a different ballgame WW.
However, the itchy finger on a trigger by the pathological Hitler and his kindred Cabinet precluded
such an eventuality: literally all this high-tech was burning the heels off their German boots,
hence the premature Hermes putsch with his flying shoes… Otherwise, if they had waited to
finalize such systems, including jet and rocket fighter aircraft in progress and longer range
bombers, today I would be writing this text in the only language of the master race – the Teutonic
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German! Deutschland would be in charge of planetary meridians, with a single language and a
single religion and a dominant race in sole power, the Gothic panorama replete.
One of the most amazing developments in the history of military or industrial science is that this
sudden high-tech surge arose in beleaguered Wilhelm Kaiser postwar Germany, the country that
lost WW-I to its Western brethren… Then, in the interwar period, in the 1920-30s isolation and
economic limitations if not downright sanctions imposed by Western powers against the German
military-industrial complex, inflation and general poverty caused by the ravages of that "hedge
war," hence despite all the adversity, the virtuosity of military high-tech leaped so far forward,
ahead of the other Western powers, that we even today feast on their gained inventiveness and
garnish their leading edge in science and technology? The answer is perhaps all-too-simple, yet
verifiable: the master race by their own behavior is even a greater master of assimilation –
th
copying everything under the sun, especially technology, which the industrialization of 19
century Europe possessed (despite disorganization), the Germans now compensating for their
punishment and isolation made such forward leaps in science & technology, truly unimaginable,
perhaps tempered for the act in the millennia spent riding bareback on the sturdy Mongolian pony
trekking across the Eurasian continent, until they foiled the Roman Empire AD 475. The rest of
the leap is well
recorded: the
Mongol-cum AngloSaxon arrived in the
Far West at
Plymouth Rock in AD
1492, to build
Fortress America.
Fig. 168. The Heinkel
German bomber overflying
London on the first air raids
in 1940.
Please note, this Heinkel
bomber carrying under wing
the V-1 flying bomb-cum
first Cruise Missile. This idea
was of course soon borrowed
by the Western brethren, the
Germanic Americans and the
British, the Anglo-Saxons.

Fig. 169. An actual wartime photo of the
Flying Bomb – the V-1, being released
by the mother aircraft, Henkel-111 22, on
a flight to London.
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Fig. 170-171. The Nazi German pre-cursor of the U-2… As usual we Americans copied just about everything the Germans ever
invented on paper, produced or manufactured; part of the Grand Assimilator Syndrome characterized by the German breed since their
arrival from Asia on the European continent.

Lockheed U-2 Spyplane
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Fig. 172. A GI on duty loading the V-2 on a
westbound train for the Atlantic coast
shipping vessels, then again by train all the
way to the White Sands Missile Proving
Grounds, New Mexico, and USA.

Fig. 173. American infantry loaded V-2 West-bound train composition, headed for the States and, eventually, for the White Sands
Proving Grounds in New Mexico. Comparatively speaking the Russian physical rake-off of the missiles and aircraft was much much
smaller (less than 70 complete V-2s), but for the more virtuosic brain-drain of the Helmut Groettrup group over the Von Braun team,
which promptly landed at Ft. Bliss military reservation near St. Antonio, Texas.
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Fig. 174. The fins were in fact very sensitive and one of the major problems faced by the Wehrmacht rocket forces – accuracy, caused
by injured fins during the factory to deployment phase of operations. Of course, some GI joked about the already folded fin, etc.

Fig. 175. The Millerwagen trailer hydraulically lifting the V-2 missile on its launch pad base attached to the back of the vehicle by the
standing trooper, while the rest of firing composition is nearby, the track vehicle visible in the background, including the oxygen and
fuel trucks, battery unit, the control station vehicle, and somewhere within the next 5-10 km the radar unit and guidance correction
unit, etc.
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Fig. 176. Photo from the late 1950s, V-2 features new paint, same scheme as today.

Fig. 177. The German POW rocket scientists lined up for a group photograph at Fort Bliss, TX. The German Rocket Team, also
known as the Von Braun Rocket Team, poses for a group photograph at Fort Bliss, Texas, September 1945; Dr. Wernher von Braun is
7th from the right, first row. The USArmy code name under which the group of "choice" German rocket genies arrived was codenamed OPERA7ION PAPERCLIP, evidently a lot of paperwork was involved, hence the 'clip' instead of a "stapler" acronym.

The Americans beat the Russians to Peenemunde and to the Mittelwerk underground
factory, both locations later fell in the Russian zone after the war. The Americans seized
parts and complete V2's, including documentation regarding the project. Everything was
shipped back to the United States, and before the Russians occupied the zone the
Americans destroyed both locations with explosives. The day after the announcement of
Hitler's death Dornberger, von Braun and his brother Magnus surrendered to the US
army. Von Braun had broken his arm in a car crash, but he had achieved his goal in
reaching the relative safety of the US army. The US army then transferred all the
German rocket scientists to Fort Bliss in Texas, USA. They intended to learn all they
could about this new technology from the Germans.
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Fig. 178. USAAF JB-2/JB-1. Despite the V-1's limitations, the US military was very interested in it. In contrast to the bumbling
American efforts in radio-controlled flying bombs such as the BQ weapons, the German V-1 looked pretty good, and in July 1944
captured V-1 components were shipped to Wright-Patterson Field in Ohio for evaluation. Within three weeks, the USAAF and
American industry had built their own V-1, which was designated the "Jet Bomb 2 (JB-2)".
Fig. 179. In August, the USAF placed an order for 1,000 JB-2s with improved guidance systems: Ford built the pulse-jet engine,
designated "PJ-31"; Republic built the airframe; and other manufacturers built the control systems, launch rockets, launch frames, and
remaining components.

Fig. 180. Boeing AGM-86A based on the original design of the Fi 103.
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Fig. 181. German V-2 Rocket Division POWs.

There was no mercy for the pedestrian
rocket corps by the Western captors.
Units of the V-2 German Rocket Division
marched in perfect order into captivity.
Led by their officers, the men were
allowed to carry only hand baggage and
blankets. Further up the west bank they
were again checked for weapons and a
portion of their personal property was
removed before marching again to a
collecting station. The rocket soldiers
queried each other about their
comrades. When a straggler came in, he
was greeted and stories of the terror
were recounted. All were thankful to
have achieved relative security.
American trucks arrived intermittently,
beginning on May 2 and ending on May
4, to transport the V-2 division members
to the rear. The roads again were
swamped with traffic and movement was
slow at first. After the Americans ceased
to translate for the Germans, there were
rumors circulating that reported the
Russians had demanded the return of
the V-2 division. Urgency was needed
and the convoy soon raced along the
roads. The trucks were dangerously
close to one another; nevertheless, the
black American truck drivers were experts at navigating the overpopulated roads and stopped
only once before arriving at Camp Herford after nightfall. As the trucks pulled up and stopped, the
headlights lit up a large field in the middle of a sports stadium. The American soldiers then barked
commands. The trucks were emptied and the Germans were herded like cattle in a line towards
the field. Scattered over the field were humans of all categories. People of all ages, all military
ranks and services—even civilians, including women and girls—were seen huddled in groups.
Following the German failure of Operation Barbarossa and the entry of the US into WWII, the strategic
position of Germany was at a disadvantage since German military industries were unprepared for a long
war. As a result, Germany began efforts in spring 1943 to recall scientists and technical personnel from
combat units where their skills could be used in research and development:
Overnight, PhDs were liberated from KP duty, masters of science were recalled from orderly service,
mathematicians were hauled out of bakeries, and precision mechanics ceased to be truck drivers.
– Dieter K. Huzel.

The recall effort first required identifying such personnel and then tracking them (particularly for
loyalty), which culminated in the Osenberg List by Werner Osenberg, a University of Hanover
engineering scientist who headed the Wehrforschungsgemeinschaft (English: Military Research
Association). In March 1945, a Polish laboratory technician found the shredded pieces of the
Osenberg List in a toilet that hadn't flushed properly. US Army Major Robert B Staver, Chief of
the Jet Propulsion Section of the Research and Intelligence Branch of the US Army Ordinance in
London, subsequently used the Osenberg list to compile the Black List, the code name for the
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list of scientists targeted for interrogation, with the rocket scientist Wernher von Braun—it had
been prepared way in advance of the latter's deliberately organized capture by the Americans.
The backgrounds of Nazi scientists was kept secret for a number of years, or as long as the
Nuremberg Trials lasted, by the Russians as well as the Western Allies. Some were in fact
brought to Australia and cleverly covered up to protect them from the Allied Tribunal held in
Nuremburg at the end of World War II. Their bios were deliberately forged to make them typical
refugees of war or simple immigrants. Among the settling former Nazis, there were members of
the SS and Hitler's storm-troopers, and at least 127 German scientists and technicians that came
to Australia between 1946 and 1951 dispersed in various fields military science, including hightech defense and weapons research. More than 40 had been members of the Nazi Party or other
Nazi organizations. These disclosures were made public as late as 1989, evidently no longer of
interest to the general public. It's a good lesson to those powers outside the Anglo-Saxon innersanctum, i.e. it pays to "stonewall," you keep a crime out of the public view until it fades away
under the pressure of time. . . We have known, some of us experts, that between 1943 and 1947
some 110,000 German cadres were spirited to the Western Hemisphere, mostly under the AngloSaxon gaming plans – the brain drain requirements to bolster hegemony, aggrandizement, and
globalization for political power purposes and dominance by these aggressive children of Goth.

Fig. 182. The V-2 first successful test flight at Peenemunde in August 1943.

Albert Speer, Germany's Minister of Armaments during WW-II, was a strong supporter of the
rocket program headed by Wernher von Braun since 1932. He wrote about the testing of the V-2
and conversations with Hitler, in his autobiography, Inside the Third Reich (Simon & Schuster:
New York, 1970):
"Ever since the winter of 1939, I had been closely associated with the Peenemunde development
centre, although at first all I was doing was meeting its construction needs. I liked mingling with
the circle of non-political young scientists and inventors headed by Werner von Braun - twenty-
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seven years old, purposeful, a man realistically at home in the future. It was extraordinary that so
young and untried a team should be allowed to pursue a project costing hundreds of millions of
marks and whose realization seemed far away.
"My sympathy stood them in good stead when in the late fall of 1939 Hitler crossed the rocket
project off his list of urgent undertakings and thus automatically cut off its labor and materials. By
tacit agreement with the Army Ordnance Office, I continued to build the Peenemunde installations
without its approval - a liberty that probably no one but me could have taken.
"On June 13, 1942, the armaments chiefs of the three branches of the armed forces, Field
Marshal Milch, Admiral Witzell, and General Fromm, flew to Peenemunde with me to witness the
first firing of a remote-controlled rocket.
"Wisps of vapor showed that the fuel tanks were being filled. At the predetermined second, at first
with a faltering motion but then with the roar of an unleashed giant, the rocket rose slowly from its
pad, seemed to stand upon its jet of flame for the fraction of a second, then vanished with a howl
into the low clouds. Wernher von Braun was beaming. For my part, I was thunderstruck at this
technical miracle, at its precision and at the way it seemed to abolish the laws of gravity, so that
thirteen tons could be hurtled into the air without any mechanical guidance.
"Approximately twenty-five feet long, the Wasserfall rocket was capable of carrying
approximately six hundred and sixty pounds of explosives along a directional beam up to an
altitude of fifty thousand feet."
In the fall, Speer told Adolph Hitler about the A-4 rocket, on 14h October, 1942. Hitler was excited
by the news as he was convinced that he now had a weapon that would win the war.

IX. The
Wasserfall

anti-aircraft surface-to-air
missile…
Fig. 183. "The A-4 is a measure that can
decide the war. And what encouragement to
the home front when we attack the English
with it. This is the decisive weapon of the
war, and what is more it can be produced
with relatively small resources. Speer, you
must push the A-4 as hard as you can!
Whatever labor and materials they need
must be supplied instantly. You know I was
going to sign the decree for the tank
program. But my conclusion now is:
Change it around and phase it so that A-4 is
put on a par with tank production. But in
this project we can use only Germans. God
help us if the enemy finds out about this
business."
Hermes A-1 (US copy of German Wasserfall missile) Source: PD-USGov – NASA.
A Wasserfall test rocket on the launch pad
in 1944. This joint Luftwaffe-Army antiaircraft missile became Peenemünde's
second major project in the last two
years of the war.
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Fig. 184.

The Wasserfall guiding system, Elsass control system.

Fig. 185. C2 Wasserfall (W-5) Components
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Fig. 186-187. The Wasserfall anti-aircraft missile;
the first of its kind.

The Wasserfall (Waterfall) anti-aircraft
rocket is one of the most advanced
projects of its type to come out of
German wartime development. Guided
by ground based radars, the Wasserfall
rocket would have been tracked by one
installation while another would track
the target. A computer would then
correlate the data and determine when
the warhead should be detonated. It
was designed to utilize types of fuels
which would allow the missile batteries
to stand ready for firing for up to one
month without reloading. The first launch took place on the 8th of January 1944 and was a
failure. The following February 1944 saw a successful launch which reached a speed of 2,772
km/h in vertical flight. When the program was canceled on the 6th of February 1945 nearly 40
flights had been made. After the war, captured Wasserfall reports would form the basis of the
highly successful U.S. built (Douglas Aircraft Co.) "Nike" family of anti-aircraft missiles. This
example is seen at the U.S. Army Proving Grounds Museum at Aberdeen Maryland.
Wasserfall was essentially an anti-aircraft development of the V2 rocket,
sharing the same general layout and shaping. Since the missile had to fly
only to the altitudes of the attacking bombers, it could be much smaller than
the V2, about 1/4 the size. The Wasserfall design also included an additional
set of fins located at the middle of the fuselage to provide extra maneuvering
capability.
Unlike the V2, Wasserfall was designed to stand ready for periods of up to a
month and fire on command, therefore the volatile liquid oxygen used in the
V2 was inappropriate. A new engine design, developed by Dr. Walter Thiel,
was based on Visol (vinyl isobutyl ether) and SV-Stoff, or Salbei, (90% nitric
acid, 10% sulfuric acid). This hypergolic mixture was forced into the
combustion chamber by pressurizing the fuel tanks with nitrogen gas
released from another tank. Wasserfall was to be launched from rocket
bases (code-named Vesuvius) that could tolerate leaked hypergolic fuels in
the event of a launch problem.
The Wasserfall can be seen as the grandfather of the antiaircraft missile, as
shortly after WWII the US developed the successful NIKE antiaircraft missile,
with the help of Dr. Werner von Braun at White Sands in the New Mexico
desert, which was wholly based on this seminal missile for anti-aircraft defense, surface to air and
air to surface, including naval applications. After the V-2, this vehicle became the granddaddy of
them all…the entire panorama of surface, air, and naval missiles.
With the increasing Allied bombing of Germany, new methods were needed to bring down the
enemy bombers. The methods currently used (antiaircraft guns and fighter aircraft) were
somewhat effective, but costly in ammunition and fuel expended, lost pilots and airframes. Thus,
the guided antiaircraft (or FLAK) rocket was envisioned. One of these, perhaps the most
ambitious, was the Wasserfall (Waterfall), developed at Peenemünde.
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The basic body shape had been worked out by early 1943, and was basically the same shape as
the larger A-4 (V-2) rocket. Dr. Thiel, who had designed the A-4 rocket engine, designed the
Wasserfall rocket engine, and early test models of it were running by March 1943, with a more
advanced version being tested later in July 1943. Unfortunately for the Wasserfall program, Dr.
Thiel was killed during the British bombing of Peenemünde in August 1943. Since the Wasserfall
was to have to stand ready for launching at a moment's notice, and it would have to stay fueled
for possibly months on end, the liquid oxygen/alcohol fuel system of the A-4 could not be used.
Instead, Visol (vinyl isobutyl ether) and SV-Stoff, or Salbei (90% nitric acid, 10% sulfuric acid)
were used hypergolically (automatic ignition when mixed). Pressurized nitrogen was used to force
the fuels into the combustion chamber, with rupture discs being fitted between the nitrogen tanks
and in the pipelines. Several safety features were incorporated to the Wasserfall launch
procedure
Fig. 188. Russian copy of the Wasserfall, designated
R-101. [Credit: Mark Wade.]

As a purely defensive system, Wasserfall scored minimal psychological
appeal with Adolph Hitler, especially
because Hermann Göring had assured
him that the Luftwaffe would always be
able to keep the Third Reich airspace
secure. Therefore the project enjoyed
little support in its earlier stages. From
1943 onwards, when the Allied
strategic bombing offensive had
already started, most of the resources
Wasserfall would have needed to
become operational went to the
offensive-minded V2 rocket project
instead.
Conceptual work began in 1941, and
final specifications were defined on
November 2, 1942. The first models
were being tested in March 1943, but a
major setback occurred in August 1943
when Dr. Walter Thiel was killed in the
massive RAF bombing raids on
Peenemünde. After the first successful
firing (the third prototype) on March 8,
1944, 3 Wasserfall trial launches were
completed by the end of June 1944. A
launch on 8 January 1944 was a
failure, with the engine "fizzling" and launching the missile to only 7 km of altitude at subsonic
speeds. The following February saw a successful launch which reached a speed of 770 m/s
(2,800 km/h) in vertical flight. Thirty-five Wasserfall trial firings had been completed by the time
Peenemünde was evacuated on February 17, 1945.
A V-2 rocket using Wasserfall radio guidance crashed in Sweden on June 13, 1944. The
guidance equipment was a modification of the "Kehl-Strassburg" (code name Burgund) joy-stick
system used to direct Henschel Hs 293 glide bomb, which had some significant successes
against Allied ships in the Mediterranean.
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In his memoirs Albert Speer, Nazi Germany's Minister for Armaments and War Production during
the second half of the war, later expressed his conviction that putting Wasserfall on the
backburner might have been a war-deciding strategic error:
"To this day, I am convinced that substantial deployment of Wasserfall from the spring of 1944
onward, together with an uncompromising use of the jet fighters as air defense interceptors,
would have essentially stalled the Allied strategic bombing offensive against our industry. We
would have well been able to do that -- after all, we managed to manufacture 900 V2 rockets per
month at a later time when resources were already much more limited." Albert Speer,
Erinnerungen. Propyläen Verlag 1969, p. 375.

X. Nazi atomic bomb
Perhaps the most menacing "secret weapon" was the Atomic Bomb in prewar WW-II
scientific development in Nazi Germany, though by 1943 other Wunderwaffen weapons
took over priority such as the V-2 and similar programs; the Hitler cabinet failed to
finance two major "saving grace" systems: (1) the Wasserfall anti-aircraft missile; and (2)
the atomic bomb, which could have changed the fortunes of German utter defeat!
Men as nations are born free…nor can they be 'contained' for long by the will of others,
without eventual consequences, i.e. both fascist Germany and communist Russia offer
prime examples.
Fig. 189. Haigerloch castle and castle church, where Werner
Heisenberg, the famous nuclear physicist, who played Bach... The
first mention of Haigerloch dates back to 1095; while it received
Stadtrecht (town status) in the 13th century. During World War II,
Haigerloch was one of the locations of the German nuclear
program, researching nuclear fission in the development of Nazi
nuclear bomb, which would have been developed but for the
persistent RAF-USAF bombing persistence. The whistle was
blown by Diaspora Jews to Einstein,

Located close to the castle (Schloss) in Haigerloch
is the Atomkeller Museum. It was here, during
World War-II, that a group of scientists were
working on nuclear fission for the government,
with the prospect of being the first to develop
atomic weapons. Luckily Hitler didn’t pay much
attention to the project, and the scientists were
rounded up along with their reactor in April 1945,
which was then used as a reference point in the
imminent development of the atomic bomb in
America. This museum tells the story of the
research and experiments here in Haigerloch, with
reconstructions of the lab, and charts, models and
documents on display.
Overlooking Haigerloch is its castle (Schloss),
which sits above the northern side of the river. It is
a mix of Renaissance buildings built on the site of
the old fortress. The Hohenzollern family owned the complex until recently. It’s now a hotel and
conference center, which also organizes occasional art exhibitions. The Rococo Schlosskirche is
located nearby, and has an elaborate interior full of frescoes and stuccowork. Also in the grounds of
the castle is the Kapf – a belvedere with fantastic views over the town landscape.
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Fig. 190. In "Atomic Power," a 1946 March of Time
documentary, Einstein and Szilard reenacted their
collaboration on the atomic bomb letter to President
Roosevelt back in 1939, which launched the American
Manhattan Project.

Fig. 191. The
reactor was located
in a concrete
cylinder. During its
operation, normal
water was between
the outer concrete
shell and the inner
aluminum shell.
The normal water
was primarily used
for cooling
purposes. The
aluminum container had a
diameter of 210 cm
and a height of 210
cm, and contained
another vessel
made of magnesium. The space
between the two
vessels was filled
with a 40 cm layer
of graphitic carbon
bricks having a
total weight of
about 10 tons.
These rectangular
bricks were also
placed both at the
bottom and in the
lid to provide an
external shield
which prevented
the escape of
neutrons generated
during the fission
process. The 664
uranium blocks
attached to the lid
were then lowered
into the inner magnesium vessel.
Subsequently, the
lid was bolted onto
the reactor.
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Fig. 192. Reconstructed
model reactor in the original
hole, Atomkeller Museum,
Haigerloch, Germany.

The cave was not blown up by the American soldiers
as reported in the postwar annals of WW-II. To the
contrary, the laboratory was dismantled and the
utilities disconnected, but the cave as such was not
destroyed. According to the recollection of older local
residents in Haigerloch, the destruction was avoided by a local priest, who persuaded the
Americans to refrain from the destruction because an explosion would have also destroyed a
medieval church and castle on the cliff above the cave. Incidentally, Werner Heisenberg, the
famous director of this wartime research facility, occasionally played Bach on the organ of that
church.
Today, there is a small museum in the cave, with original and reconstructed artifacts. Visitors are
most impressed by how unbelievably small and primitive the historic laboratory was, compared to
the gigantic and elaborate technology of the Manhattan Project. It looks more like a tinkertoy
arrangement than something on the forefront of nuclear technology at the time; however, if
completed, the Haigerloch laboratory would have led to huge sources of energy and the power for
enormous devastation, i.e. the atomic bomb itself.
The French army arrived in Haigerloch on Sunday, 22 April 1945, but took no notice of the
underground nuclear lab. The war in Germany officially ended on 8 May 1945.
American-British ALSOS forces arrived a day later, on Monday, 23 April 1945, with the lab as
their target, and soon dismantled it. The photograph retrieved from the journal Physics Today
shows the dismantling was taken by Samuel Goldsmith, the scientific head of ALSOS, on 24 April
1945. So, this was very near--but before--the official end of the war.
German scientists had removed the uranium cubes and the heavy water from the lab and hidden
them before ALSOS arrived. They left only the inner and outer vessels and the graphite block that
separated them.
Fig. 193. The German experimental
nuclear pile at Haigerloch, being
dismantled by British and American
Intelligence officers of the ALSOS
mission; the director of the first
nuclear reactor in Haigerloch was non
other than Prof. Werner Heisenberg,
the Nobel Prize laureate and author of
the Heisenberg Principle in Physics.
He was of German not Jewish origin.
Photo from David Irving: The Virus
House (1967).
The reactor was dismantled in
April 1945, and immediately
delivered to the Manhattan
project, which would test the first
nuclear device at Alamogordo,
New Mexico on July 16, 1945.
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American Col. Boris Pash of ALSOS initially planned to destroy the entire cave. However, local
priest Monsignor Marquard Gulde convinced him that the beautiful baroque church on top of the
cave would also be destroyed. After ALSOS forces had found and confiscated the heavy water,
the uranium, and the inner vessel, Pash agreed to spare the church, possibly because he
realized that the lab was too small for any future German nuclear experiments. He ordered a very
limited explosion that destroyed the remaining outer vessel within the cave.
The Atomkeller Museum is underground and the original structure is completely preserved--even
the hole for the reactor vessel, which now contains a model of the original reactor, as shown in
Figure 1. Aside from the damaged outer vessel, shown in Figure 2 as it appears today in the
museum, no evidence of the explosion exists. The museum is open to the public. See
http://www.haigerloch.de/keller/EKELLER.htm.
The German nuclear energy project was informally known as the Uranverein (Uranium Club)
and began just months after the discovery of nuclear fission. The first effort ended in months, but
the second effort began under the auspices of the German Army Ordnance Office on the day
World War II began, 1 September 1939.The program eventually expanded into the following main
efforts: the Uranmaschine (nuclear reactor), uranium and heavy water production, and uranium
isotope separation. The zenith of the effort came when it was realized that nuclear fission would
not contribute significantly to ending the war. In January 1942, the Army Ordnance Office turned
the program over to the Reich Research Council, but continued to fund the program. At this time,
the program split up between nine major facilities where the directors dominated the research and
set their own development objectives. At that time, the number of scientists working on applied
nuclear fission began to diminish, with many applying their talents to more pressing war-time
demands such as the moribund Wunderwaffen V-2 program, which cost as much if not more than
the entire Manhattan Project in America.
At the end of the war, the major powers allied against Germany went in and exploited German
science in general, but specifically their rocketry, U-2 boats, and nuclear industry in terms of
personnel, facilities, and materiel, i.e. men and materiel… The transfer of Third Reich's science
and technology was much more prevailing in applied science during the war and by the end of it
than the two superpowers would ever admit to this very day. Indeed, the wartime rape of German
science and brain-drain, especially during the Cold War conflict was so pervasive that neither the
Russians nor we Americans ever cared to admit the degree of replication if I may be so bold to
underscore, it was so precise and crucial at every step of the high-tech progress and the very
reason, I dare say, for this unusual illustrated history of
rocketry achieved in the upmanship of the communist
environment-East and Protestant Capitalism-West, Marxism
vs. Weberianism in the ideological face-off, respectively; the
planetary polarization which in many ways still characterizes
the international Penal Landscape, terrorized particularly by
the Limey-Yankee Anglo-Saxon high-tech power elite hell
bent on dominance and privatization of global meridians for
political gain within the framework of American Manifest
Destiny.
Fig. 194. Dornberger (on the left, with hat) together with von Braun, after their
surrender to Allies in Austria, May 1945; during the escape von Braun broke his
arm.

Major-General Walter Dornberger (leader of Germany's V2
rocket program and other projects at the Peenemünde Army
Research Center), said later in the United States that the
biggest mistake of the Nazi war effort was withdrawing funds
from the Wasserfall anti-aircraft missile, which would have
stopped dead the RAF and USAF at the Atlantic Wall and
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changed the fortunes on the Western front at least. The other, and perhaps the most fortunate
event for planetary meridians was the launch of nationwide anti-Semitism in Germany, which
launched the quiet exodus of the theoretical physicists and other scientists among the Jewish
Diaspora in 1933; short of that the Wehrmacht would have developed the atom bomb way ahead
of us Americans, and we would be speaking German today, living in a very different mobilized,
racist and militaristic world according to the Book of Goth… Of course, the race is still on in the
traditional struggle between East and West, with the Anglo-Saxon cavalcade spearheaded by
Pax Americana, imitating Pax Romana, and as flat intellectually, therefore the prospects of
WesternCiv survival may not be as rosy as many would like to think… In fact, the American
system and its imprecise, assuming and belligerent Jeffersonian democracy is in steep decline.
Two factors which had devastating effects on the German nuclear energy project, then, were the
politicization of academia with (a) the deutsche Physik movement on the rise, allowing only ethnic
Germans to run the scientific show of R&D, and (b) on the other side of the same coin, it was
anti-Semitic and had a bias against theoretical physics of Jewish Diaspora origin, especially in
quantum mechanics, deemed Semitic, hence unacceptable to the Aryan myth of racial origin.
THE MIGRATORY TREK
With the rise of Adolph Hitler to conclusive political power on January 30, 1933, the fortune of
high-tech science changed drastically for the worse. On 7 April, the Law for the Restoration of
the Professional Civil Service was enacted; this canon, and its subsequent related ordnances,
politicized the education system in Germany, which had immediate adverse effects on the
physics throughout the national institutes of science and technology. Furthermore, combined with
the deutsche Physik movement, the deleterious effects were intensified and prolonged. The
consequences to physics in Germany and its subordinate field of nuclear physics were
devastating.
An immediate consequence upon passage of the Law for the Restoration of the Professional Civil
Service was that it produced both quantitative and qualitative losses to the physics community.
Numerically, it has been estimated that a total of 1,145 university professors, in all fields of
scientific endeavor, were driven from their posts, which represented about 14% of the higher
learning institutional staff members in 1932-1933.Out of 26 German nuclear physicists cited in the
literature before 1933, 50% emigrated. Qualitatively, 10 physicists and four chemists who had
won or would win the Nobel Prize emigrated from Germany shortly after Hitler came to power,
most of them in 1933. These 14 scientists were: Hans Bethe, Felix Bloch, Max Born, Albert
Einstein, James Franck, Peter Debye, Dennis Gabor, Fritz Haber, Gerhard Herzberg, Victor
Hess, George de Hevesy, Erwin Schrödinger, Otto Stern, and Eugene Wigner. Britain and the
USA were often the recipients of the talent which left Germany. The University of Göttingen had
45 dismissals from the staff of 1932-1933, for a loss of 19%. Ironically, eight students, assistants,
and colleagues of the Göttingen theoretical physicist Max Born left Europe after Hitler came to
power and eventually found work on the Manhattan Project, thus helping the USA development of
the atomic bomb; they were Enrico Fermi, James Franck, Maria Goeppert-Mayer, Robert
Oppenheimer, Edward Teller, Victor Weisskopf, Eugene Wigner, and John von Neumann. These
profiled scientists were mostly of Jewish origin, saw the writing on the all, and got the hell out of
racist Nazi infested land in good time.
Max Planck, the father of the quantum, had been right in assessing the consequences of National
Socialist policies. In 1933, Planck, as president of the Kaiser Wilhelm Gesellschaft (Kaiser
Wilhelm Society), had met with Adolph Hitler. During the meeting, the physicist told Hitler that
forcing Jewish scientists to emigrate would mutilate Germany and the benefits of their work would
go to foreign countries. Hitler responded with a rant against Jews and Planck could only remain
silent and then quietly take his leave. The National Socialist regime would only come around to
the same conclusion as Planck in the July 6, 1942 meeting regarding the future agenda of the
Reichsforschungsrat (RFR, Reich Research Council), but by then it was too late.
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Albert Einstein
Old Grove Road
Peconic, Long Island
August 2nd, 1939
F.D. Roosevelt
President of the United States
White House
Washington, D.C.
Sir:
Some recent work by E. Fermi and L. Szilard, which has been communicated to me in manuscript, leads me
to expect that the element uranium may be turned into a new and important source of energy in the
immediate future. Certain aspects of the situation which has arisen seem to call for watchfulness and if
necessary, quick action on the part of the Administration. I believe therefore that it is my duty to bring to your
attention the following facts and recommendations.
In the course of the last four months it has been made probable through the work of Joliot in France as well
as Fermi and Szilard in America--that it may be possible to set up a nuclear chain reaction in a large mass of
uranium, by which vast amounts of power and large quantities of new radium-like elements would be
generated. Now it appears almost certain that this could be achieved in the immediate future.

Fig. 195. A
close-up of the
Szilard-Einsten
meeting
drafting the
letter to FDR in
1939.
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This new phenomenon would also lead to the construction of bombs, and it is conceivable--though much
less certain--that extremely powerful bombs of this type may thus be constructed. A single bomb of this type,
carried by boat and exploded in a port, might very well destroy the whole port together with some of the
surrounding territory. However, such bombs might very well prove too heavy for transportation by air.
The United States has only very poor ores of uranium in moderate quantities. There is some good ore in
Canada and former Czechoslovakia, while the most important source of uranium is in the Belgian Congo.
In view of this situation you may think it desirable to have some permanent contact maintained between the
Administration and the group of physicists working on chain reactions in America. One possible way of
achieving this might be for you to entrust the task with a person who has your confidence and who could
perhaps serve in an unofficial capacity. His task might comprise the following:
a) to approach Government Departments, keep them informed of the further development, and put forward
recommendations for Government action, giving particular attention to the problem of securing a supply of
uranium ore for the United States.
b) to speed up the experimental work, which is at present being carried on within the limits of the budgets of
University laboratories, by providing funds, if such funds be required, through his contacts with private
persons who are willing to make contributions for this cause, and perhaps also by obtaining co-operation of
industrial laboratories which have necessary equipment.
I understand that Germany has actually stopped the sale of uranium from the Czechoslovakian mines which
she has taken over. That she should have taken such early action might perhaps be understood on the
ground that the son of the German Under-Secretary of State, von Weizsacker, is attached to the KaiserWilhelm Institute in Berlin, where some of the American work on uranium is now being repeated.
Yours very truly,

Albert Einstein

Unfortunately for the Russians, the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Institut für Physik (KWIP, Kaiser Wilhelm
Institute for Physics) had mostly been moved in 1943 and 1944 to Hechingen and its neighboring
town of Haigerloch, on the edge of the Black Forest, which eventually became the French
occupation zone. This move and a little luck allowed the Americans to take into custody a large
number of German scientists associated with nuclear research. The only section of the institute
which remained in Berlin was the low-temperature physics section, headed by Ludwig Bewilogua,
who was in charge of the exponential uranium pile.
Basically, the atomic age per se started with the above letter to President Roosevelt signed by
Albert Einstein. It was a month after Germany invaded Poland to begin World War II, the largest
conflict in human history. The letter informed Roosevelt that the element uranium might be turned
into a new and important source of energy by a chain reaction. It could also lead to an extremely
powerful bomb. The letter warned that Germany might have taken over the uranium mines in
Czechoslovakia, and added that the most important uranium source was the Belgian Congo.
The energy released by splitting a uranium atom had been defined by Einstein' famous 1905
2
equation E=mc . That and other ideas that transformed science' understanding of the physical
th
world had made Einstein the No. 1 scientist of the 20 century. So the president took note.
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Adolph Hitler' Germany, for reasons that remain uncertain, failed to realize the destructive value
and future threat to follow up with the development of nuclear weapons, especially with the
delivery systems such as the V-2 within reach of practical short and medium range reach, but
Roosevelt responded to the letter with an affirmative interest be it a modest program to
investigate the possibility: a $6,000 advance to Szilard and Fermi.
It led to the top-secret Manhattan Project, and the 1945 devastating and unprecedented
destruction of the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
But the man who actually conceived of the possibility of a neutron-based chain reaction was
hardly as famous as Einstein. He was an Einstein protégé named Leo Szilard, who probably
wrote the letter that went to Roosevelt over Einstein' name.
Fig. 196. FDR's reply which basically launched the
Manhattan Project, Oak Ridge, White Sands and
the rest of the American nuclear game. Of course,
Szilard was a Hungarian Jew, working on the
fission problem shortly thereafter with Enrico
Fermi in Chicago; driven over to Einstein's place
by non other than Edward Teller, the father of the
Hydrogen Bomb. I knew Teller personally back in
California; he wrote an interesting series of essays
on the Chinese technological syndrome, i.e. why
Chine chose to go against technology, and even
took my young daughter, university student, to
lectures at Stanford University given by the
honored Emeritus…

On December 22, 1938, Hahn and
Fritz Strassmann sent a manuscript
to Naturwissenschaften reporting
their radiochemical results, which
were the irrefutable proof that the
uranium had been split into
fragments consisting of lighter
elements; simultaneously, they
communicated these results to Lise
Meitner, who had escaped out of
Germany earlier that year and was
then in Sweden. Ms. Meitner, and
her nephew, the young physicist
Otto Robert Frisch, correctly
interpreted these results as being
nuclear fission, a term coined by
Frisch, which subsequently became
internationally known. Frisch
confirmed this experimentally on
January 13, 1939.
In a later appreciation, Meitner wrote:
"The discovery of nuclear fission by Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassmann opened up a new
era in human history. It seems to me that what makes the science behind this discovery
so remarkable is that it was achieved by purely chemical means.
In an interview on German television (ARD, March 8, 1959), Meitner said:
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"Hahn and Strassmann were able to do this by exceptionally good chemistry, fantastically
good chemistry, which was way ahead of what anyone else was capable of at that time.
The Americans learned to do it later. But at that time, Hahn and Strassmann were really
the only ones who could do it. And that was because they were such good chemists.
Somehow they really succeeded in using chemistry to demonstrate and prove a physical
process."
Fritz Strassmann responded with this clarification:
"Professor Meitner stated that the success could be attributed to chemistry. I have to make a
slight correction. Chemistry merely isolated the individual substances; it did not precisely identify
them. It took Professor Hahn's method to do this. This is where his achievement lies." See, Lise
Meitner, Recollections of Otto Hahn. Stuttgart, 2005.
Near the close and after the end of World War II in Europe, the Russians and the Western
powers had programs to foster technology transfer and exploit German technical specialists. For
example, the U.S. had Operation Paperclip and the Russians had trophy brigades advancing with
their military forces. In the area of atomic technology, the U.S. had Operation Alsos and the
Russians had their own version. While operational aspects of the Russian drive for secret
weapons were modeled after the trophy brigades, a more refined approach was warranted for the
exploitation of German atomic related facilities, intellectual materials, and scientific personnel.
This was rectified with a decree in late 1944 and the formation of specialized exploitation teams in
early 1945. However, the Russian “Alsos” had broader objectives, which included wholesale
relocation of scientific facilities to the Soviet Union, which developed the V-2 into the future
Vostok-Sputnik-I space vehicle, tested at Kapustin Yar then launched in 1957 from the Baikanur
Space Cosmodrome in Central Asia.
The Norwegian heavy water sabotage was a series of actions taken by Norwegian saboteurs
during World War II to prevent the German nuclear energy project from acquiring heavy water
which was essential to production of nuclear weapons. The Jewish Diaspora physicists arriving in
the United States had blown the whistle, the German nuclear bomb project was doomed from the
start!
Between 1942 and 1944 a sequence of sabotage actions by the Norwegian resistance
movement, as well as Allied bombing, ensured the destruction of the plant and the loss of the
heavy water production. These operations — codenamed "Freshman", "Grouse" and
"Gunnerside" — finally managed to knock the plant out of production in early 1943, basically
ending the viable German research in achieving the fission process in splitting the atom into
necessary particles achieving the chain reaction process for massive energy release
characterizing an atomic explosion.
The raid was later dubbed by the British SOE as the most successful act of sabotage in all of
World War II.
Lise Meitner was part of the team that discovered nuclear fission, an achievement for which her
colleague Otto Hahn was awarded the Nobel Prize. Meitner is often mentioned as one of the
most glaring examples of scientific achievement that was ostensibly overlooked by the Nobel
committee. A 1997 Physics Today study concluded that Meitner's omission was "a rare instance
in which personal negative opinions apparently led to the exclusion of a deserving scientist" from
the Nobel Prize.
Women too have played a role in the development of modern socialist—not to say Nazi—Germany, such as Lise Meitner, Hanna Reitsch, Leni Riefenstahl and many other profiled and
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professional women… Such were the times… And, hence, I find myself of all people, the critic I'm
of totalitarian regimes, with a keen understanding for such vertical women, truly unique in the
history of WesternCiv.
Fig. 197. Lise Meitner ca. 1928. Meitner became a
Swedish citizen in 1949, but moved to Britain in
1960 and died in Cambridge in 1968, shortly before
her 90th birthday. As was her wish, she was buried
in the village of Bramley in Hampshire, at St. James
parish church, close to her younger brother Walter,
who had died in 1964. Her nephew Otto Robert
Frisch composed the inscription on her headstone. It
reads "Lise Meitner: a physicist who never lost her
humanity."

Now we know, Lise should've
received the annul Nobel Prize in
physics for nurturing—if not discovering—nuclear fission; instead, it
was awarded to her to her college Dr.
Otto Hahn, the so-called "father of
nuclear chemistry", surprisingly at the
height of WW-II, (1944), and declared
as "fonder of the atomic age" by the
Max Planck Society of physicists…
Working with Hahn, Meitner laid the
foundation for the discovery of
nuclear fission of heavy nuclei. She
was the head of the physics department of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute,
until forced to flee from Nazi
Germany in 1938, of course, with the
pathos of the Anschluss; she was
Jewish… In 1966, she along with
Hahn and Strassmann were awarded
the Enrico Fermi Award. She died on
October 27, 1968.
Belatedly, on November 15, 1945 the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences announced that Hahn
had been awarded the annul 1944 Nobel Prize in Chemistry" for his discovery of the fission of
heavy atomic nuclei", but demonstratively enough, apologized for not being able to send the Nazi
recipient the telegram. Some historians have documented the history of the discovery of nuclear
fission and believe Meitner should have been awarded the Nobel Prize with Hahn. Hahn was still
being detained by his Allied captors at Farm Hall Farm Hall, Godmanchester, near Cambridge,
England, when the announcement was made, thus, his whereabouts was supposedly unknown,
so Meitner wrote a letter of acceptance to the Academy, etc.
Lise Meitner was born into a Jewish family as the third of eight children in Vienna, 2nd district
(Leopoldstadt). Her father, Philip Meitner, was one of the first Jewish lawyers in Austria. She was
born on November 7, 1878, the year of the Berlin Congress, signaling the formation of modern
Europe… She also shortened her name from Elise to Lise. It is not known why she did so. The
birth register of Vienna's Jewish community lists Lise as being born on November 17, 1878 but all
other documents list it as November 7, which is what Meitner used. She was the second woman
to earn a doctoral degree in physics at the University of Vienna.
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In conclusion, had the Third Reich been absent of Aryanism—hence the rise of anti-Semitism—
the bomb, and perhaps many other high-tech military systems would have been developed in
time, or ahead of the Allied counterattack, hence the fortunes of World War II, suffice it to say:
Yes, they would have been very very different!


____________________AND, by way of a ft. note, Haigerloch per se was the host to the Hohenzollern royal
family. The House of Hohenzollern-Haigerloch is a branch of the senior Swabian branch of the
Hohenzollern dynasty, less known however than the Franconian branch which became Burgraves of
Nuremberg and later ruled Brandenburg, Prussia and ultimately Germany.

The countship of Hohenzollern-Haigerloch was created in 1576, upon the partition of the countship of
Hohenzollern, a fief of the Holy Roman Empire. When the last count of Hohenzollern, Charles I of
Hohenzollern (1512-1579) died, the territory was to be divided up between his three sons:

•
•
•

Eitel Frederick IV of Hohenzollern-Hechingen (1545–1605)
Charles II of Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen (1547–1606)
Christoph of Hohenzollern-Haigerloch (1552–1592)

The Counts (Grafen) of Hohenzollern-Haigerloch ruled over a small countship in southwest Germany. Unlike
the Hohenzollerns of Brandenburg and Prussia, the Hohenzollern of Haigerloch, and their cousins of
Hohenzollern of Hechingen, the senior most branch of the Swabian branch of the House of Hohenzollern,
and Hohenzollern of Sigmaringen, remained Roman Catholic.
The principality was incorporated into the principality of Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen between 1630 and 1681.
In 1767 it was permanently incorporated into Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen.
Personally, my introduction to Haigerloch vis a vis the interest in WW-II secret weapons was made almost a
year after completion of the initial manuscript by my friend Uwe Fegert, a native son of Haigerloch, who is
now a successful real estate broker in Montenegro in Old Town – Budva (see, below):

Note: there were 8 international participants that qualified; Dubai participated with two "blue" color boats, took the first place, second
place was Qatar with some Sheikh behind the wheel… The US Ambassador Roderick Moore gave an exclusive live TV interview,
speaking in almost perfect Montenegrin, and called it the most important event for the nation-state profile, second to none, perhaps
with the excerption of regained millennial independence on May 19, 2008. The event was attended by VIPs from all over the continent
and afar. . . Of course, way in the background to the right is the famous St. Stefan Island; the left development in the background is
the exclusive Zavala Peninsula under construction by the main sponsor of the boating event, MIRAX Corporation of Moscow, Russia.
Amani Resorts of Singapore, owners the Sail Hotel in Dubai, highest and most expensive hotel in the world, leased the St. StefanMilocher complex for 35 years. . . Yes, Montenegro is now coming into its own in the community of nations.
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Fig. 198. With my friend, Uwe Fegert from Haigerloch, Germany; a real estate agency owner in Budva
May 25, 2008. On this day Montenegro hosted its first international power boat race, putting it in class with Monaco, the other
profiled host of the sport on the continent.
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XI. The magic engine that changed the
world . . .
Captured facilities of the V-1 and V-2 engines in 1945 gave the soon sparring allies – Americans and
Russians – a head start to compete ideologically and technically in the ensuing Cold War conflict, which was
de facto started by us in the West, the Anglo-Saxon tandem, we the Yankees and the Limeys. However,
Konstantin Tsielkovsky, the Russian space pioneer was way ahead of our American Robert Goddard;
therefore the Kremlin took the lead for a 12 year period which had our American policy-makers on edge with
worry over the brewing Cold War, 1953-65, when our lead became evident including the moon landing.
Dr. von Braun's Saturn V launch vehicle was base on the German F-1/V-1 or F-2/V-2 captured engines and
R&D archives (including the personnel), as well as the Russian Vostok that launched Sputnik-1 into space
on October 4, 1957—it's just that the Russians had a head start in the 1930s, developing their rocketry
interrupted by the sudden German invasion on June 22, 1941, otherwise it would have been a different
rocket and jet aircraft race vis a vis the Germans. The American vehicle is an actual test model now
displayed at the U.S. Space Rocket Center in Huntsville, Alabama. Designed and developed by Rocketdyne
under the direction of the Marshall Space Flight Center, a cluster of five F-1 engines was mounted on the
Saturn V S-IC (first) stage. The engines measured 19-feet tall by 12.5-feet at the nozzle exit and burned 15
tons of liquid oxygen and kerosene each second to pro-duce 7,500,000 pounds of thrust. The S-IC stage is
the first stage, or booster, of a 364-foot long rocket that ultimately took astronauts to the Moon.

Fig. 199. A cross-section of the V-1 engine.
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Fig. 200. The intricate A4 rocket motor (above, and below) was the first design that successfully moved large volumes of fuel to the
combustion chamber using gas-turbine driven fuel pumps. The gas-turbine was powered by hydrogen peroxide, of which 130 liters
were contained in the small ellipsoidal tank. This liquid was expelled from the tank by compressed nitrogen from the bottles on the
rack. The thrust frame was one of the key components in the engine assembly. The frame was able to successfully transmit 25-tons
thrust to the rocket and withstood the punishment while being extremely light as well solving practically all future ballistic missile
high-tech problems. The F-1 rocket engine was the first such successful motor applied to the V-2 (A-4) rocket vehicle ever launched
in warfare, the backbone of the missile race in the Cold War: "It's all a matter of thrust power," whoever takes the lead in close-earth
and space flight technology will win the conflict--this unique Wehrmacht rocket engine led the way.
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Fig. 201. The intricate engine of a V-2 rocket, based on the V-1, the rocket thruster that was bound the change the world if not the
very nature of the man, the Human Condition itself, for "thrust power" in the hands of the ruling elite become potent "political
power"!

Fig. 202. Antwerp, Belgium, after a devastating V-2 attack in 1944, an act of violence which presaged all future conflicts in modern
warfare. It was this power source, the V-2/A-4 chemical engine, which would shape the nature of all future and present conflict to this
very day until we reach for the Cosmos and other sources of phantasmagoric speed approaching if not surpassing the speed of light.
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XII.White

sands, New Mexico, v-2
launch site
Fig. 203. "The V-2 Bumper Corporal" missile

The world’s first two-stage liquid-propellant rocket: a 19-m-long, 1.9-mdiameter marriage of the German V-2 and the liquid-propellant stage of the
United States Army WAC Corporal. The WAC Corporal remained atop the
nose of the V-2 for the first minute of flight. Then the V-2 shut down, having
provided a high altitude “bump” for
the second stage. Eight BumperWACs were built. The first six were
launched from the White Sands
Proving Ground starting on May
13, 1948, and the last two from
Cape Canaveral (the first flights
from the fledgling missile testing
grounds). In 1949 the fifth flight of a Bumper WAC reached an altitude of 390 km,
a record that stood until 1957. Although the missile was tracked by radar for
most of its flight, more than a year passed before the smashed body section was
located. The program was officially concluded in July 1950.
The idea for the vehicle, capable of testing two-stage technology, reaching
higher altitudes than ever before, and carrying out new upper atmosphere
research, was put forward in July 1946 by Holger N. Toftoy, then Colonel, chief
of the Research and Development Division, Office of the Chief of Ordnance. On
Jun. 20, 1947, the Bumper Program was inaugurated with overall responsibility
being given to the General Electric Company. JPL (Jet Propulsion Laboratory)
carried out the necessary theoretical investigations, design of the second stage,
and basic design of the separation system. The Douglas Aircraft Company was
assigned responsibility for detail design, building the second stage, and making
the special V-2 parts required. In the final design, the powder rocket booster
normally used to launch the WAC Corporal was dispensed with. This was in
order to limit the size of the combination missile and allow the smaller rocket to fit
as deeply as possible into the V-2, yet retain enough space in the instrument compartment of the V-2 for housing the
guidance equipment. Also fitted within the instrument section were the guide-rails and expulsion cylinders used as a
launcher for the WAC Corporal.

Fig. 204. Photo taken from a V-2 of New Mexico just north of the White Sands launching site.
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Fig. 205. Dr. Von Braun's "Paper Clip" Operation team in the White Sands Proving Grounds of Mexico with the very V-2 rocket from
Mittelbau-Dora; no pangs of conscience who built the sleek rocket, by the captured scientists on location here or by their Overlords?!

The German Rocket Team, also known as the Von Braun Rocket Team, poses for a group
photograph at Fort Bliss, Texas. After World War II ended in 1945, Dr. Werner von Braun led
some 120 of his Peenemunde Colleagues, who developed the V-2 rocket for the German military
during the War, to the United States under a contract to the U.S. Army Corps as part of Operation
Paperclip. During the following five years the team worked on high altitude firings of the captured
V-2 rockets at the White Sands Missile Range in New Mexico, and a guided missile development
unit at Fort Bliss, Texas. In April 1950, the group was transferred to the Army Ballistic Missile
Agency (ABMA) at Redstone Arsenal in Huntsville, Alabama, and continued to work on the
development of the guided missiles for the U.S. Army until transferring to a newly established
field center of the National Aeronautic and Space Administration (NASA), George C. Marshall
Space Flight Center (MSFC).
The V-2 ballistic missile (known to its designers as the A4) was the world's first operational liquid
fuel rocket. It represented an enormous quantum leap in technology, financed by Nazi Germany
in a huge development program that cost at least $2 billion in 1944 dollars. 6,084 V-2 missiles
were built, 95% of them by 20,000 slave laborers in the last seven months of World War II at a
unit price of $17,877. As many as 3,225 were launched in combat, primarily against Antwerp and
London, and a further 1,000 to 1,750 were fired in tests and training. Despite the scale of this
effort, the inaccurate missile did not change the course of the war and proved to be an enormous
waste of resources. The British, Americans, and Russians launched a further 86 captured
German V-2's in 1945-1952. Personnel and technology from the V-2 program formed the starting
point for post-war rocketry development in America, Russia, and France. It's that the AngloSaxon brethren turned the Nazi rocketeers into domestic heroes, while the Russians treated them
as POWs, the enemy and killers they were, indeed… It was a matter of blood and perception of
reality and morality which made the difference.
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Fig. 206. Launch of a German
V-2 rocket by American
personnel at White Sands
Proving Grounds, New Mexico
in March 1948. We Americans
gained much in the way of
knowledge and experience by
launching captured V-2s, e.g.
launch of the Bumper WAC
Corporal on February 24, 1949
at White Sands Proving Ground,
New Mexico. An American
designed WAC Corporal rocket
served as the second stage to the
German built V-2 first stage.

Fig. 207. Right, the V-1 (in)famous engine
and its V-2 inheritor, right as it was going
through various stages of redesign improvement and development.
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Fig. 208-210. The V-2, with its powerful engine and sleek body, the tests over by early Fall 1943, it was then launched in all-out
effort to stave off the Western Allies onslaught on its western continental dominions.
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The Mittelwerk V-2 factory produced some 4,575 V-2s between August, 1944 and March, 1945—
the period in which these rockets were headed for firing batteries (as opposed, earlier on, to
development testing). It is also estimated that of the 60,000+ detainees employed in and around
the Mittelbau complex over a 20-month period, 26,500 did not survive. (Estimates of the total
number of prisoners in the complex range between 40,000 and 64,000). Sellier attributes 15,500
of these deaths to the camps or to “transports”, and 11,000 to the period in April, 1945 when the
camps were evacuated by the SS in the face of the American advance. This evacuation was
especially barbaric. The SS shot prisoners, herded them into barns and burned them alive, left
them to die if they were too sick to walk, or made them part of walking or rail convoys headed to
other concentration camps. (It was at this time that the Boelcke Kaserne, a barracks in
Nordhausen, later to be discovered by U.S. troops, became an SS dumping ground for prisoners
from several camps who were too sick to transport).
It is a little known truth that more people died manufacturing the V-2 than were killed by its blast.
Each operational V-2 to come off the Mittelwerk line consumed about six human lives.
The cost of the V-2 program was approximately US $2 billion in 1944 dollars (approximately
US$21 billion in 2005 dollars); and 6048 were built, 3225 launched (US $620,000 each in 2005
dollars). In fact the program can be seen as the German "Manhattan Project", which cost US $2
billion in 1944 dollars (approximately US $20 billion in 2004 dollars). To put the German effort to
mass produce the V-2 in perspective, its cost was at the time estimated to be about 1,000,000
Reichsmark per rocket. This was about the same as four Tiger Tanks or eight Panzer Pzkfw IV
tanks. For the 6000 V-2s built, Germany could have built up to 48,000 tanks. However, such
comparisons of the opportunity cost of deploying the V2 versus other weapons systems need to
consider the realities that Nazi Germany faced and the psychology of the senior Nazi leadership.
For example, by late 1944 Nazi Germany did not have the fuel or qualified manpower to field an
additional 48,000 tanks. The production of the fuel for one V-2 required 30 tons of potatoes.
Sometimes as Germany lacked enough explosives to put in the V-2, concrete was used and
sometimes the Germans put in V-2s photographic propaganda of German citizens who had died
in allied bombing. With the war all but lost, regardless of the factory output of conventional
weapons, the Nazis resorted to V-weapons as a tenuous last hope to influence the war militarily
(hence, Antwerp as a V-2 target), as an extension of their desire to "punish" their foes and most
importantly to give hope to their supporters with their miracle weapon. In short, the V-weapons
were important to the Nazis even though they were civilian terror weapons with dubious military
value.
The V-2's undeniable value, despite its overall ineffectiveness, was in its novelty as a weapon
which set the stage for the next 50 years of ballistic military rocketry, culminating with ICBMs of
the Cold War. At the end of World War II, a race between the United States and the USSR to
retrieve as many V-2 rockets and staff as possible began. Three hundred trainloads of V-2s and
parts were captured and shipped to the United States, and 126 of the principal designers,
including both Wernher von Braun and Walter Dornberger were in American hands. In fact, Von
Braun and his team made the conscious decision to surrender to the United States military to
ensure they were not captured by the advancing Russians.
A submarine-towed launch platform was tested successfully, effectively making it the prototype
for submarine-launched ballistic missiles. The project codename was Prüfstand XII (Test stand
XII), sometimes called the rocket U-boat. If deployed, it would have allowed a U-boat to launch V2 missiles against United States cities, though only with considerable effort (and likely limited
effect).
Twelve dismantled V-2 rockets were shipped to the Japanese. These left Bordeaux in August
1944 on transport U-boats U-219 and U-195 reaching Djakarta in December 1944. A civilian V-2
expert was a VIP passenger on the U-234 bound for Japan in May 1945 when the war ended in
Europe. The fate of these V-2 rockets is unknown. Near the end of the war, German scientists
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were working on chemical and possibly biological weapons to use in the V-2 program. By this
time, the Germans had produced munitions containing nerve agents sarin, soman and tabun.
Operation Paperclip recruited German engineers to the U.S., and Special Mission V-2 transported
V-2 parts to White Sands Proving Grounds, from which programs with animals in space and the
Bumper rocket were conducted.
Fig. 211. Helmut Groettrup (1916-1981) was a German rocket engineer, who as a POW was
taken to Russia and headed German design group at Kapustin Yar Cosmodrome. He was a rocket
guidance expert, and worked at Peenemunde, after the war heading the German rocket team, 1945-1953,
which and later headed German rocket team in Russia, 1945-1953.

Basically as a POW, Groettrup headed a group of also capture German
rocket scientists that fired the first V-2 rockets for the Russians at Kapustin
Yar in 1946. It was successful development of the R-1 to R-11 rocket
program which gave the Russians the real boost power into orbital space,
hence the first Sputnik in orbit! The Russians were of their word, and released the team to return
home to Germany in 1953, after having developed all these models (below) for the Soviet missile
program, working concurrently with the Russian Sergei Korolev team. . . Moreover, and
significantly so for the American reader (the Stateside plebiscite, which was served a Dr. Von
Braun as an American decorated Nazi hero), that Groettrup was never a Soviet Hero and never
received a single Kremlin, in fact, all the rocket engineers were returned home, albeit used for
their knowledge, and written off… It is significant to realize and understand "for once" by us
Americans that a number of Nazi heroes of wartime Germany such as Leni Riefenstahl (the
Third Reich's Propaganda Minister with Portfolio, surely over the 1936 Berlin Olympic Games),
Hanna Reitsch, the German WWII test pilot of Messerschmitt fame who has been called "The
Century’s Greatest Pilot", Wernher von Braun (the singular American ICBM rocket ace), his
boss Maj-Gen. General Walter Dornberger et al, all those low-profiled American Germanic race
heroes of Nazi Germany, the Germanic brethren, including the overriding genetic strain in the
profile of the American Eastern Establishment and general ruling elite… You know folks, or volks
to make it linguistically correct in American-German, this is not a joke: the German Nazis were
sent home NOT dramatized, citizenshipized and heroized . . . e.g., JFK was my hero, but here
he's hosting the Iron Cross Lady Hanna Reitsch (below). Dr. Von Braun was bemeddled to his
teeth, the V-2 killer of 20-30,000 factory works (maybe twice that number) of Eastern European
Slavs and German-Dutch Jews slaving away in the wartime German rocket industry.

XIIi. Profiled nazi brethren who never faced the gallows…

"The Nazi Who Won't Die
Leni Riefenstahl at 100."
– James C. Faris
"I want to see, that's all. This is my life. I
want to see."
- Leni Riefenstahl,
on the occasion of her ninetieth birthday
(Vanity Fair, September 1992)
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Fig. 212. Leni Riefenstahl, one of the worlds most
famous and influential females, in intrinsic values what
she did in terms of lasting contribution for the terrible
20th century civilization.
Leni was a film director and preeminent photographer,
born August 22, 1902 in Berlin, Germany to parents
Alfred and Bertha. Her birth name was Bertha Amalie
Riefenstahl; she left the most lasting record and
remembrance of the Berlin Games, however, in
Olympische Spiele (Olympic Speak): The film of the XI
Olympic Games, Berlin 1936. The first feature length
record of an Olympiad; it was commissioned by the
Olympic organizers. It was made in the epic, heroic
style that Riefenstahl employed to shoot the 1934
Nuremberg rally for Triumph of the Will (released 1935).
That the Olympic and Nazi ideals could coincide to such
an extent remained troublesome (Wie ein Held zum
Ziegen) marring her otherwise prolific and unique
creative act in the film world, first time for a woman
director, actress and photographer. She used 45
cameras to shoot 200 hours of film edited down to 225
minutes, divided into two parts subtitled Festival of the
People (118 minutes) and Festival of Beauty (107
minutes). Despite the political downside (and she wasn't
alone, Marlene Dietrich, the Hollywood superstar, was
very sympathetic to the regime and knew Hitler personally, despite claims to the contrary), the films were shot
very much in a typical continental genre of film as
'art' and a message to the public. Perhaps that's why
she was hired by Hitler.

Fig. 213. Leni Riefenstahl on a camera dolly (during the production of Olympia). She was Hitler’s hired hand and master filmmaker.
Leni Riefenstahl is both wonderful and horrible in Ray Muller’s 1993 documentary film.
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However, these were the first Games at which the flame was carried by torch from the Olympic
site in Greece, where a stone bearing the Olympic 'five rings' logo was added to the Delphic
temple specifically to be filmed by Riefenstahl. Nazi myth-making and the lost grail bit at its
best… However, much of the current ceremonial procedure of the Games was established in
1936… No woman has been more important to the art of filmmaking than Leni Riefenstahl. Yet,
no artist has endured a more ostracized existence than she did, because of the Nazi tarnish
which now gone on for almost six decades… One has to be careful when getting involved in
empire-building, feedback can be costly… The Berlin Olympic Stadium complex, where Leni
filmed the 1936 Nazi Olympic Games with vim, vigor, vitality, and creativity…

Fig. 214. Leni Riefenstahl on a camera dolly (during the production of
Olympia). She was Hitler’s hired hand and master filmmaker. Leni Riefenstahl
is both wonderful and horrible in Ray Muller’s 1993 documentary film… She's
very much within the racial syndrome or propaganda and warfare tactics
practiced today by her brethren at No. 10 Downing St. or 1776 Pennsylvania
Ave., if not their very pathfinder, therefore the ability by this--regardless of her
Nazi career—remarkable woman to survive the Nuremburg gallows and the
Tinsel Town critics; she made films to her very last days, considered the equal
of Orson Wells and Alfred Hichkok which is an incredible feat in itself in view
of her background. Had she attempted such survival in postwar Soviet Union it
would have been impossible, where profiled Nazis would have been
unacceptable if not executed or jailed for life such as the Vice Fuhrer Hess.

Fig. 215. Along with Albert Spear, the German
Minister of Armaments, the brain behind the
Olympic stadium architecture, homefront-support
actress Marlene Dietrich [pro-Nazi, despite all the
statements to the contrary] and Fritz Schilgen, Leni
Riefenstahl, the heroine of the Nazi popular film
propaganda, seems to be ready here more (photo,
right) for the BARBAROSA invasion-East than the
Blitzkrieg putsch at Dunkirk, tsk? tsk!
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Fig. 216. Triumph of the Will (German: Triumph des
Willens) is a propaganda film by the German Nazi filmmaker, our very own Leni Riefenstahl. It chronicles the
1934 Nazi Party Congress in Nuremberg. The film contains
excerpts from speeches given by various Nazi leaders at
the Congress, including portions of speeches by Adolph
Hitler, interspersed with footage of massed party members. Hitler commissioned the film and served as an
unofficial executive producer; his name appears in the
opening credits; the Fuhrer is in fact the main actor. The
overriding theme of the film is the return of Germany as a
great power, with Hitler as the True German Leader who
will bring glory to the nation.
Triumph of the Will was released in 1935 and rapidly
became one of the better-known examples of propaganda
in film history. Riefenstahl's techniques, such as moving
cameras, the use of telephoto lenses to create a distorted
perspective, aerial photography, closed circuit television,
timely delivery by zeppelin of film canisters taken daily at
the Olympics, and revolutionary approach to the use of
music and cinematography, for example, have earned the
Triumph film recognition as one of the greatest films in
history. Riefenstahl won several awards, not only in
Germany but also in the United States, France, Sweden,
and other countries. The film was popular in the Third
Reich and elsewhere, and has continued to influence
movies, documentaries, and commercials to this day, even
as it raises the question over the dividing line between art
and morality.
Fig. 217. Leni was a most beautiful propagandist of the
Third Reich, whose rose to fame not only with the above
film – Triumph of the will, released in 1935, but most
prolifically with her contributions to the 1936 Berlin
Olympics, from closed-circuit television to have daily
canister of film dropped by the zeppelins over major
continental capitals, the smoked glass ash-trays, T-shirts,
the Olympic Bell, passing the lit baton or Olympic Torch
from Olympia to Berlin for 2,800 km, and so on…
Riefenstahl attempted to make films after the war but each
attempt was met with resistance, protests, sharp
criticisms, and an inability to secure funding. In 1944, she
married Peter Jacob, whom she later divorced, and in the
1960s began a lifelong companionship with Horst Kettner,
who was forty years her junior. He remained with her until
the end of her life. She became a photographer and was
later the first to photograph rock star Mick Jaeger and his
wife Bianca as a couple holding hands after they were
married, as they were both admirers. Jaeger told
Riefenstahl he had seen Triumph of the Will at least 15
times. Riefenstahl developed an interest in the Nuba tribe
in Sudan and lived among the Nuba for various periods.
Her books with photographs of the tribe were published in
1974 and 1976. She survived a helicopter crash in the
Sudan in 2000. At age 72, Riefenstahl lied about her age
(she claimed she was 52) to get certified for scuba diving
and began to pursue underwater photography. She
released a new film titled Impressionen unter Wasser
(Underwater Impressions), an idealized documentary on
life in the oceans, on her 100th birthday - August 22, 2002.
n his book The Story of Film, film scholar Mark Cousins
claims that, 'Next to Orson Wells and Alfred Hitchcock,
Leni Riefenstahl was the most technically talented
Western film maker of her era. Leni Riefenstahl died in her
sleep in the late evening of September 8, 2003, at her
home in Pöcking, Germany a few weeks after her 101st
birthday. She had been suffering from cancer. She was
buried in the Ostfriedhof (Eastern Cemetery) in Munich.
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Fig. 218. Downtown Berlin virtuosic, nudist sculptures, accenting to the ancient Greek dictates of naked 'healthy body, healthy mind'!
Not enough could have been done to promote the 11th Olympiad of 1936, the pivotal test point for the Long German March to reach
Apollonian heights, in the drive to institute a New World Order according to Goth! So far it's succeeding if it survives the Baghdad
debacle in the 3rd millennia dominance warfare games, surely a little more difficult to prosecute than the 1936 prolific Olympic
Games.

Fig. 219-220. The Berlin Olympic stadium for the 1936 games; daily events were photographed on film, in the evening dropped by
zeppelin on European cities for close-circuit TV viewing in theaters throughout the region.
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A la Icarus, the Hitler Lebensraum drive got too close to the sun, landing in its own ashtray!

Fig. 221. Imagine, smoked glass ashtray on sale in 1936 Olympics.
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Fig. 222. Olympia, Greece, the home of the original Olympics 776 B.C.

Leni was here too with her filming crews, at Olympia, Greece, and along the Trans-Balkan trek; she also
approved of the Hellenic spirit of nudity, be it in films, stage and dance; perhaps a little incongruous
philosophy for the stuffy German elite, which was as prissy as the Romans about flashing flesh… For that
matter, the communists too, had their women wear clothes close to the neck line and below the knees. It
seems to be a totalitarian glitch in their strange norms and values system, once their power solidifies public
mores too fall pray to their strange sense of reality… Frankly, I don't think there's anything more beautiful in
this world than the throbbing exposed flesh of a gorgeous woman! Whatever Leni did to promote Nazism per
se she made up for it with her beautiful body and promotion of media high-tech, as far as I'm concerned,
though her Hollywood profile remained very low, indeed… She saved her head, with her permissiveness
and promiscuity, at least in 1945-46, if not economic survival thereafter in Tinsel Town, CA. USA, eh! So did
Cleopatra, Lucrezia Borgia, Mata Hari, Eva Peron, Marilyn Monroe, and exotic women ever since…

Fig. 223-224. Leni directing close-circuit TV film; while sporting her lovely nude body, personalized model replete…
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The Berlin Olympiad
Recapitulation . . .
Fig. 225. Amazingly, how Leni managed
to pull the wool over the eyes of senior
American military officers arresting the
Nazi Corps, including Cabinet Members – the
Minister of Armaments, Albert Speer, Leni's
associate in the unique and productive organization
of the 1936 Berlin Olympics; she was the Minister
of Cultural Propaganda (be it Without Portfolio), in
everything but the title, just note the accompanying
clichéd commentary and illustrations, which speaks
the real-time truth!
Please note, Leni filmed the Berlin Olympics, the
event in the Berlin central stadium she helped
design, incluidng the promotional package of
goodies sold to tourists, from smoked ashtrays to
medlas and clothing, ringing bells and other
peraphenallia, however, not one photo of the Negro
American medalist, Jesse Owens, can be found in her prodigious
Archives?!

Jesse Owens
Fig. 226. James Cleveland "Jesse" Owens
(September 12, 1913 – March 31, 1980, aged 67) was
an African American track and field athlete. He participated in the
1936 Summer Olympics in Berlin, Germany, where he achieved
international fame by winning four gold medals: one each in the
100 meters, the 200 meters, the long jump, and as part of the
4x100 meter relay team. Jesse Owens was never invited to the
White House nor bestowed any honors by Presidents Franklin D.
Roosevelt (FDR) or Harry S. Truman during their mandates. After
winning so many gold medals, plus another African medalist,
Hitler punted, skipped all further medal presentations, evidently
deciding not to attend any further ceremonies; the Aryan racist
could hardly have shaken the Black man's hand…
When asked about being snubbed by Hitler, Owens said: "Hitler
didn't snub me—it was FDR who snubbed me. The president didn't
even send me a telegram." Owens was allowed to travel with and
stay in the same hotels as whites in Berlin, an irony at the time
given that blacks in the United States were denied equal rights.
After a New York ticker-tape parade in his honor, Owens had to
ride the freight elevator to attend a reception for him at the
Waldorf-Astoria and, of course, busses were still segregated…
In 1955, President Dwight D. Eisenhower acknowledged Owens'
accomplishments, naming him an "Ambassador of Sports," the NASP was already a reality in the postwar period, the Negro counterrevolution with some 155,000 graduated Black GI's (earned on the wartime GI educational bill), its Intelligentsia had come of age. . .
Moreover, In view of the built-in racial slur in America, I'm surprised that Owens' ever made it to the Berlin Olympics in 1936.
Perhaps because of his outright track record, which no one else could match, or maybe do to the overt and premature Third Reich's
Aryan racism and territorial aggrandizement in progress? Wilhelm Kaiser rushed in with WW-I imperialism, as did Hitler in World
War-II de facto conquest of the continent and afar, all-too-soon for the British and American Germanic ruling elite, with exactly the
same plans of dominance; therefore it was time to send a messages to the Hitler elite, i.e. worldwide hegemony needed time and hightech tested military systems, before the Goth can take over the planetary meridians. Consequently, the two anti-German world wars, a
slap in the face to Fatherland, with only now the empowered Germanic West is ready to become the planetary Overlord, bombing the
hell out of opposition, the Arab-Muslim World and liberation movements everywhere, having already transformed us Americans into
a docile, well-behaved and productive Protestant Capitalism of Max Weber's vintage and dotage, the author of the German state
Constitution, for those who might not be aware of modern constitutional history, i.e. apathy reigns supreme: we the plebiscite no
longer participate in policy making, not even through delegation of our god-given natural rights via our elected representative
protecting the General Will of Man: all our rights have been usurped by the Gothic ruling elite!
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Fig. 224-225. Leni Riefenstahl made films for Hitler, but claimed not to have been a Nazi? Below is Albert Speer's Swastika stage for
the opening ceremony of the 1936 Berlin Olympics, seating 110,000 guests. Prior to this even only Circus Maximus in Rome could
match, indeed, surpass the seating with 300,000 seats, first time in two millennia. The modern stadium has been copied ever since all
over the world, including the paraphernalia sold to the visitors, most of it introduced by Leni, the prolific survivor of the terrible 20th
century.
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Fig. 226. Leni's wartime marriage ceremony with
Major Peter Jacob in 1944, the Iron Cross winner,
and surprisingly so...? The Allies closing in on Nazi
Germany, Leni marries the Nazi; evidently the
major didn't survive the conflict! On the other hand,
she must have been a fatalist or a believer in
Wunderwaffen, the "Vengeance weapons" of her
Fuhrer to make such a commitment when the
misfortunes of the lost war were evident all over the
place. A year later her admirer and supporter, Adolf
Shickelgruber, followed suit, when he married Eva
Braun in the Berlin bunker, then ordered his own
suicide, the bride alongside him and several other
duped Nazis, their families and children…

Fig. 227. Hanna Reitsch's lover, a fighter pilot and high
ranking Luftwaffe officer Colonel-General Robert Ritter von
Greim [his name "Ritter" was assumed from the word
"Knight"—as knighthood and Aryanism was popular in Nazi
Germany], who became her life partner, also committed
suicide in Allied imprisonment; though they were never
married officially, she remained true to the unofficial vows
to the end of her life… During the last days of the war
Reitsch was asked to fly Ritter into the embattled Berlin to
meet with Hitler. Red Army troops were already closing in
on the Reichstag, when Reitsch and von Greim arrived on 26
April in a Fieseler Fi 156 Storch aircraft, piloted by Reitsch.
With her long experience at low altitude flying over Berlin,
Hanna landed on an improvised airstrip in the Tiergarten
near the Brandenburg Gate (Greim was wounded in the leg
when Red Army soldiers fired at the light aircraft during its
approach). They made their way to the Führerbunker where Hitler promoted von Greim to Hermann Göring's former command of a
now wholly defunct Luftwaffe. On Hitler's orders, she escaped Berlin with von Greim during the evening of 28 April 1945 by flying
out through heavy Soviet anti-aircraft fire en route to … She was about the last person surviving the war to see Hitler alive.

Fig. 228-235 . Reitsch remained loyal to Nazism and never reneged her commitment to the ideology, while Riefenstahl regretted
shooting the film for Hitler in which the Fuhrer starred – Triumph of the Will, the cliché a real matrix of her life, spanning the two
centuries, surviving two tumultuous world wars including the Cold War of her own making: she was never quite accepted by
WesternCiv, the aggressive Germanic Western elite, especially the entertainment capital of the world, Tinsel Town – USA, the world
of the modern dominators she helped to form… Hence, she bolted in time to Africa, where she overcompensated for ignoring Jesse
Owens at the Olympics, and to her delight found the Blacks both beautiful and well-hung – the male population, while the women
were as exotic as anywhere else in the world. She lived to 101 years of age (1902-2003), and left an indelible "creative act" mark on
the entertainment world, irrespective of her Nazi commitment, denied or not…
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Primitive man is much
more sexually active, compensating for lack of brains
and knowledge of the real
world (safety in numbers,
more babies) and, needless
to underscore, the
Germanic sub-race of man,
having arrived for the first
time on the continent in the
aftermath of the Christian
era, the aggressive streak—
hence, sexual prowess—is
there to be tapped
instinctually along with all
the other fruits of conquest
garnished by this Hominid
predator populating the
northwestern European
crescent and the colonies in
the Americas. Leni,
survived—perhaps relying
much more than we have
blamed Cleopatra—on her
femme fatale endowments, so illustrated on these pages. Moreover, perhaps the main reason WHY this atavistic clan of Oriental
Barbarians from the Flatlands of the River Ganges (the Germanic breed is from Bangladesh), without an original 'dram' of genetic
Caucasian or WesternCiv roots has made such a quantum leap into the takeover and leadership of planetary meridians: no doubt about
it, the unique genetic barbaric verve and assimilating ability of professional and technical values was the override and advantage
achieved since the Fall of Rome over the endemic White continental population, including the acquisition of Caucasian cosmetics
through rape and 'inveigled mating' (marriage by showing off the newly gained plumage – white skin, blond hair, inbred muscles and
hefty genitalia, plus the territorial prerogative, confiscated lands and robbed wealth, the fringe benefits of conquest aggressively
secured by this dangerous predator … It's an aggressive racial and irrational psychosomatic streak we, the worldwide Intelligentsia,
must deal with sooner than later. Whatever leadership positions they have usurped and assumed from more civilized races of man
must be recovered and this breed removed from our midst!
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[Credit: Leni Riefenstahl Archives]
Fig. 236-237. Helene Bertha Amalie "Leni" Riefenstahl (August 22, 1902 – September 8, 2003) was a German film
director, dancer and actress widely noted for her aesthetics and innovations as a filmmaker. Her most famous film was
Triumph des Willens, a propaganda film made at the 1934 Nuremberg congress of the Nazi Party. Riefenstahl's
prominence in the Third Reich along with her personal friend-ships with Adolph Hitler and Joseph Gobbles thwarted her
well-deserved film career following Germany's defeat in World War II, after which she was arrested but never convicted of
war crimes... The American senior officer corps were very forgiving for whatever moral or immoral reason…The film about
Hitler and Nazi Germany – Triumph of the Will – was very prophetic: it took real will to survive two world wars and to live
over a century of active and creative life, despite all the adversity she faced over her past Nazi affiliation!

Olympia . . .

Let there be light! - Genesis
The ancient Egyptians have surmised
correctly so that we have arrived on this
pale-blue planet on the wings of photons,
the Hominid gene coded in the lattices of
light catapulted Earthward from Helios, the
Sungod of Akhenaten and Nefertiti…
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Fig. 238. In the eye of the beholder, interestingly enough,
the Swastika forms a Christian Cross with the four points
stretched out as well the symbol of the European Union.
Fig. 239. Please note (above) - it's the youthful Hanna in
this 1936 Olympics Games poster, with Leni Riefenstahl
standing behind the Fuhrer, photographing, while Hitler regarded the public with his
famous Roman arm salute.
Fig. 240. Reitsch (right) is on a Luftwaffe poster dated
1946, with a futuristic model of the Messerschmitt fighter she piloted as a test pilot.

In 1943, after the Allies began to step-up their devastating
around-the-clock bombing campaign over Germany's cities,
the Nazi aviatrix Flugkapitän Hanna Reitsch proposed to
Hitler and Göring to create an all ladies fighter squadron
against the American-British air forces' wholesale bombing of
Germany. She wore her Iron Crosses proudly and wrote her
memoirs, Fliegen, mein Leben (1951), which were translated
in 1954 as Flying is My Life. In this book she presents herself
as a patriot, and makes no moral judgments about Hitler and
Nazi Germany. Some call it "an exercise in selective memory,
rationalization, and denial". Many ask: was she a Nazi to the end, or just a proud woman?
We don't know? . . . perhaps both!
Fig. 241. Luftwaffe Pilot-Observer Badge with Diamonds, this badge
belonged to Hermann Göring, and was part of Eric Campion Collection. The
lady was a test pilot in the German Air force, Flug-Kapitänin Hanna
Reitsch, who flew everything from a V-1 to giant bombers, recognized as the
rocket-propelled Messerschmitt Me 163 Komet test pilot for the Air force. She
was the only recipient of this exclusive award. Hanna also held the unusual
honor as a woman to have had bestowed upon her both the Iron Cross Second
Class and First Class of the 1939 series, receiving the Iron Cross Second Class
on 28 March 1941 and the Iron Cross First Class on 5 November 1942. She
became Adolph Hitler's favorite pilot. Reitsch was the only woman awarded
the Iron Cross First Class during World War II, and the only woman awarded
the Luftwaffe Combined Pilot and Observer Badge with Diamonds.

Fig. 242. The Me 163 Komet, designed by Alexander Martin
Lippisch, was the only operational rocket-powered fighter
aircraft during the Second World War. Although revolutionary and capable of performance unrivalled at the time, it
proved ineffective as a fighter and resulted in the destruction
of very few Allied aircraft—the leading edge aircraft was not
very maneuverable, still not combat ready. Reitsch flew this
rocket-powered aircraft on the borderline of orbital space;
for all practical purposes she can easily be named as the first
pilot in space or nazinaut, i.e. astronaut!
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The Messerschmitt Me 262A-1 was powered by two 900 kg thrust Jumo 004B turbojet engines
providing a maximum speed of 870 kmh and a range on internal fuel of 1050 km. The Messerschmitt Me 262A-1a was armed with four 30 mm MK 108 cannons in the nose. While faster than
the Allied aircraft of the time, the Messerschmitt Me 262 suffered from not being as maneuverable. However, the fastest and most dangerous plane that Ms Reitsch tested was the top secret
German rocket plane, after three male pilots had died in their attempts. First she flew the prototype without the motor, the ME 163A. Then she flew the militarized version, the ME 163B, Komet.
This experimental interceptor, in a minute and a half after takeoff climbed at a 65-degree angle to
30,000 feet. It travelled 500 mph -- the fastest any human had ever gone. Hanna Reitsch, Nazi
Germany’s celebrated woman test pilot who had flown the V-I rocket bomb in sub orbital flight in
the early 1940’s – 20 years before the first American spaceman – was actually history’s first
astronaut.

Fig. 243-244. Reitsch received the Iron Cross in person from Hitler, and in time was honoured by the American elite, including a
reception at the White House by John F. Kennedy, the American President (left).
Fig. 245. She was accepted as a member of the American Test Pilots’ Association
and was received by President John Kennedy in the White House in 1961. A
photo shows her standing near Kennedy, not wearing her self-designed uniform
but a dress and carrying a woman's handbag… At the age of 65, the year before
she died, she set a new women's distance record in a glider. Hanna died of a
massive heart attack in 1979 at age 67. As she wished, she was buried near her
family in Salzburg, Austria. Fig. 246. A youthful portrait of the prolific pilot. 

Hanna Reitsch She flew
everything the
Third Reich had.
The world's first female
test pilot and helicopter
pilot, Hanna flew
everything the Third
Reich had: from the first helicopter (the Focke-Achgelis) to the
prototype of a piloted V-1. She went on to set more than 40
altitude and endurance records in motorless and powered
aircraft in her lifetime. In 1945 she flew the last plane out of
Berlin hours before the fall of the city. Although politics had
nothing to do with her love of flight, she was the only woman
ever to be awarded the Iron Cross and Luftwaffe Diamond Clasp.
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Hanna was first to fly a glider over the Alps, flew the first and jet plane, first to fly a rocket in suborbital flight, was the only woman to receive the Third Reich's highest award for bravery. She was
actually the world's first astronaut.
The real mother of women’s liberation was almost lost in history for being on the wrong side.
Hanna Reitsch died quietly in bed in Frankfurt, Germany one year after setting a new women's
distance record in a glider.
Her 67-year-old body bore faded scars of long-ago plane crashes. Her mind held memories of
Adolph Hitler and her heart still carried Nazi pride which kept her out of contemporary history
deserved fame.
Many underscore: If this tiny woman had died 40 years earlier hundreds of Londoners killed by
Nazi V-1 and V-2 bombs might still be alive. Scores of dead Allied airmen shot down by welldesigned German fighter planes could be playing with their great grand-children. The jet age
would have taken longer to arrive on the scene, and man might still be striving to walk on the
moon, but then, those who must win in war and dominate worldly meridians hardly consider the
value of human life in light of what technological progress can accomplish for a barbarian race
hell bent on dominating the human race, the other side of Paradise, for west of Eden, I still think,
there's no room for this Barbarian voyeur from the flatlands of the River Ganges…
Regardless, it is a fact to remember: Hanna Reitsch, Nazi Germany’s celebrated woman test pilot
who had flown the V-I rocket bomb in sub orbital flight in the early 1940’s – 20 years before the
first American spaceman – was actually history’s first astronaut!
She began by wanting to be a flying missionary but laws kept her from flying airplanes and she
began in gliders, winning dozens of competitions and attracting the attention of Hitler. She soon
became Nazi Germany’s ideal woman, young and vivacious, daring and highly publicized by the
Nazi propaganda machine.
If she hadn’t been on the losing side and if she had been later willing to admit the horrors of the
Nazi regime, maybe Hanna Reitsch would have been honored in history books as the greatest
woman pilot that ever lived. Moreover, the peanut size bachelor officer of the Third Reich was
probably the mother of Women’s Liberation Movement, way ahead of Gloria Swanson or some
Florence Nightingale, having bested men in every flying competition.
At a time when women were expected to stay in the kitchen, she was one of the world’s top glider
pilots. She held 40 world aviation records; was the first to cross the Alps in a glider, first to fly a
helicopter and first to fly a jet plane. She was the first woman awarded the treasured Iron Cross
and was the world’s first woman test pilot.
History records she flew into a burning Berlin at night in the last days of the war and landed a
small plane safely on a street by the Reichstag fired upon by approaching Russian tanks. A direct
hit on her plane mangled the foot of the pilot, Ritter von Greim, who had been summoned by
Adolph Hitler himself to take charge of the German Luftwaffe.
Hanna stayed three days in the Hitler underground bunker then flew the last plane out of Berlin
before it fell to the Russians. Her eye-witness account of the last days of Hitler is an important
part of history and her flights in the V-I flying bomb are a first chapter in space travel. Surely, she
was the world's first astronaut! Still, prompted by ever-present victorious Allies, such recognition
was spurred; she never married and died in obscurity. However, she often complained:
"But there are millions in Germany who love me. It is only the German press which has been told
to hate me. It is propaganda helped by the government. Germans have not been allowed to write
about me since 1945. They are afraid I might say something good about Adolph Hitler."
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She adored her 'mien Fuhrer'… "Because of Hitler, she said, "we Germans were the pioneers of
space travel, ahead of our time, ahead of the world. The first space rockets were copies of our V2 bombs which climbed to 50 miles altitude. After the war my dear friend Wernher von Braun
helped the Americans. He was brilliant with the V-2 rocket and the father of all space travel and
satellite technology.
"I am surprised I am still alive. So many of my friends were killed. Ten of us test flew the VI
rocket. Five were killed and three severely injured.
"The V-1 was built to fly as a robot controlled by an early auto-pilot – something else we
designed. It was almost impossible to fly with fins or wings just three feet long. But I flew it ten
times.
"Catapulted from a sled, it produced more than 24 G’s acceleration force, enough to burst body
organs as we learned from experiments and dead pilots."

Describing her famous Berlin flight to Hitler:
"In November 1944 the capital was being devastated by US and British bombers. My presence
was important. German radio broadcast to the city, ‘Stand fast. Hanna Reitsch endures this with
you.’ Hitler has asked her to come in and see him in his last days.
"For several days I flew around the city memorizing landmarks until I knew I would be able to find
(about the city) without radio assistance."
Air Force General Ritter Von Greim learned of Hanna’s planning and asked her to join him on a
perilous night flight into Berlin to see Adolph Hitler at his bunker under the Chancellery.
It happened on the night of April 26, 1945 when the city was under heavy Russian attack. The
first aircraft they were to use was destroyed by bombs, so
They transferred to a tiny Fiesler Storch spotter plane and, using Hanna’s memorized landmarks,
flew slowly into the burning city, landing in a hail of Russian tank fire on a street outside the
German Chancellery. A heavy Russian bullet pierced their little plane and destroyed General
Greim’s right foot.
Die-hard Nazi SS troops around the headquarters rushed them to an elevator at the bunker just
before the Russians began scoring direct hits on the building.
None of Hitler’s close associates were in the underground bunker except Nazi Party Secretary
Martin Bormann, Propaganda Minister Dr Josef Gobbles, his German 'First Lady' wife, Magda
and their six children.
On the upper levels Hanna met Bormann, an admiral, several generals and secretaries. On the
lower level were private quarters for Hitler, his girl-friend, Eva Braun and Hitler’s doctor. She
recalls in her writings:
"They were all very moved to see me come in; all were calm and ready to die. History books say
Hitler was mad and incoherent, that many in the bunker were drunk and having sex parties.
"It is not true. I was there. We were seeing the end of a great man and his cause. There was
nothing in the bunker but dignity. Hitler greeted us quietly and without emotion.
"He heard Greim report from a stretcher on the floor. He knelt to shake his hand and, turning, told
Hanna:
"You are a very brave woman. There is still loyalty and courage in the world."
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Hitler explained he’d asked them to come because Luftwaffe head Herman Göring had refused
an order to fly in. Instead he had sent a telegram asking to take over as new Chancellor.
Said Hitler:

"Noting is spared me. No allegiances are kept. No honor is lived up to. There are no
disappointments I have not had, no betrayals I have not experienced and now this above all else.
Nothing remains. Every wrong has already been done…"
Hitler now officially fired Göring, taking away his rank, titles and properties and named General
Greim Göring’s successor, promoting him to a Field Marshall. But Greim now commanded an air
force which no longer existed. He and Hanna Reitsch were trapped.
Handing them two vials of poison, Hitler said:
"Hanna, you are a loyal German and belong to those who will die with me… I do not wish that
one of us falls to the Russians alive, nor do I wish our bodies to be found by them. Eva and I will
have our bodies burned. You will devise your own method."
Hitler’s refused Hanna’s pleas to fly him out. And Eva Braun said:
"I do not wish to live in a Germany without an Adolph Hitler. It would not be fit to live in for a true
German."
Hanna and Greim decided they would swallow the poison and blow themselves up with a heavy
hand-grenade just before the Russians broke in.
As the Russian bombardment intensified, plaster fell even at the lowest levels of the bunker.
Sleep was impossible. And yet, for a time, there was hope for rescue by German forces. Hitler,
holding a battered auto road map, even planned a counter attack
But Hanna was certain she’d never see daylight again when she learned on April 29th that SS
General Herman Fegelein, Eva Braun’s brother-in-law, had been brought back from the city under
guard to the underground headquarters and shot on Hitler’s orders for trying to escape from the
bunker.
Then, just after midnight, Hitler visited Greim and Reitsch. He held a Reuters news agency
dispatch reporting that Reichsführer Heinrich Himmler was offering to surrender German armies
in the west to General Eisenhower.
It was the last blow. “Even Himmler has betrayed me,” said Hitler. He ordered Hanna and Greim
to break out of Berlin, take command of the air force and arrest Himmler.
It was also the end for Hitler. By next morning he had drawn up his last will and testament and
married Eva Braun. Hours later they were dead of poison and a gun-shot wound.
Above the bunker, amid earth shaking explosions, ears deafened by concussion and under a sky
red with flames, Hanna Reitsch and Ritter Von Greim were picked up by an SS armored car.
Inching through the rubble of street wreckage and barely avoiding Russian troops, they reached a
small German Arado 96 scout-plane and its waiting pilot. Chances of escape were slim. Three
must fly out in a plane built for two on just twelve hundred feet of still undamaged roadway. Shells
were falling around Reichstag and the Russians were closing in fast.
At the last possible moment the tiny plane got off the ground and slowly climbed. Over the
Brandenburg Gate it was caught in Russian searchlights and heavy cross-fire. But in a few
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minutes it was hidden in dense smoke clouds. Soon, high above them, Hanna Reitsch entered a
still and peaceful sky over the doomed city and flew to safety.
Next morning at Plön, in northern Germany, Hanna and Greim met Grand Admiral Dönitz, Hitler’s
successor and learned the war was finished. On May 9th, two days after Germany surrendered,
Hanna Reitsch gave herself up to the Americans.
Because Hitler’s body was never seen by the allies it was widely believed for years that Hanna
Reitsch flew out of Berlin with Hitler or his secretary Martin Bormann, which as it turned out was
untrue.
Hanna was a proud Nazi and wore her Iron Cross proudly to her dying day, her last comments:
"And what have we now in Germany? A land of bankers and car-makers. Even our great army
has gone soft. Soldiers wear beards and question orders. I am not ashamed to say I believed in
National Socialism. I still wear the Iron Cross with diamonds Hitler gave me. But today in all
Germany you can't find a single person who voted Adolph Hitler into power."
Then she uttered the words that for so long kept her out of the history books:
"Many Germans feel guilty about the war. But they don't explain the real guilt we share - that we
lost."
At the age of 65, the year before she died, she set a new women's distance record in a glider.
Hanna died of a massive heart attack in 1979 at age 67. As she wished, she was buried near her
family in Salzburg, Austria.

Fig. 247. Two Jumo 004 engines powered the ME 262. This was the first jet fighter to fly in combat. As a boy on the farm in Iowa, a
neighbor was gunner on a B-17 bomber flying on bombing missions over Germany and occupied Europe; he had seen this Me 262 as
well as the delta-wing version, which has scared the hell out of the entire crew; he never got a shot off on either one of the targets as
they whizzed by at almost supersonic speeds. In WW-II Among other German military aircraft Hanna Reitsch flew this sleek
Messerschmitt 262, which marked the beginning of modern jet aircraft flight, in fact, she was the only nazinaut and the first
astronaut among her American brethren to reach the earthly edge of space, i.e. the first human in space on this planet Earth. Also, she
wore her Iron Crosses proudly and wrote her memoirs, Fliegen, mein Leben (1951), which were translated in 1954 as Flying is My
Life. In this book she presents herself as a patriot, and makes no moral judgments about Hitler and Nazi Germany. Fräulein Hanna
Reitsch's rank was : Flugkapitän [Captain of the Air Force -- Honorary title given for outstanding aeronautical achievement].
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Fig. 248. Memorial
cards, plus a revealing
Fuhrer statement… With
the fortunes of war
slipping fact, Hitler
made this apology to
Dornberger: "I have had
to apologize only to two
men in my whole life.
The first was Field
Marshal von
Brauchitsch. I did not
listen to him when he
told me again and again
how important your
research was. The
second man is yourself. I
never believed that your
work would be
successful."
– Apology to Major-General Walter Dornberger, from Adolph Hitler, July 8, 1944
Fig. 249. In the early morning
of July 7, 1943, Dr . Ernst
Steinhoff flew Wernher von
Braun and Major-General
Dornberger in his Heinkel He111 to Hitler's Führerhauptquartier "Wolfsschanze"
headquarters and the next day
Hitler viewed the film of the
successful V-2 test launch
(narrated by von Braun) and
the scale models of the Watten
'bunker' and launching-troop
vehicles: Josef Garliński,
Hitler's Last Weapons: The
Under-ground War Against the
V1 and V2. (New York: Times
Books, 1978, p.. 73,74.
Fig. 250. Pres. Kennedy and
Dr. Wernher von Braun
Sept. 11, 1962. Rare photograph of JFK riding in his
open top limo with von
Braun during a tour of the
Marshall Space Flight
Center. He was determined
to beat the Russians to the
Moon, hence the pressure on
the military-industrial complex with personal presence
in the field whenever possible to accomplish the
mission. From Nov. 1961 to
Nov. 22, 1963, when he was
assassinated, reports from
our Siberian bunker went
directly to JFK With the
news of his death, I cancelled the reports; the new
Prez, LBJ, didn't qualify nor
did he relate to the Kishlak,
other than requests through
official channels.
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Fig. 251. Wernher von Braun walking with President Kennedy at Redstone Arsenal May 19, 1963.
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Fig. 252. Artist Chesley Bonestell worked from
rocket scientist Wernher von Braun's original designs
to paint this view of a space station hovering above
Central America, together with a reusable shuttle
vehicle, space taxi, and telescope.

Wernher von Braun was one of the
most important rocket developers and
champions of space exploration from
the 1930s to the 1970s. Von Braun's
enthusiasm for the possibilities of
space travel was kindled early on by
reading the fiction of Jules Verne and
H. G. Wells, and the technical writings
of Hermann Oberth. It was Oberth's
1923 classic Die Rakete zu den
Planetenräumen (By Rocket to Space)
that prompted the young von Braun to master the calculus and trigonometry he needed to
understand the physics of rocketry.
At age 17, von Braun became involved with the German rocket society, Verein für Raumschiffahrt
(VfR), and in November 1932 signed a contract with the Reichswehr to conduct research leading
to the development of rockets as military weapons. In this capacity, he worked for Captain (later,
Major General) Walter Dornberger – an association that would last for over a decade. In the same
year, under an Army grant, von Braun enrolled at the Friedrich-Wilhelm-Universität from which he
graduated two years later with a Ph.D. in physics; his dissertation dealt with the theoretical and
practical problems of liquid-propellant rocket engines.
Some of von Braun's colleagues from the VfR days joined him in developing rockets for the
German army. By 1935, he and his team, now 80 strong, were regularly firing liquid-fueled
engines at Kummersdorf with great success. Following the move to Peenemünde, von Braun
found himself in charge of the A-4/V-2 project. Less than a year after the first successful A-4
launch and following a British bombing raid on Peenemünde, mass production of the V-2 was
switched to an underground factory in central at Nordhausen in Central Germany. Von Braun
remained at Peenemünde to continue testing.
When, by the beginning of 1945, it became obvious to von Braun that Germany was on the verge
of defeat, he began planning for the postwar era. Before the Allied capture of the V-2 rocket
complex, von Braun engineered the surrender to the Americans of scores of his top rocket
scientists, along with plans and test vehicles. As part of a military plan called Operation Paperclip,
he and his rocket team were whisked away from defeated Germany and installed at Fort Bliss,
Texas. There they worked on rockets for the US Army, launching them at White Sands Proving
Ground.
In 1950 von Braun's team moved to the Redstone Arsenal near Huntsville, Alabama, where it
built the Army's Jupiter ballistic missile. In 1960, von Braun's rocket development center
transferred from the Army to the newly established NASA and received a mandate to build the
giant Saturn rockets. Von Braun was appointed director of the Marshall Space Flight Center and
chief architect of the Saturn V. He also became one of the most prominent advocates of space
exploration in the United States during the 1950s. In 1970, he was invited to move to Washington,
D.C., to head NASA's strategic planning effort but less than two years later, feeling that the US
government was no longer sufficiently committed to space exploration, he retired from the agency
and joined Fairchild Industries of Germantown, Maryland.
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Like many of his fellow German rocket scientists and science-fiction writers of the time, von Braun
believed that an orbiting space station was a crucial first step toward manned interplanetary
travel. In the March 22, 1952 issue of Collier's magazine (see Collier's space program), von
Braun and other scientists contributed articles describing and advocating construction of an
American space station. Illustrated by space artist Chesley Bonestell and others, this issue
publicized the wheel- or doughnut-shaped design that became the most popular image of the
space station. Later it was memorably depicted as Space Station V in Stanley Kubrick's film
2001: A Space Odyssey (1968).

Fig. 253-254. No question about it, despite his shady past vis a vis the death toll or genocide in the production facilities of the V-2, the
good doctor of science influenced the space age with his knowledge of fuels and design of the Saturn-5 program, as well as the
American ICBM proclivity in nuclear posturing.
Fig. 255. Nothing illustrated the burgeoning
collaboration between space scientists and the
creators of science fiction better than the March 22,
1952 issue of Collier's magazine, whose cover was
graced by this also Bonestell's painting of von
Braun's three-stage launch vehicle (left). It became
the cover jacket of 1952 hardcover volume illustrating
an Earth-to-Orbit flight to the Space Station, a handsome well-illustrated large format volume which this
writer as a teenager bought and treasured; it was a
collection of essays by various space writers
including Dr. Von Braun. Somewhere in one of my
libraries Stateside the volume still survives; the
German-cum American space ace was hero to the
budding space-bugs youth… little did we know those
days about Nordhausen killing fields nor about space
designer's role in the military space industry of
wartime Germany… I remember ravishing the
various shorts of the space wheel and imagined what
life would be all about in orbit. In those days Star
Trek Sci-Fi series was only a gleam in the eye of
such people as Gene Roddenberry, whom I came to know personally, and other famous creators of books, TV series and
films I would cherish as an adult in the years to come. Nor did I ever dream then that I would chase Russian missile silos
bases and launch site all over Siberia and Central Asia. When President Kennedy tried to discuss the subject – the antiaircraft SAMs and ICBMs, regardless (despite my youthful reading and dreaming of such systems) I was a babe in the
woods, and never said a word to JFK in our confab at the Oval Office, i.e. that I was a Sci-Fi buff, etc.
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Fig. 256-257. Young Wernher von Braun with his Nazi Overlords; kind of incongruous frame, if it's not a fake, though he was within
the Nazi officer corps infrastructure, otherwise he would not have been in charge in of R&D of V-2 at Peenemunde, the rocket base on
the Baltic Sea, North-East Germany, the Wehrmacht, its Western genetic and racial brethren.
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Evidently the USArmy recovered such archives, hence these and similar photos of Dr. von Braun with his
Nazi overlords are authentic, and why should they not be; he was probably a very enthusiastic Hitler Yungen
back in the early 1930s, and later, as he said himself, he was engulfed in the R&D work of the V-2 never
giving it much thought where the nation was headed, while he wanted to prove himself. In my own opinion,
he failed to tell the truth—to American public at least—that he knew very well what was going on with the
labor force and how many civilian victims were slayed by the military rockets he kept producing to the last
minute of the war. In fact, it has been said that at Peenemunde it was thought that the devastation and "for
whom the bell tolls," i.e. the dead in the killing fields of the Western enemy were much much larger. Most of
all I would blame the good doctor's Overlords, the American brethren elite, that made a hero of the German
space ace instead of giving him the boot once his "work well-done" was over, as the Russians did in fact
dismiss Helmut Groettrup, whose obvious input in the Russian space program was perhaps just as crucial
if not initially much more productive!

Fig. 258. The young Wernher von Braun, who
had just joined the German rocket program –
1932.

Fig. 259. Raketenkonstrukteur par excellance, here Dr. von Braun is a guest on an American nuclear attack submarine… A kindred
soul: He sure ran silent, and ran deep within the interstices of a different much more aggressive and perfidious Human Condition; he
was the "right stuff" as the Yankee brethren labeled our astronauts, practically all-German progeny in the American space program.
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Dr.

Wernher von Braun: from front
lines broken arms in WW-II, as a defecting Nazi scientist, to meteoric high-tech
fame as blueblood brethren of the American elite.

Fig. 260-261. This bedlam and mayhem and
death (left) and below perpetrated on wartime Amsterdam, as well as London, by V-2
direct hits was overlooked (above) vis a vis
the accolades expressed for a job well done
in US rocketry in Huntsville, Alabama.

…Despite the obvious carnage
caused by Dr. von Braun's direct
contribution to Nazi military
science?!
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Fig. 262. Antwerp, Belgium – 1944, under V-2 attacks.

Fig. 263. The V-2 creating death and bedlam on a crowded Antwerp street in the fall of 1944. Since it reached the target at supersonic
speeds there was no warning as with the buzzing V-1, hence the population was caught unawares – the death toll very high indeed
compared with the V-1.
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Fig. 264. Von Braun's major rocket designs, which placed him ahead of his peers in military and space

probe vehicles. From left: A11, 1946; A12; Mars project, 1948; Colliers, 1952; Mars, 1956;
Super-Jupiter, 1957; Saturn I and Saturn II for Project Horizon, 1958.

XIv. Captured v-2 team by the Russians
There is considerable difference between these two parades of rockets – Helmut Groettrup's
(below) accomplishment is from 1946 – 1953, while Von Braun's spans 1946 – 1958; the former's
technology launched the first Russian satellite in orbit October 4, 1957 and the first man in orbital
space 1961 (Col. Yuri Gagarin), formalizing the Russians lead in military science, \while the latter
landed American astronauts on the moon, July 20, 1969, thereby demonstrating the American
lead in both military and space science. Both scientists were German nationals and, needless to
underscore , Groettrup received no recognition in Soviet Russia, because his country of origin
was a real enemy of Russia, i.e. Helmut was a POW in Kapustin Yar, while Von Braun was a
brethren of the American German establishment, therefore all the accolades to the day he died in
197… Dare I say it—there's honor among thieves. The Nuremburg Trials in 1946 prosecuted
people the likes of Von Braun, Leni, Hanna et al, while we Americans gave them a second lease
on life. In the case of Dr. Braun and his Nazi colleagues, it served our purpose, to plagiarize the
German lead in military science and—hence, as Grand Assimilators of everything and anything
foreign or domestic, and use it to our own ends and means to perpetuate the built-in behavioral
aggression, innate thirst for worldwide dominance as proclaimed by Manifest Destiny. The "braindrain" has providential value, our Barbarian norms and values are blessed by Providence,
according to the Book of Goth, i.e. we're born leaders and deserve to run the Human Condition
whether the weak and meek like it or not!

Fig. 265-266. The parade of Soviet missiles which Helmut Groettrup's group of rocket scientists, the POWs in the
Soviet Union. This quantum leap from the V-2 to Sputnik-1 and lead in the missile and rocket field by the Russians is to
no Small measure do to this prolific group of German scientists. With successful tests completed in 1953, as promised
by the Kremlin leadership, the scientists were released to return to their rightful homes in Germany. [Credit: Mark Wade.]
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The USSR also captured undisclosed complements of both rockets in-tact, but fewer in number
and parts because the manufacturing facilities and launch sites were periodically moved West
ahead of the advancing Red Army, hence relocating the V-1 to Kassel and V-2 to Nordhausen.
Sergei Korolev and his Moscow staff let the captured scientists set the R&D in Germany proper
for a time. The first work contracts were signed in the summer of 1945. In 1946 they were obliged
to move to Kapustin Yar in the USSR, where Groettrup headed up a group of just under 250
engineers. The first Soviet missile was the R-1, an exact copy of the V-2. Starting with the R-1
and soon followed by its evolved R-2 version, the Soviets developed a number of new missile
designs that led to the Scud missile. Chronologically speaking, the schedule below demonstrates
why the Groettrup-Korolev was much more successful with the Soviet program than the Von BraunDunneburg conclave of scientists in America, therefrom the Soviet lead in the ICBMs and first in space
artificial and manned vehicles:

 1946 June - Groettrup team completes R-2 design... Groettrup team in Nordhausen
completes design of the K1 (R-1). The design uses some parts manufactured in reopened
factories in the German east zone. Factory 88 at Podlipki (later Kaliningrad, then Korolev) 16 km
north-west of Moscow, and Factory 456, at Khimki, 7 km north-west of Moscow, are to be the first
two Soviet rocket assembly factories.
1946 September - Groettrup team designs 2 stage IRBM... Groettrup sketches design for a
2500 km range missile.
22 May 1947 - Groettrup G-1 design ordered... The G-1 was Groettrup's first design after the
German engineering team had been moved to Russia. The first group of 234 specialists was
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given the task of designing a 600 km range rocket (the G-1/R-10). Work had begun on this
already in Germany but the initial challenge in Russia was that the technical documentation was
somehow still 'in transit' from the Zentralwerke. The other obstacle was Russian manufacturing
technology, which was equivalent to that of Germany at the beginning of the 1930's. The
Germans worked at two locations, NII-88 (Korolev OKB) and Gorodmlya Island to complete the
design of the G-1. Other groups of Germans worked at Factory 88 (R-1 production) and Factory
456 (Glushko OKB / engine production).
1949 March - Groettrup team completes G-2 design... Groettrup completes design work on
G-2, 1,000 kg warhead, 2500 km range.
1949 June - Groettrup team designs R-13… Groettrup group consulted on 'R-13' (code name
for R-11?). Specifications include 1000 kg warhead, 120 km range.
1949 July - Groettrup G-4 IRBM design complete... Groettrup's team finished the 20 volume
design study three months after go-ahead. The selected configuration was a conical single-stage
design, which was aerodynamically stable in all flight regimes.
1949 October - Groettrup team briefs G-4... The Scientific-Technical Soviet of NII-88
receives a briefing on Groettrup's G-4 IRBM design: 23.7 m long, 2.74 m diameter, 70.800 kg
takeoff mass, 7000 kg empty, 3,000 kg warhead, turbine exhaust for roll control (as in Jupiter),
plywood RV, lox/alcohol propellants.
1949 October - Albring G-3 cruise missile... German aerodynamicist Albring designed the G3 missile for the Russians. This would use a rocket-powered Groettrup-designed G-1 as the first
stage. The cruise stage would have an aerodynamic layout like that of the Saenger-Bredt rocketpowered antipodal bomber of World War II. Cruising at 13 km altitude, the supersonic missile
would carry a 3000 kg warhead to a range of 2900 km. This was an alternate approach to
Ustinov's 3000 kg over 3000 km range missile requirement of April 1949. This design would be
elaborated at Korolev's bureau into the EKR ramjet design of 1953.

Fig. 267. A V-2 (A4) rocket on a Meillerwagen transporter vehicle. (Note: Meiller with "ll", because it was built by a company named
"MEILLER", often misspelled "Meiller".)
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Fig. 268-269. Supposedly an original frame of the Sputnik-1 launch of the Voskhod rocket on October 4, 1957.

The Russian
giant leap
forward
The core of the Sputnik-1launcher was an early
ICBM, the SS-6 (left). Its warhead was removed,
an extra oxygen tank added in its place, and four
additional boosters added around the outside to
launch the orbital space ship with the satellite
famous satellite platform. There was ONLY this
difference between Soviet military and space
vehicle – the matter of booster power for heavier
payloads.
To no small credit this spaceship ferrying the
first Earth satellite into orbit goes to the Nazi
Groettrup team, though domestically grown
space genie Sergei Korolev finished the job
after the German POWs left Russia in 1953
for Deutschland Uberalis!
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Fig. 270. Right after
WW-II there was a
period of so-called
"ghost rockets" or
flying saucers that
kept appearing around
1947 and perhaps a
year or two thereafter,
which was the testing
of the V-2s by such
nations on the
continent as Russia,
from both occupied
German territory and
from the Kapustin
Yar Cosmodrome,
and perhaps even
other locations,
dazzling the
unsuspecting public,
which might have
given the first rise for
the "flying saucers"
craze, i.e. the Allies
testing captured
German high-tech
military technology.
Therefrom, the media
preoccupation with
the subject in the
immediate postwar
period, here depicts
ol' Joe Stalin with a
V-1 Flying Bomb of
wartime fame.

Fig. 271. Fiesler Fi
103, FZG 76 missiles,
c.1942; still in the
development stage, it
was moved about on
manpowered sleds,
by the rag-tag German
Rocket Forces troops,
who were even after
the war towing the
burden of POW status
assigned by the same
Overlords of heroic
Dr. Wernher von
Braun in America.
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Historians have suggested vis a vis economics of the V-Weapons that the huge resources
needed for the V weapon programs at Hitler's insistence, contributed to the quicker defeat of Nazi
Germany by diverting limited resources from conventional forces, e.g. the 11,000 tons of (low
grade) petrol needed for 20,000 V-1s could have been used in German tanks immobilized by lack
of fuel. The V-2 project was limited by Germany’s maximum ethanol (ethyl alcohol) production of
30,000 tons per annum, although some methanol was added to eke it out. Germany was also so
short of explosives that they were being diluted with rock salt. Professor Willi Messerschmitt told
Hitler in June 1943 that unless 80,000 to 100,000 V-weapons per month could be achieved, the
entire program should be scrapped, as even 50% would be ineffective.
One estimate is that the V-2 project cost two billion (two thousand million) marks, and this amount
was comparable (at 4.2 marks to the dollar) to the proportion of the allied economies spent on the
Manhattan Project; though the actual expenditure on the atom bomb was more than four times as
much because of the much larger allied economic base. Holsken* however cited an American
estimate that the total cost for the V-1 & V-2 (mainly for the V-2) was 3 billion dollars (or 7.5 billion
reichmarks at the 1940 rate of 2.49 marks to the dollar).
Hitler believed that the V-weapons would turn the tide of the war by devastating London and
forcing Britain's withdrawal from the war. Intended to turn the war back in Germany's favor, the
accuracy and hence the military effectiveness of the V weapons was low. But they had an
important psychological effect both in Germany and in the countries attacked with them.
However, the countermeasures that the V-1 had to face (anti-aircraft guns on the south coast of
England and RAF fighters) proved effective.
The V-2 was unstoppable with the technology of the time, and was used to target London, the
Netherlands, and Paris. But to be effective, the V-2 had either to be much bigger, much more
numerous or much more accurate - perhaps all three. Almost 30,000 V-1s were made. Approximately 10,000 was fired at England; 2,419 reached London, killing about 6,184 people and
injuring 17,981. The greatest density of hits were received by Croydon, on the SE fringe of
London. By September 1944, the V-1 threat to England ended when all launch sites were overrun
by the advancing Allied Armies. 4,261 V-1s had been destroyed by fighters, anti-aircraft fire.
________________________________

*Dieter V. Holsken, Missiles of the Third Reich (Sturbridge: Monogram Aviation Publications, 1994), p. 248; Roy Irons,
Hitler's Terror Weapons: The Price of Vengeance: (Harpersport, 2003), p. 166-169; and, Michael J. Neufeld, The Rocket and the
Reich: Peenemünde and the Coming of the Ballistic Missile Era. (New York: The Free Press, 1995), p. 137,237.


In 1933, Waffenamt Prüfwesen (Wa Prüf, English: Weapons Proof/Test) 1/1, under the Heeres Waffenamt (Army Weapons
Department), commenced work under the command/direction of Colonel/Dr. Eng. h. c. Dornberger. Dornberger also took over his last
military command on October 1, 1934 -- a powder-rocket training battery at Königsbrück. In May 1937, General von Brauchitsch,
commander in chief of the Reichswehr, transferred Dornberger and his ninety-man organization from Kummersdorf to Peenemünde.
In September of 1942, Dornberger was given two posts: coordinating the V-1 flying bomb & V-2 rocket development programs and
directing active operations. The first successful test launch of a V-2 was the third test launch on October 3, 1942:

This third day of October, 1942, is the first of a new era in transportation, that of space travel...

–

Speech at Peenemünde, by Walter Dornberger, October 3, 1942*

*[Walter Dornberger, V2--Der Schuss ins Weltall (Esslingan: Bechtle Verlag, 1952), pp. 17,20,26,36, in German; US
translation: V-2 Viking Press: New York, 1954). NOTE: Dornberger's detailed account of the V2 project was one of the first to
be published by a major participant.]
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Fig. 272. V-2 on display at Freeman Field, 1945 Freeman Air Museum. Two V1's are on either side.

Fig. 273-274. THIS kind of an invention as most virtuosic of the 'creative acts' of man was never laid to rest –
not to this very day!

If fact, the unmanned vehicle above, beyond its ballistic nuclear missile application, became a genuine spaceship
of present day space travel. It was the German know-how which bequeathed this 'creative act' of machine over man
to the betterment of the Human Condition, albeit despite its tumultuous entry in the affairs of man – warfare.


Copyright©2005 for the Appendix of the OPEN SPACES—Conflict & Resolution 3-volumes on the Cold War.
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PS. Fig. 275. Isaac Newton's cannon, who discussed the use of a cannon to attain orbit in 1687 in his Principia Mathematica - the very
book that defined classical physics of the three Newtonian Laws and provided the theoretical basis for space travel and rocketry in
general. Newton used the following 'thought experiment' to explain the principle of orbits around the earth (see illustration), centuries
ahead of the actual first object in space – Sputink-1, October 4, 1957.

Finally, by way of THIS footnote, the illustrated text before you is still in DRAFT form—it needs much more
verbal meet, academic friends tell me, to be grafted on this albeit graphically overcrowded illustrated
skeleton of this incredible story of man's flight to higher cosmic heights. Yes, indeed, I need much more time
to systematize the various aspects of this high-tech saga to complete this very graphic but truly exotic story
th
of man's plight and flight into space via the terrible 20 century warfare. The Human Condition is not as
aggressive as behaviorists think, though we do, indeed, seem to make progress through persistent conflict &
resolution as we wonder as landlubbers through the terrestrial "open spaces," the long civilization trek bound
to worthier heights, coded in our genetic determinism. . . of a shiny, imminent space-faring Cosmic Society
which is our destiny!
I tend to blame the Germanic/Gothic/Portestant sub-breed of man, more than others, because they are
much more aggressive, cold, ruthless "imps" from the flatlands of the River Ganges, an Oriental, barbarian
and greedy lot. YET, aggression is pervasive throughout the racial mosaic of Man, creeds, breeds,
languages and the rest, almost, and unfortunately so  bar none! . . . However, I think we'll make it,
regardless, all the way out there in the footsteps of our robots – Pioneers and Voyagers, just as the late Carl
Sagan dreamed, and as I dream and believe it whole heartedly: it's our Destiny to roam and populate the
vast Cosmos, where 'somewhere out there in the depths of space live our brethren if not ancestors, for the
human form and content, must have had some kind of a Maker, animate or inanimate to be such an exotic
biogenic machine. [A deductive process within our vertical intellectual capabilities can prove it!]
Therefore, irrespective of the layout of this text, approach, style or whatever it might lack vis a vis its content
and analysis, as scrutinized by the general reader or especially the expert, regardless it was time to put the
high-tech saga to rest with many questions raised answered, I trust, otherwise I had better things to do . . .
Copyright©27 August 2007 by Prof. Paul S. Cutter - Europe
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PS. Per Aspera Ad Astra…

THIS is on the Mall in D.C., the George Washington
Obelisk – in July 1946; the missile
that "changed the world,"
the V-2…
No one to this day seems to recognize the fallacy in it all, i.e. the Grand
Assimiliator, the Ango-Saxon, cares not that he steals from others, brain drain replete!
The Barbarian breed understands ONLY to take, and take it all…form others as the Romans did…
to this day very day, our very own American ruling elite and the Eastern Establishment, the Social Register,
now infested with military-industrial complex corporate management, Tinsel Town movie stars, and a
whole host of foreigners, the continental aristocracy be it red or blue or white, it's all the same
game played at the expense of the biblical weak and meek of this pale-blue planet Earth!
There's no Chivalry in the game of Dominance! Winner takes all…
I wonder, if the Animal Kingdom will ever accept them – the Germanic sub-breed of Man - as one of their own!?
I mean the breed on the Potomac…the American ruling elite, our warmongering establishment?!
Very unlikely… their very existence on this pale blue planet Earth is against the qualitative survival of the

Human Condition!

Dr. Wernher von Braun

Over the rough road to the starts, so dictates the Latin proverb, which seems to be the
route we have taken inescapably - Destiny Recalled - whether we admit it or not, i.e. the
V-1 engine burnished it in gold, the yellow Swastika, below…
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Dr. Sagan's pale blue dot…

D.C.

Moscow

The graphic symbology (above) is obvious for the astute, some of it a la
Francis Bacon "between the lines"… I was inspired to write this Treatise on the
History of Rocketry – A Secret Weapon - by my preoccupation with the Cold
War trilogy, my literary magnum opus on the ramifications of the East-West post-War II
conflict (the planetary polarization at times on the verge of hot nuclear war), which dealt
with the ICBM nuclear threat to our American national security… Half a century had
passed since my attendance of the Communist Youth Festival in Moscow (June 1957)…
I was in the Russian capital during the year of translation and verification of researched
materials (July 2006 – June 2007), on the latter date attending the 50th anniversary
festivities.
Surely, much has changed in Russia, as in the West, yet it seems to me that
"everything changes and still remains the same," which is a part and parcel of the Human
Condition, whether we like it or not; but, yet, there is qualitative change and visible
progress, and I trust reach for that shiny Cosmic Future I've written about in this abstract,
as elsewhere during my long lifetime, i.e. to become a space-faring civilization is our
destiny. – prof. PSCutter
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IN Addenda
The secret Weapon

My afterthoughts…something to ponder by the reader!

Fig. 276. Pioneer 11 negotiating the 5th planet – Saturn, passing over the plain of the rings and meandering between the
plain of the myriad of its moons. An artist's realistic rendition of the probe's passage… on and on into the depths of
darkness and the unchartered void between the stars…
Fig. 277. Titan of Saturn is the
largest moon in the Solar
System, hard surface and
methane lakes characterize the
planetoid.

Titan's surface by the
Cassini probe as seen
from a distant flyby of the
th
5 planet's largest moon,
on July 2, 2004; only a
day after orbit insertion,
when it approached to
within 339,000 kilometers
(211,000 miles), providing
the best look of the
moon's surface to date. A
mosaic of nine processed
images recently acquired
during Cassini's first very
close flyby of Saturn's
moon Titan on October
26, 2004, constitutes the
most detailed full-disc
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view of the mysterious moon. The view is centered on 15 degrees South latitude, and 156
degrees West longitude. Brightness variations across the surface and bright clouds near the
South Pole are easily seen. Preliminary findings seemed to confirm the presence of large bodies
of liquid on the surface of Titan. The photos showed what appear to be large drainage channels
crossing the lighter colored mainland into a dark sea. Some of the photos even seem to suggest
islands and mist shrouded coastline. At the landing site there were indications of chunks of water
ice scattered over an orange surface, the majority of which is covered by a thin haze of methane.
The instruments revealed "a dense cloud or thick haze approximately 18-20 kilometers from the
surface". The surface itself was reported to be a clay-like "material which might have a thin crust
followed by a region of relative uniform consistency." One ESA scientist compared the texture
and color of Titan's surface to a Crème brûlée, but admitted this term probably would not appear
in the published papers.
Fig. 278. Contrast-enhanced version of a real-time surface image,
colored frames (below) released from the landing site.

Cassini, Voyager or Pioneer probes realities and touching of
far-off planetary soil of a Saturn satellite – Titan - is both a
ticket to the stars and an afterthought and sorrow felt for the
killing fields of this same race of man to get from there
(1942) to here (2007): the little pale-blue bird on the cover of
this pictorial pamphlet to these 5 billion years-old rocks 588
million km (365 million miles) away, which I could've have
photographed in the Gobi Desert I once traipsed as a
professional Cold War "warrior". Ironically, my mission was
not as deadly, the high-tech software snooping of the enemy
missile prowess as Dr. Wernher von Braun with his TNT
warhead in the Hot War of WW-II.
I think I have said enough for the astute reader: for those
wartime channel crossings, may I underscore, have paved
the Cosmic Highway for us with the same rocks strewn all
over the Cosmos, indeed, used by the Romans for their
58,000 km of roadways at the height of the Empire around
the Mediterranean Orbis…The entire vastness of the
Universe may well be paved with such roads and the same
prolific Roman military engineers maybe out there to shake
our hand. Indeed, that first footstep on the moon is an
imprint on these rocks (left) and all those roads in the
endless universe be they Sci-Fi wormhole hyper-linear
highways of the imminent future.

Fig. 279. Scale comparison of the relative sizes of the Earth and the
Gliese 581 c planet circling around its parent sun in the habitable zone
(HZ), assuming Gliese 581 c is a rocky body, if so then we may have
a hominid neighbor in nearby space, providing that all biogenic considerations are equal. The planet is relatively close to Earth at 20.4 light
years (193 trillion km or 119 trillion miles) located in the direction of the
constellation of Libra. It appears to be the first terrestrial extrasolar
planet discovered in the habitable zone surrounding its star, where
surface temperatures might maintain liquid water. Therefore, Gliese
581 c is the first extrasolar planet believed to have a surface temperature
similar to that of Earth.
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Fig. 280. Contrast-enhanced version of a real-time surface
image, colored frames released from the landing site.

The Titan moon surface, enlarged; the strewn surface very
much like any surface in the Earth's deserts and,
for that matter, specifically the terra
firma of our very own - Moon.
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Fig. 281. Enlarged Saturn moon – Titan – enlarged.
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Fig. 282. This is the Earth satellite Huygens Probe landing on Saturn's moon – Titanic, to take its readings of the surface conditions of
the planetoid, half the size of Earth itself… Probably "life out there" is located on the moons of gaseous giants the like of Jupiter; in
other words every single star out there may have a solar system, and its planets—be they hospitable or not—do possess moons with
solid cores, hence the abundance of life on secondary systems – i.e. on the moons. Notice the Voyager aircraft left upper corner of this
artistic rendition, the ringed Saturn is in the background, then the satellite actually landing on the hard surface.

Fig. 283. Titanic is the planetoid, the moon orbiting Saturn, precisely in this pictured ring.
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Fig. 285. Hugyens satellite, Voyager – 2, dropping
down through methane clouds on Saturn's large solidcore Titanic moon, the surface made of strewn rock and
gas (benzine) seas; in other words, when we run out of
gas down here we can gas-up up there…, tsk? tsk!

Fig. 286. Scientist-Astronaut Harrison H. Schmitt is photographed standing next to a huge, split boulder during the third Apollo 17
extravehicular activity (EVA-3) at the Taurus-Littrow landing site on the Moon. Schmitt is the Apollo 17 lunar module pilot. This
picture was taken by Astronaut Eugene A. Cernan, commander, who sent this writer (yours truly) a memento from the surface, a
photograph he took personally of the pale blue planet, which was much bigger than Dr. Sagan's "pale-blue dot" (see fig. 4, p. 7). It
struck me even then, back in those days, that the hard-surface moons of gaseous planets were the tickets for the Habitable Zone's life
in Outer Space.
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Fig. 287. Saturn as seen from Titan, first published in 1944, is undoubtedly Chesley Bonestell's most famous painting. His photo of
Saturn from its largest moon Titan clinched it for me, especially after space probes photos of Neptune's moon – Triton – were distributed by NASA: entrenchment of life on hardcore moons was much more realistic quantitatively, because of the vast number of
gaseous planetary giants populating solar systems that contained rocky moons over the number of solid core genuine planets a la
Earth. In fact, Bonestell's work may be the best-known astronomical painting of all time. To achieve a realistic effect he constructed a
detailed plasticine model of the landscape, and then he tried out different lighting on the model, using a rough painting of Saturn on a
large sheet of cardboard as a stand-in for the background. Therefrom the finished image as it appeared in Life magazine and the cover
of The Conquest of Space (1949). For the finished art, Bonestell mounted a large B&W photographic print of the model on an
illustration board, then painted over it with thin layers of oil paint. As our space probes flipped by Titanic this painting turned out to be
so prophetic that it remains a classic in the annals of space art and conquest of space generally, though Saturn's rocky satellite is so
exotic, to explain it properly required expertise in petroleum studies, because the planetoid rains gas or kerosene, which make up its
lakes and seas across the planetoid.

Fig. 288. Bonestell Born Jan. 1, 1888, San Francisco, Calif., U.S. died June 11, 1986, Carmel, Calif. He was a superb illustrator of
spaceflight and astronomical subjects whose paintings, motion-picture special effects, and magazine illustrations captured the popular
imagination in the decades before manned spaceflight began. This study of the Milky Way Galaxy Mural (above) is located at the
Flandrau Planetarium (Tucson, Arizona). Oil on board, 15x30 inches, 1975. The preliminary study was executed on a 4x8 foot mural.
On the reverse is a 12x12 inch pencil sketch, along with a description of the painting in the artist's hand.
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Fig. 289. An artist's vision of the Neptune or Saturn-like planet from a satellite moon like Triton or Titanic, where an Easter Island
type of civilization lived and prospered. The island's population mythology speaks of "birdmen" from space populating the island. Of
course, they would have come from a more hospitable environment than the coldest spot in the solar system – Triton – whose low
temperatures approach absolute zero. Birdmen (Tangata manu) paintings in the so-called "Cannibal Cave" on Easter Island confirm
such claims.
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Fig. 290. Nowadays astroarcheology has made some strides in at least projecting—if not proving or providing evidence of ancient
visitors from space. Here a flying saucer has seemingly crashed near the pyramid at Chechen-Itza in Yucatan, Mexico, with Mayan
written language and mathematics.

Fig. 291. One of the many artists' renditions of Atlantis based on Plato's text (above) and, perhaps, who knows?, but the fact speaks-how myth became reality in building water cities, such as Venice and even St. Petersburg, Russia. Many scientists still think there had
to be an Atlantis somewhere, to give birth to modern science & technology, but where??
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Fig. 292. Neptune is the eighth planet from the Sun in the Solar System. It is the fourth largest planet by diameter,
and the third largest by mass. Neptune is 17 times the mass of Earth and is slightly more massive than its near-twin Uranus, which is
14 Earth masses and less dense. The planet is named after the Roman god of the sea. Its astronomical symbol is a stylized version of
Poseidon's trident. Neptune's atmosphere is primarily composed of hydrogen and helium along with traces of methane. The methane
in the atmosphere, in part, accounts for the planet's blue appearance, but because Neptune's color is much more vivid than that of
Uranus, which has a similar amount of methane, another component is presumed to contribute to Neptune's intense color. Neptune
also has the strongest winds of any planet in the solar system, measured as high as 2,100 km/h.[9] At the time of the 1989 Voyager 2
flyby, it had in its southern hemisphere a Great Dark Spot comparable to the Great Red Spot on Jupiter. Neptune's temperature at its
cloud tops is usually close to −218 °C, one of the coldest in the solar system, due to its great distance from the sun.
Fig. 23-299. Global color mosaic of Triton, taken in 1989 by Voyager 2 during its flyby of the
Neptune system. Color was synthesized by combining high-resolution images taken through
orange, violet, and ultraviolet filters; these images were displayed as red, green, and blue images
and combined to create this color version. With a radius of 1,350 (839 mi), about 22% smaller
than Earth's moon, Triton is by far the largest satellite of Neptune. It is one of only three objects
in the Solar System known to have a nitrogen-dominated atmosphere (the others are Earth and
Saturn's giant moon, Titan). Triton has the coldest surface known anywhere in the Solar System
(38 K, about -391 degrees Fahrenheit); it is so cold that most of Triton's nitrogen is condensed as
frost, making it the only satellite in the Solar System known to have a surface made mainly of
nitrogen ice. The pinkish deposits constitute a vast south polar cap believed to contain methane
ice, which would have reacted under sunlight to form pink or red compounds. The dark streaks overlying these pink ices are believed
to be an icy and perhaps carbonaceous dust deposited from huge geyser-like plumes, some of which were found to be active during the
Voyager 2 flyby. The bluish-green band visible in this image extends all the way around Triton near the equator; it may consist of
relatively fresh nitrogen frost deposits. The greenish areas includes what is called the cataloupe terrain, whose origin is unknown, and
a set of 'cryovolcanic' landscapes apparently produced by icy-cold liquids (now frozen) erupted from Triton's interior.
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These composite view showing Neptune on
Triton's horizon.
Neptune's South Pole

is to the left; clearly
visible in the planets'
southern hemisphere is a Great Dark Spot; a large
anticyclonic storm system located about 20 degrees
south. The foreground is a computer generated view of Triton's maria as they would
appear from a point approximately 45 km above the surface. The terraces visible in
this image indicate multiple episodes of 'cryovolcanic' flooding. This three-dimensional view was created
from a Voyager image by using a two-dimensional photoclinometric model. Relief has been exaggerated
roughly 30-fold, the actual range of the relief is about 1 km. would Neptune appear to be rising or setting?
Neither, due to the motion of Triton relative to Neptune, it would appear to move laterally along the horizon,
eventually rising and setting at high latitudes. [Credit: NASA/JPL]
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Fig. 300-301. Triton is 355,000 km from the mother planet, 1350 km in diameter. This set of post encounter images of
Triton shows the best views of Neptune's moon taken by Voyager 2 as the spacecraft withdrew from the Neptune system
on August 25, 1989. The images were constructed from various color image bands as Voyager receded from Triton.
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Fig. 302-303. Voyager-2 passing by the solar planet Neptune, and its moon – Triton. It's very very dark in outer space,
and even by the time we reach Neptune (2.8 billion miles or 4.5 billion km distance from the sun) it very dark; interstellar
space is in fact pitch dark but for the background stars… In fact, until the traveler or robot reaches nearby space of
another solar system visibility radius.
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Fig. 304-305. The "pale-blue dot" above and a NSA promotional of its rough
trek to the stars – Per aspera ad astra!

Whither the paleblue dot?!
Our probes: flipping by the
planets & moons of the solar
systems messengers of the
earthly maker to the suns
and solar systems and moons
in the vastness of the Milky
Way galaxy,
Our home…
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Fig. 306. the accent is on finding life on the moons . . .
Seen from the outer solar system through Cassini's cameras, the entire expanse of direct human experience, so far, is nothing more
than a few pixels across. Earth no longer holds the distinction of being our solar system's only "water world," as several other bodies
suggest the possibility that they too harbor liquid water beneath their surfaces. The Saturnian moon, Enceladus, is among them, and is
also captured on the left in this image, with its plume of water ice particles and swathed in the blue E ring which it creates. Delicate
fingers of material extend from the active moon into the E ring. See PIA08321, for a more detailed view of these newly-revealed
features. The narrow tenuous G ring and the main rings are seen at the right. The view looks down from about 15 degrees above the
un-illuminated side of the rings. Images taken using red, green, and blue spectral filters were combined to create this view. The image
was taken by the Cassini spacecraft wide-angle camera on Sept. 15, 2006, at a distance of approximately 2.1 million kilometers (1.3
million miles) from Saturn and at a sun-Saturn-spacecraft angle of almost 179 degrees. Image scale is approximately 250 kilometers
(155 miles) per pixel. At this time, Cassini was nearly 1.5 billion kilometers (930 million miles) from Earth. Not since NASA's
Voyager 1 spacecraft saw our home as a pale blue dot from beyond the orbit of Neptune, the Earth has been imaged in color from the
outer solar system. Now, Cassini casts powerful eyes on our home planet, and captures Earth, a pale blue orb -- and a faint suggestion
of our moon -- among the glories of the Saturn system. Earth is captured here in a natural color portrait made possible by the passing
of Saturn directly in front of the sun from Cassini's point of view. At the distance of Saturn's orbit, Earth is too narrowly separated
from the sun for the spacecraft to safely point its cameras and other instruments toward its birthplace without protection from the sun's
glare. The Earth-and-moon system is visible as a bright blue point on the right side of the image above center. Here, Cassini is looking
down on the Atlantic Ocean and the western coast of North Africa. The phase angle of Earth, seen from Cassini is about 30 degrees. A
magnified view of the image (see figure 1) taken through the clear filter (monochrome) shows the moon as a dim protrusion to the
upper left of Earth.
Fig. 307. Epsilon Eridani
is orbited by a large planet
which might look like
this. . . Some time ago,
perhaps more than two
decades past, I took a fix
on this star as a possible
candidate for biological
life; however, since then,
the discovery of this
particular giant 'gaseous'
planet, it's not a very likely candidate to harbor biological life. It's a Type=K2, Magnitude=3.7, Distance=10½ light years away, an
orange dwarf star relatively close.. This star was searched for signs of intelligent life with the Green Bank radio telescope in 1960. The
results, predictably, were negative. The IRAS satellite detected a lot of dust orbiting this star indicating a possible forming solar
system, and even more recently, (Aug 2000), a Jupiter sized planet has been detected orbiting this star at a distance of 3.2 AU (480
million km).
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Fig. 308. sun's location is near the center of the

just 30 light years distant; we're in the Sagittarius arm of this
galactic carousel.
galaxy…

It's all a matter of time and space as we Hominids continue to pursue our incredible existence within the
confines of Destiny Recalled and its subliminal implications…
Reality is within the dimensions of our mind, i.e. "I think therefore I am," said René Descartes.
In other words reality is what we make of it, how we configure it in the innovative framework of science and technology
within our reach for the vertical heights of space and time which is our destiny.
Very simply:
"It's all a matter of time and space," indeed, as we Hominids continue to pursue our incredible, vertical progress, in search
for our cosmic brethren and/or God, or both, indeed, in quest for our very self… Our calling card is out there, our high-tech
probes, while the Americas are visible at night from space, especially North America, and more or less the entire planet.
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It seems to this writer that man & his maker
are overtly preoccupied with
space Flight,
i.e. there has to be some
substance to it!

PR=

0 −1
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Fig. 309-310. The Ankh of the ancient Egyptians was the symbol of life (above, the actual Hieroglyphic sign) and remains an enduring
icon and a potent symbol of Western Christianity, associated with the Egyptian glyph for magical protection – "sa"… Akhenaten &
Nefertiti officially launched "monotheism" 1300 BC using the Ankh sometimes as a scepter, the symbol meaning "life". Our Moses of
the Ten Commandments and Old Testament, a born son of Ramses-II, the great pharaoh of the 19th dynasty, the Egyptian Prince
(Moses, now a runaway with his Jewish nanny) brought the "cross" (ankh) and the belief in a single god from Egypt to the Sinai. Of
course, his nanny had been a Jewish slave working for the royal palace in biblical Goshen (the Delta in the River Nile), coastal Egypt.
The Old Testament itself, I posit, was written by the Jewish classical construction engineer, the prophet Ezekiel of the Bible, who
was hired by Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon to fortify the canals on the river Euphrates in Baghdad; he was well paid and hired a staff, in
addition to the construction overseers, a covey of writers and scribes to compile their own Bible we inherited from the Hebrew tradition – the Old Testament, 600 BC, from which derives the New Testament of the early Christian Era. The rest of the Biblical story is
just that – our Christian fabrication, i.e. we were not Christians until after Constantine the Great clichéd the term "cross" at Milvian
Bridge – Yorkshire, England (312 AD), and presided over the formalization of Christianity as the official state religion at the Council
of Nicea 325 AD. However, it was in 391 AD, when the Roman Emperor Theodosius formalized Christianity by closing all the pagan
temples throughout the Roman Empire, when it became a real-time religion of WesternCiv; finding God in the 15th century Sistine
Chapel art of the Renaissance, when man the tool-maker launched high-tech in the West in his persistent reach for the stars, be it by
the flight of secret military weapons.
Per aspera ad astra!
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Somebody's out there…
By way of this footnote, writing and illustrating this unusual graphic
Treatise on the History of Space Flight and/or military conflict between
the two super-powers – the USA & USSR – documentation was based
on knowledge gained in the field, the so-called "open spaces," a cliché
of mine used to characterize the 3-vol.semi-biographical book on the
Cold War. I spent decades in this dangerous theater of conflict &
resolution monitoring the awesome Russian military machine for the
Pentagon and its NATO Allies. Hence, being in Siberia & Central Asia
form 1961-85, it was a period of time, which exposed me to the technical materials, plus
researched background to provide the reader with this unique visual panoply…
The main reason for all the graphics on these pages it gives the serious readers nowadays a
quick visual perusal to grasp the nature of the message, without having to read tiring, and long
technical texts. Such is this Information Age of High-Tech: we don't pause anymore to read
novels, historical volumes, and complicated, time-consuming literature. Moreover, living in this
age of visual documentation we tend to believe more well-documented illustrations than
argumentative written verbiage.
The access to ICBM launch sites and Russian military reservations was accomplished through
big game hunting safaris, therefore before me a relatively fresh derelict Argali wild ram head,
killed during the Winter season, probably by roaming packs of wolves in Northern Altai, Mongolia
(close to the Read Chinese border, their nuclear proving grounds and missile installations), found
on an alluvial creek bank by an American big game hunter, who served it as his bagged head,
using the cape of another bagged Argali sheep much lesser trophy (pooling the wool over the
eyes of the 'attentive' Southern Californian Safari Club membership in Los Angeles, including the
Sports Afield magazine, March issue 1971), while the presence of such hunters in the theater,
was tacitly welcome by communist government travel agencies, with the sportsmen paying handsome hard currency fees for permits to access the closed regions with exotic trophies along the
otherwise closed Central Asia massif, therefrom the inveigled traipsing by a few sportsmen in the
forbidden zones of Siberia and Central Asia, among them a handful of professional American
monitors on covert operations. These hunts were sometimes initiated by us, because the access
gave our field operations the necessary cover to roam the sensitive border areas, i.e. in order to
acquire the necessary military intelligence requested by Washington…
Fig. 311. Please note: no such
trophy of this size, 66-5/8
inches to the side (almost to
the "T'" each horn), had ever
been bagged to date - July 29,
1970, North Altai, Mongolia.

Alexander the Great
The Macedonian conqueror was
accompanied on his conquest of
the world with some 60 writers
and scientists to write about
his historical conquest of
of the civilized world.
(333-323 BC)
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In the illustration above (Fig. 288), I was en route to the Bulgan Valley Soviet military exercises
monitoring mission, where 30,000 members of the Soviet Armed Forces (including 10,000
paratroopers) were involved in Blue and Red uniform maneuvers, held right on the MongolianRed Chinese border, July-August 1970 (treated in chapter 21, "Firefight", OPEN SPACES—
Conflict & Resolution, 2006 ed.).
An interesting note: Alexander the Great, on his trek to Siva, southeast of Alexandria to meet
with the Oracle, came back with the title of Ammon Ammon, King of Kings, with the horns of this
very great ram decorating his head above the ears on this one Greek drachma coin minted at the
time (321 BC) in Alexandria, Egypt… The author suspects that if there really was an Oracle in
communion with Alexander in the Egyptian Desert we could expect to see such "decorative" ET
brethren arrive on this pale-blue planet at some point in the future, perhaps sooner than later—for
the powerful Hominid brain may have a "wishing" basket which it can fill with such magic biological presence, imagine in flesh and perhaps green blood, speaking English; the formula is in the
Destiny Recalled theorem (bottom p.151). Our very existence is metaphysical; leading edge
contemporary science is heading in that direction, no doubt about it... A serious deductive
process by experts can illustrate the points made here in this graphic history of space flight.

Fig. 312. The author in the Fall season, early 1960's, at the moment in the Gobi Desert en route on a surveillance mission in the TaklaMakan Desert of Northwestern Red China. At this point, I was only 23-24 years old that Fall and green behind the ears as far as
penetration and personal security was concerned, but in those days only "mission accomplished" was about the only accepted form of
professional performance, hence… Therefore, to our superiors in Washington: We were expendable!

YET, a goodly number of us survived the tenure, God only knows how or why, in view of the incredible
exposure of our operations and stations embedded deep behind the enemy lines in the foreboding
Subterranea of Central Siberia.
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Fig. 313. The author (PSC, above) taking a break along the balmy Adriatic Sea, contemplating the various illustrative aspects of the
"Secret Weapon" Treatise, at Rezhevichi, Montenegro, June 2007. After a year in Russia (2006-07), working on the Cold War 3volume translation it was time to relax and ponder older, unsolved topics of recent world history.
Copyright©2007, by Prof. Paul S. Cutter – Europe.
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PS. . . > > > Habitable ZoneEarth

Fig. 314-315. These planets do in fact "gravitationally" tug at our star – the Sun – creating a wobble in its amidships, therefore an
intelli-gent ET or his surveillance robots, yes – they would know about our solar system, the life in the HZ of Earth and their brethren,
we the Hominid race of man; it's just that in this Sagittarius arm of our Milky Way, we may indeed be tucked away far from the main
stellar highway of other space faring intelligent life. However, sooner than later we shall be found, no doubt about it, though the
famous nuclear physicist Enrico Fermi asked: "Where are they?" On planetary moons all over the Milky Way!!

"Where are they?" said the famous nuclear physicist Enrico Fermi, when
asked about ET: On the Moon , July 20-21, 1969;
and, surely, by 2069 all over
nearby space as a space-farming civilization, believe it or not, Ripley!
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